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Preface

This book arose from a need felt by members
of B. C. Hydro's interdivisional. Indian Affairs Steering
Committee for further information on a few specific, but basic
issues requiring consideration in the course of planning
for the hydro-electric projects proposed by B. C. Hydro
for the Liard, Iskut and Stikine Rivers in Northern
B.C.
While there are several published books
dealing with native rights in Canada, and even one
specifically on the subject of Treaties 8 and 11 (Fumoleau,
As Long As This Land Shall Last) none of them gives more than
the briefest mention of the effects of these treaties
within the b6undaries of British Columbia or Yukon Territory.
Mr. Melville's effort is therefore a significant contribution
to the literature on this subject.
Since the work has a great deal of value beyond
the Committee's immediate concerns, it is being published
and made available to all those with an interest in the
subject.
Mr. Melville researched and wrote this book
during the winter of 1979-1980 while he was a·third-year
law student at Osgoode Hall Law School in Toronto.

He

was a B. C. Hydro employee and my assistant on several
projects during the summer of 1979, when he became

III.

familiar with some of these land related questions
that were arising.
Having graduated from Osgoode Hall,
Mr. Melville is presently with B. C. Hydro as an
articled student.
Ernest S. Collins,
Manager, Properties Division,
Chairman, Indian Affairs
Steering Committee,
B. C. Hydro and Power Authority
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NOTE:
The material which follows represents the result
of research findings.

Where legal matters are dis-

cussed various arguments are put forward and judicial
opinion is reviewed only for the purpose of canvassing
all the legal issues which arise from the facts.
This does not represent a legal opinion.

v

SUMMARY

Chapter One
Th~s

tlistorical Background

chapter sets out a brief history of

Northern British Columbia, which is the subject of
the balance of the report.

It begins with the time

of contact between the native people and Europeans,
discusses economic development, the influence of
the Hudson's Bay Company, interaction between natives,
the newcomers and Government, and concludes with the
present day.
Chapter Two

Treaties 8 and 11

This chapter investigates in some detail various aspects of both Indian treaties and, in particular, their application within B.C.

The following

points are made:
The largest area in which a native title could have
been surrendered by Treaty 8 is much smaller than
the language of the treaty would indicate (2.11)
The Liard River drainage area above the mouth
of the Fort Nelson River, and the Parsnip and
Finlay Rivers (now Williston Lake) are not included
in the land which might have been surrendered (2.12)
The boundary description of the Treaty 8 territory
is uncertain for the further reasons that the word
description does not match the accompanying map (2.14),
nor does it match the intention in the enabling
Order in Council (2.16), and even if correct that

VI

word description is not clearly capable of being
mapped out (2.20)
No title to land in Yukon Territory could have
been surrendered by Treaty 11 despite the language
of that treaty (2.23)
The manner in which treaty negotiations were
carried out casts a doubt over the bona fides of
the signatures obtained on them (2.26)
Section E (2.32-2.41) attempts to reconstruct the
tribal boundaries in northern B.C. at the turn
of the century and suggests the boundaries of
the largest area which could be subject to
Treaty 8
Constitutional law issues arise with Treaty 8,
There may be an argument that the treaty is
invalid because the federal government had no
jurisdiction to negotiate it (2.42), however
there are arguments at least as strong on the
other side (2.44,2.47)
Even if the federal government is the proper
party to negotiate an end to native title by means
of a treaty, the appropriation of lands to be
given in exchange can only be accomplished by
the joint action of both levels of government

VII

(2.50).

The government of B.C. was not a party

to Treaty 8 (2.51)
Chapter Three

Use of Indian Reserves for Public
Purposes

Where Indian Reserve land is required for a
public works project and consent to its use is not
forthcoming there are limited means by which it can
be obtained:
Indian Act s.35 gives the federal Cabinet the
power to order

exprop~iation,

but the

administrative policy on its use limits the
availability of this means (3.5) (D.I.A. policy
has recently been revised with respect to the
use of Reserves prior to an agreement being
reached (3.6))
The War Measures Act has been used in the past
to take reserves for national defense purposes
(3.11)
B.C. is entitled to take up to one-twentieth
of a reserve for several specific purposes
(3.12) Further constitutional law aspects of
the problem of expropriation are discussed
(3.14-3.23)
Chapter Four

Natural Resources vs. Native Land Use
VIII

The James Bay Hydro-Electric Project gave rise
to litigation brought by natives who claimed title
to the land being developed.

An injunction was

granted which temporarily halted all construction.
This case is significant because it indicates the
type of evidence that courts will consider, and because it demonstrates that legal rights in land
title matters are not found exclusively in the Indian
Act (4.12)
The Northern Manitoba Hydro-Electric Project
involved the flooding of Indian Reserves, but in
this case a consent was obtained from the Indian
Bands after lengthy negotiations (4.18)
The Baker Lake case is another instance of the
grant of an interlocutory injunction halting resource
exploration because of native title claims (4.25)

IX

INTRODUCTION
British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority
is presently studying the feasiblity of hydro-electric
generation projects on three rivers in Northern B.C.
These are the Liard, Iskut and Stikine.
At an early stage in

planning~

it became

apparent that there would be many land related
problems associated with all of these projects.
While initially it would appear that most of those
lands are unoccupied, in fact they all lie within
areas traditionally used and occupied by native
Indians, which use continues today.
All of the Liard River drainage is commonly
thought to be within the bounds of either Indian
Treaty

8 or 11.

Further research, as reported

here, reveals that this is not so.

The effect

of this finding is that any assurance as to land
titles which might be derived from the terms of
the treaties, is no longer available.
nature of

a

While the

"native land title" in this area is

extremely uncertain, if it should exist at
all, it is clear that the Indians who.use and
occupy the Upper Liard River have never done
anything to surrender such rights.
This report is an attempt to answer some specific
questions which arise in connection with these land
issues.

It begins with an historical review in

Chapter One to properly set the framework for
discussion of Treaties 8 and 11 which follows in
Chapter Two.

Chapter Three proceeds to deal

with the question of how an Indian Reserve might
be acquired for a public works project.

The rights

inherent in the establishment of an Indian Reserve
are quite separate and distinct from those which
might be included in a native title.

The Indian

Reserve status question arises because of the existence
of several Reserves in the study area.

Chapter

Four reviews three actual Canadian cases where resource
development projects were pursued on land which
was not subject to a treaty and which had long been
used and occupied by Indians.

In two of those

cases litigation was commenced which resulted in
temporary injunctions against further work.
The purpose of this report is not to present
a case for or against the existence of a native
title.

Neither does it attempt to discuss what

might be the components of such a title if one should
exist.

No Canadian court has yet tackled those

issues squarely, and this report does not attempt to
speculate on how they might. Instead, it treads
a much safer ground by dealing only with matters
which are known.

If it prevents error caused through

ignorance of knowledge which is presently available
then it will have achieved its purpose.

Xl

1.1

Chapter One

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
To draft a complete history of Northern British
Columbia would require reaching back many thousands of
years, for the land has been occupied by the native
people for all of that time.

However, for our purposes

it will be sufficient to begin discussion at the time of
contact between the Europeans and the natives.

The

traditional areas occupied by the different tribal
groups are discussed in Chapter Two,
To simplify the historical discussion, it has been
broken into two parts:

the first being a brief history

of the Fort Nelson area and the Lower Liard and
Mackenzie River drainage, and the second being a brief
history of the Stikineo Upper Liard and Dease Lake areas.
The material for this discussion comes largely
from two works published by Yale University in 1946 1
and 1949 ; reporting on the findings of anthropologist
John J.Honigmann who made several extended field trips
into these areas.

These reports combined existing

historical literature with information obtained from
native informants during his field trips.

The present
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discussion borrows liberally from Honigmann and is
supplemented with material from other sources where
footnoted.
A.

Fort Nelson

Toward the close of the eighteenth century the
Mackenzie drainage area was invaded by the independent
traders who in 1783 formed the North West Company of
Montreal which, for almost forty years, was the bitter
rival of the Hudson's Bay Company.

By the dawn of the

new century trading posts were being established by
these rival
(1805).

trade~s

at Forts Simpson (1800) and Liard

Between these years Fort Nelson must have been

founded, for there are reports that the post at Fort
Nelson produced seventy-two packs of fur in 1804.
The original Fort Nelson, according to Voorhis,

3

was built by the Hudson's Bay Company on the west bank
of the Fort Nelson River, a hundred miles above the
·river's mouth.

This would put the original site of

the post approximately opposite the location of the
later site, now abandoned.

One Indian informant revealed

to Honigmann that the original Fort Nelson was located
only twenty-five miles from the mouth of the Fort Nelson
River, and at a site which was known in 1940 as Maloney's

l.J
Cabin, from the name of am American trapper who operated
from there.

This location is about seventy-five miles below

the position of the settlement which is now referred to
as Old Fort Nelson (the town has moved again, this time
several miles away from the river since the construction
of the highway).

The information stated that the location

was on the right bank of the river, which is corroborated
by Duchaussois ~ who states that the original fort (which
according to him was built by the North West Company)
was located on the bank of the river opposite from that
which it then occupied in 192), and about half-way between
that post and Fort Liard.
In 1812, according to Inni' ~ or 1825. according to
Voorhis, there occurred the destruction of the first Fort
Nelson.

Difficulty in securing supplies provoked a

number of Indians to kill the factor, Alexander Henry, Jr.,
his wife and family.

According to Voorhis, the factor,

four men, and several women were massacred on that occasion.
The fort was pillaged and burned.
From that point until 1865, according to Voorhis
the post was abandoned.
post was rebuilt in 1867.

According to Duchaussois, the
The second Fort Nelson was

located on the easily flooded point at the foot of the road
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leading from Fort Nelson airport to the river.

A flood

is said to have destroyed the second Fort Nelson, perhaps
in 1890, after which the post was re-established on the
east bank of the Fort Nelson River.
For many years Fort

Nelson served an area stretching

from the Liard to about one hundred miles north of Fort St.
John.

Sekani and Slave met here to camp and trade together,

while across the river were the isolated camps of the much
feared Kaska.

In 19?9 Allard 6reported the Kaska still

to be trading into Fort Nelson.

During most of the period

the Hudson's Bay Company was the only trading firm operating
in Fort Nelson.

Gradually competition arose, at first from

an itinerant trader operating in a boat, and later from two
independent traders, one a metis and the other an American
couple who had for many years trapped in the country west
of Fort Simpson.
The next chapter of the history of the Fort Nelson area
began with the arrival of the missionaries.

These were

the French Oblates of Mary Immaculate (O.M.I.), the pioneer
missionaries of the Canadian North.
arrived in Canada in 1845.

The first contingent

Father Tache became the first

to enter the Athapaskan area in 1847, when he visited Fort
Chipewyan, but the Liard region does not seem to have been

reached until 1860.

In that year both an Oblate and an

Anglican minister reached Fort Liard.

Two years later

an Oblate reached Fort Halkett at the junction of the
Lia.rd and Smith Rivers.
Fort Nelson in 1868.

A mission was established at

In 1888, a severe famine perilled

the Europeans in Fort Nelson.

In June of 1890, there was

a severe flood on the Fort Nelson River and much damage
was caused.

One month later, there was a second flood,

which destroyed the mission church entirely.

It may have

been after this flood that Fort Nelson was moved across
the river to higher ground.

The mission was not recon-

structed until 194J.
The third chapter in the history of the Fort Nelson

Slave commences with the arrival of Indian agent H.A.
Conroy at Fort Nelson in August 1911 to include these
people among the signatories to the Dominion's Indian
Treaty Number 8.

In the settlement Conroy found 140 Slave

and Sekani Indians, presumably including a number who were
ineligible for inclusion in the treaty.

His report follows. 7

I spent the next two days talking with them,
explaining the articles of treaty. They
seemed anxious to enter treaty, but made
several objections, more for form's sake
than because of any sincere belief in
them.
On the 15th they elected a chief and headman,
who signed the adhesion for themselves and a
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band of 124 Indians. 'rhey were mostly Slave
with a few Sicanees.
I have never seen so poor a band of purely
nomadic Indians. They are sickly, infected
with scrofula and own no shacks or even
tepees, using only bark and brush. They
have no horses, and travel from place to
place with women and children. and dogs
laden with packs. They make a few pine
bark canoes, but they are at best a poor
affair, never lasting more than one season.
The Hudson's Bay Company is the only trading
company at Nelson, consequently goods are
priced very high and fur correspondingly
low. As a result the Indians can afford
few supplies, and must spend most of their
time following the meat animals. This
makes them poor fur hunters, and exposes
them to much hardship. Treaty will be of
great benefit to them. The annuity will
purchase clothing, and the fur will be
traded for supplies, which will ameliorate
their condition.
As the result of signing this treaty it was widely
thought that the people had given up a designated tract
of land in exchange for an allotment of 160 acres to
each Indian.

In addition the chief received a present

of $32, the headman $22, and each Indian $12 at the
time of treaty.

Thereafter annuities were to amount

to $25 to each chief, $15 to each headman, and $5 to
each Indian.

Chiefs and headmen would also be supplied

with a new suit of clothes every third year.

In addition

the Dominion Government promised to provide teachers
for the people as well as implements, cattle, ammunition,
.

an d t wine.

8

The final chapter of Fort Nelson history to date
might well conclude with the arrival of the Aloan (Alaska)
Highway into this region, thus ending the isolation of
this northern area, although there have been significant
events in the 30 years since.

A large part of the

present day development can be traced to the coming
of the highway.
Fort Nelson was always difficult of access from
the south in the early years.

The only practical means

of reaching the settlement, until the completion of the
railroad to McMurray, was down the Athabasca River to
Lake Chipewyan, thence down the Slave River to Great
Slave Lake and across the lake into the Mackenzie River.
One hundred and fiftY miles northeast the Mackenzie
reached the confluence of the Liard at Fort Simpson.
The course was then a hundred and fifty miles south-west
to the Fort Nelson River and a hundred miles southeast
on that river to Fort Nelson, a total distance of about
six hundred miles.

As a result of this distance Fort

Nelson remained relatively isolated from the stream of
Mackenzie Valley traffic and from contact with the outside world.
In view of this isolation, it is not surprising that
considerable interest was invested in the problem of
finding a more direct means of reaching Fort Nelson and
the adjacent country from Edmonton and Fort st. John.
Another motive for developing a direct route of access
from the south arose from the long winter period during
which ice blocked traffic on Great Slave Lake.

If supplies

could be brought to the Sikanni Chief River and then taken
by boat down the Fort Nelson and Liard Rivers, supplies
for Fort Simpson and other Maekenzie River posts could
arrive there well before the break-up of the lake.
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About 1924, a private trader, Kenny Mackenzie,
was freighting goods overland from Fort st. John to the
Sikanni Chief River and then floating the goods down to
the Mackenzie.

In this way material reached the Mackenzie

River free traders six weeks before the arrival of the
Hudson's Bay's transports so that the private traders,
with fresh stocks, were able to bid for the best of the
fur.

To offset Mackenzie the Hudson's Bay Company sent

Godsell to Fort St. John in 1924.

In 1926 Godsell 9claims

to have blazed a trail to Fort Nelson from Fort St. John.
This trail is shown on an early map as coming out on the
Muskwa River.

On this trail the first horses may have

reached Fort Nelson from the Peace River country.

Across

it the Hudson's Bay Company would be able to move supplies
for the newly established Sikanni River post which finally
drew the Sekani Indians away from Fort Nelson.
Godsell's claim of having been the first to blaze
such a trail in 1926 is apparently contradicted by other
information.

As early as 1911 there must have been a

pack trail from the Peace River to at least the Sikanni
Chief River for, after paying treaty at Fort Nelson in
that year, Conroy reports that he went one hundred and
eighty miles above Fort Nelson to the "Horse 'I'rack on the
Fort Nelson (Sikanni) River."

He was met here by

horses and from this point it took him eleven days to
reach Fort St. John travelling along the North Pine River.
In 1922 Williams igf the Geological Survey reports travelling
on a pack trail from Fort st. John to the Sikanni Chief
River.

He says that for about a hundred and fifty miles
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the way followed "an old trail used in part during the
Yukon gold rush of 1898.

The last twenty miles of the

trail is new, having been cut out by the Topographical
Survey's party."
Between these early attempts to penetrate the
muskeg and spruce forests of northern British Columbia
and the development of the Alaska Highway another phenomenon appeared to revolutionize travel in the North.
In 1934-35

~rant

McConachie, then president of Yukon

Southern Air Transport, made charter flights to Fort
Nelson.

The latter year saw the beginning of mail

service between Fort St. John and Fort Nelson.

In 1937

this service was extended to Edmonton on the south and
Whitehorse on the north.
at Fort

The planes continued to touch

Nelson where the company built a wireless

station and a float for mooring planes when the river
was open.

In 1942 Yukon Southern was integrated into

Canadian Pacific Airways and the float along the riverbank was forsaken except for mooring the Nelson Forks
and Fort Liard mail flights several times during the
summer.

Now planes began to land on the newer airport

across the river which, in 1942, was extended for joint
use during the war years by the U.S. Army Air Force,
the Royal Canadian Air Force, and Canadian Pacific
Airways (now C.P.Air).

The Alaska Highway was completed

in 1942-43 and with it came a relocation of the townsite
about eight miles to the west at the junction of the new
highway and the side road built to link it with the
airport.
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Recent history of the Fort Nelson area includes the
construction of the B.C.Rail extension north from Fort
St. John and exploration and extraction of natural gas
and oil which is found for many miles around.

Fort

Nelson may become an important transportation and supply
point in the near future for any of the major construction projects now being considered.

The Hudson's Bay

Company still operates in Fort Ne!lson though it is of
the modern department store variety.
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B.

Stikine/Dease Lake/Upper Liard
Fur trading activity in Northwestern B.C.dates back

at least to 1799 when trading vessels visited the waters
about the mouth of the Stikine, attracted by the furs
from the interior.

At this time the coastline was

claimed by four countries a Russia, Spain, United States
. .
11 Spain
. was el i minated
.
'
and Great Britain.
from the competition by the Florida Treaty of 1819.

In 1821, in a

declaration by the Russian Czar, claim was made to all
trade on the Pacific Coast as far south as the 5lst
parallel.

This was not agreeable to the other two coun-

tries and a convention between Great Britain and Russia
in 1825 created the territory now known as the Alaska
Panhandle and left that in Russian hands.

This remained

so until 1867 when Alaska was sold to the United States.
The Hudson's Bay Company was anxious to control
some of this trade but did not establish any effective
post in the interior Stikine area until 1867, when a
small store was established on the lower river by a
French Canadian, in the interest of the Hudson's Bay
Company. 12 This post would have enabled trade with the
Tahltan Indians.
Voorhis ~ports the existence of at least three
H.B.C. posts on the Stikine prior to 1867.

These area

Fort Mumford, located on the Stikine River near the
present town at Telegraph Creek (established before 1800)r
Fort Highfield, located at the north end of Wrangell
Island (Alaska) opposite the mouth of the Stikine, later
changed to Fort Wrangell (built by James Douglas in
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1839-1840):

and Fort Stikine, located on a peninsula

four miles from the mouth of the Stikine and originally
established by the Russian American Fur Co. and transferred to the H.B.C. about 1841 on a ten year lease.
There is some doubt about the accuracy of Voorhis'
research however, as there appears to be no other
indication of H.B.C. activity in the Telegraph Creek
area until the 1830's, thus disputing at the very
least the existence of Fort Mumford.
14
Emmons reports that at the time of the early
efforts by the Company to cross the mountains from
the east, they were outfitting the ship Driard for the
purpose of establishing a factory and colony on the
lower Stikine, but this attempt was frustrated by the
Russian authorities at Sitka, who dispatched two armed
vessels and hastily constructed a rude fort, namely
Fort Dionysius, where Wrangell now stands.

Emmons

also reports that the controversy over trading, rights
was resolved in 1837 by the lease of the coastline,
which lease was transferred to the Hudson•s Bay Company
in 1840.
several dates can be advanced for the first
meetings between the Kaska and Europeans.

The earliest

probably occurred shortly after 1800, following the establishme~t

of Forts Simpson and Liard.

Soon after the

amalgamation of the Hudson's Bay and the North-West
Companies in 1821, a trading settlement was built at
the confluences of the Smith and Liard Rivers known as
Fort Halkett. 15rn 1834, J. McLeod, a trader of the

l.

lJ

Hudson's Bay Company, left Fort Simpson "and ascended
the Liard to explore its upper waters - hoping, if
possible, to cross the watershed and find some stream
running to the Pacific."

He travelled to where Lower

Post is today and then ascended the Dease River, eventually reaching the Stikine after passing through
Dease Lake.

Four years later (18J8) McLeod establi-

shed a trading post on Dease Lake.
In 1840, two years after the establishment of
Dease Lake Post, Robert Campbell, an explorer for the
Hudson's Bay Company, started out from Fort Halkett
and reached the site of Fort Frances at the foot of
Frances Lake.

Here he built a dwelling which he called

Glenlyon House after his Scotland home.

In 1843 he

constructed a trading post which was first named Frances
Lake House, but which was later changed to Fort Frances.
There now follows a period when many of these early
trading

pos~s

were temporarily or permanently abandoned.

Dease Lake was deserted in May 1839, after some trouble
with natives, and the post was re-opened at Laketon in
1875, then removed to Porter Landing (north end of Dease
1
Lake) in 1901, £ater returning to the original location
where it closed in the summer of 1945.

Fort Frances

was abandoned in 1851, following the looting of the
post by the Chilkat (Tlingit) Indians.
in 1880 but was again abandoned.

It re-opened

A new post was finally

built at the foot of Frances Lake by Jack Hilditch about
1936.

It was soon acquired by the Hudson's Bay Company

under whose management it continued for many years.
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Fort Halkett was closed in 1865.

Its timbers and stone

fireplace may be found a short distance off the Alaska
Highway.

The trade was absorbed by Forts Nelson, Liard,

and Toad River Posts near the mouth of Toad River on the
north bank of the Liard.

Toad River Post was abandoned

about 1890.
Meanwhile, in 1872, Sylvester built a store at the
junction of McDame Creek and Dease River.

In 1876, after

selling this establishment to the Hudson's Bay Company,
he contemplated building a "lower post" on the south bank
of the Liard near the confluence of the Dease. 1 7The
Indians living on the north bank, however, complained
that when the ice was running they could not cross the
river.

Since the south bank tribes were already trading

at McDame Creek, Sylvester was particularly anxious to
reach the more northern bands.

Following their suggestion

he built on a flat almost a mile below the present site
of Lower Post, i.e. below the confluence of the Dease.
This is the site of the abandoned RCMP barracks which
were built in 1926.

Before 1887 the site had been aban-

doned for a new store erected where Lower Post stands today.
In a short time Sylvester's business
Hudson's Bay Company.

was acquired by the

After 1896 the company built a

larger store and warehouse but m·aintained Sylvester's
building as an auxiliary warehouse until 1945, when the
structure was demolished.
Important developments took place in the western
area between the abandonment of Fort Halkett and the
construction of Sylvester's Lower Post.

While gold
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had been found along the Stikine River as early as
1861, it was in 1872 that the bars of the Liard yielded
traces of this metal around the ruins of Fort Halkett.
In 1873 profitable strikes began to be made at Thibert's
Creek at the foot of Dease Lake.

Gold hunters in large

numbers now began to pour into the country via the
Stikine River and in June 1874 the population, exclusive
of Indians, was estimated to have reached close to 1500
persons.

Many of the miners quit the country with the

approach of winter.

At this time, McDame discovered

gold on McDame Creek where Sylvester operated a trading
post.

The name of the post was eventually altered from

Sylvester's Landing to McDame Creek Post.

The news of

the gold strikes continued to travel and the influx of
miners developed a busy traffic on the Stikine River.
In 1874 the Province of British Columbia improved the
portage from Telegraph Creek on the Stikine across the
Height of Land to the head of Dease Lake, opening a
sixty-two mile pack horse trail.

By 1876 the population

of the Cassiar district reached about 2000 and included
a large number of Chinese labourers.

The production of
1
the region quickly declined until, in 1887, Dawson Pound
only four or five whites and forty Chinese still at work.
In this period three hundred head of cattle were brought
overland from the upper Fraser River.
Sometime in the late 1880's a Frenchman, Jean La
Montagne, opened a trading post at the mouth of the Muddy
(Kechika) River.

This establishment was soon moved fifty

miles up the Muddy River and named Chee House.

The post
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was abandoned early in the twentieth century.

Goods to

these Muddy River posts were first floated down the Liard
by scow, a trip entailing passage through Forty Mile
Canyon.

Later freight for Chee House was packed cross-

country by horse from McDame Creek.
In 1887, Dawson visited Lower Post, which he described as "situated at the edge of a terrace forty feet
in height on the left bank of the Liard, about half a
mile above the mouth of the Dease.

It is of a very

unpretentious character, consisting of a few log buildings.

In the vicinity the woods have been entirely

destroyed by fire."
Pike was the second traveller to traverse a large
part of the Cassiar and to publish an account of his
journey.

In 1892,

11

0n 19th August, early in the morning,

we reached Sylvester's Landing at the mouth of the McDame
Creek, the headquarters of the Hudson°s Bay Company's
district of Cassiar.

A casual glance at once shows the

contrast in the appearance of this western trading post
as compared with any of the company's establishments in
the same latitude on the eastern side of the Rockies.
The slovenly log buildings, the row of Indian shanties
in close proximity to the master's house, and the
absence of any attempt at regularity in the positions
of the various storehouses, compare unfavourably with
the neatly kept ports on the northern lakes, where the
Hudson's Bay Company has held undisputed sway for a
century. " 19 Lower Post he describes as another
nunpretentious establishment" consisting of "a small
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store, a log hut for the man in charge 9 and a few rough
buildings belonging to the Indians."

A man named Smith
is reported to have been the manager. 20
In 1897 and 1898 a second influx of miners entered

the area, this time en route to the Klondike gold fields.
Two principal routes to the central Yukon passed through
the Cassiar region.

One involved travel up the Stikine

River to Telegraph Creek.

From this point the miners

could use the Dease, Liard, and Frances Rivers to reach
the northern divide across which they would find the
headwaters of the Yukon's tributaries.

Another route

was overland from the Stikine to Teslin Lake and thence
by river to Dawson.

The overland trail from Glenora

and Telegraph Creek to Teslin Lake presumably corresponds
to the route followed by the early Tahltan traders visiting
the Upper Liard Indians.

There was still a third but less

used means of access to the Yukon.

This was from Edmonton,

Alberta, to the Finlay River (via the Peace) and then up
Finlay and Fox Rivers to Sifton Pass and down the Muddy
to the vicinity of Deadwood Lake.

From

here the trail

leading to Chee House ran to McDame Creek where river travel
could be resumed.

Johnston reports the latter route to

have been traversed in 1898 by Inspector J.D.Moodie of
the Northwest Mounted Police. 21 According to a Kaska
member, a pack horse trail was cut at this time stretching
from Lower Post to Frances Lake along the banks of the
Liard and Frances Rivers.
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Ideas of Christianity had undoubtedly long percolated through the 1{aska area from the eastern peoples who
were near the Oblate settlements on the Mackenzie and
Fort Nelson Rivers.

An Oblate made a brief visit to

Fort Halkett in the middle of the nineteenth century,
but no direct contact with religious leaders began until
relatively late.
Around 1900 a Protestant missionary, Pallgrave,
began to visit the Kaska.

His preaching, which was

conducted out of doors, was strongly directed against
witch torture, but he also taught a few men the rudiments
of writing.

Selecting influential men he encouraged these

to exert a moral influence on the other people.

After

freezing his foot by stepping into an overflow (water
seeping through river ice) Pallgrave was replaced by
English.

The latter minister is reported to have remarked

that he found the Kaska "too wild".

About 1925 a Catholic

church and mission school were established at Telegraph
Creek.

Sometime toward the close of the nineteenth century

the Prophet Cult made its appearance in the Kaska area.
The movement appears to have been

inspired by Catholic

ceremonialism and its weak development in the Cassiar was
probably at least in part a result of the limited influence
of Catholicism on the Kaska tribes.
Between 1908 and 1910 the Kaska and Tahltan Indians
pooled resources with other British Columbia tribes to
fight the Registered Trap Line Act of the Province.
According to local informants a Kaska spokesman, Ena-inta
("He Watches the People"), declared that the Indians
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had existed before the white man and could continue to
live without his laws.

The Indians demanded the right

to trap anywhere without interference,but their cause
was lost.

The anthropologist-folklorist, James Teit,

aided the Indians in this legal move and was secretary
of the inter-tribal organization.
Around 1904 the Hudson's Bay Company's monopoly
of trade in Lower Post was challenged by John Hyland,
who built a store in that settlement which, twenty-two
years later, was sold to Oscar Anderson.

In the late

thirties the establishment was acquired by Bill Strong
who ·already owned a trading company in Telegraph Creek
and had formerly traded up the Taku River.

He named

the establishment 'raku rrading Company and continues to
1

operate it through an agent.
In 191J, in a report to the National Museum in Ottawa,
Poole Field, a local prospector and trapper and formerly
a Hudson's Bay trader in Fort Simpson, commented on the
prevalence of tuberculosis among the Cassiar tribes.
"Tuberculosis seems to be the strongest of all diseaseS
amongst them.

A few years ago they were dieing (sic) off

fast but it seems to have killed all the sickly ones and
left the strongest and healthy ones as they are now on
the increase and there is very little sickness amongst
them of any kind."
The year 1920 saw a strike of a different character
from those made by miners take place in the Dease River
basin.

The Indians employed to line boats up that river

struck for higher wages.

The Hudson's Bay Company at
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McDame Creek had been paying liners $2.50 a day;
now demanded $5.00 daily.
long hours.

they

The work was hard and required

Lining began at five o'clock in the morning

and often continued until eight at night.

Six men were

required to pull the boat, while in the craft were a
captain and a tiller man.

The leader of the strike was

Big Joe, a Pelly River Indian, and under his leadership
the strikers won their demands.
For many years reports emanating from the Kaska
area had given those tribes an unfavourable reputation.
In 1924 this notoriety was intensified when Fred Allen,
a local white trapper, found the body of an Indian,

Moccasin,in the Liard River at Little Charlie Slough,
thirty miles below Lower Post.

The body suggested murder

and Allen reported his discovery to the Mounted Police.
When they arrived at Lower Post he led them to the scene.
The body, however, was missing.

Nearby the police found

the camp of several siblings of a prominent Nelson River
Indian family.

The body was finally unearthed and five

Indians were taken to Prince Rupert for trial.
In June 1926 a second police patrol was dispatched
to Lower Post "to enforce greater respect for the law". 22
This mission was under the command of Inspector
Wunsch, assisted by Sergeant J.R.Paton.

r.v.s.

Accompanying

the party was Father E.Allard, O.M.I., en route to take
up missionary work with the Kaska Indians.

In July of

1926 a mild influenza epidemic attacked the native people
at Lower Post as well as the police party.

Sergeant

Paton reportedr "I find that colds and chest trouble are
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very prevalent in this district, chiefly attributable
to their mode of living." 2 3 Between August 18 and
September 1 the police together with Fred Allen, made a
canoe trip to Frances Lake, where, however,they encountered no Indians.

The hundred and fifty mile journey

upriver took eleven days.

The police remained in Lower

Post for the winter.
After his arrival Father Allard opened a church and
school at McDame Creek, where he also undertook a brief
ethnographic study of the Dease River and Upper Liard
Kaska.

The priest estimated the total Kaska population

to number about 150,including, he thought, "individuals
from neighbouring nomadic tribes, namely of the Upper
Liard, Fort Grahame, Fort Nelson, and also a few from
Fort McLeod and Bear Lake, British Columbia." 24 He
reported information to the effect that "the Kaska
Indians were very numerous before the coming of the white
man which took place about 1878, the time of the first
gold rush in the Cassiar."

In 1942, while travelling

on upper Dease River, Father Allard was drowned near a
slough which now bears his name.

About that time Father

Carpentier, O.M.I., entered the country and built a mission
at Dease Lake Post, while the Rev. Pierre A. Poullet, O.M.I.,
succeeded Father Allard at McDame Creek.
At this time the Cassiar district was opened to ready
access by the outside world through the extension of a
northern air route from Edmonton.
first air flight to Lower Post.

In 1925 occurred the
It was ten years more,

however, before an air route from Edmonton to Whitehorse,
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via Lower Post, was surveyed, opening the way for the
first weekly mail flight between those points in 1937.
The route was operated by Yukon Southern Airlines.

In

1939 an airport site was surveyed at Watson Lake, about
twenty-five miles from Lower Post, and connected to the
town by a well worn Indian trail.

Funds for the construc-

tion of the airport were released in 1940, the year in
which mail service to Lower Post was increased to twice

In 1941, when the construction of the airport

weekly.

was begun, mail service was stepped up to three times a
week.

In 1941 the partially finished airport was turned

over to the joint control of Canadian and United States
governments.

Watson Lake is named for a Yorkshireman,

who came to Lower Post about 1897 en route to the Klondike.
He remained in the Cassiar to prospect and trap, marrying

a Kaska woman by whom he had several children.

He died

in 1938.
A new wave of activity struck the Cassiar in 1941
when the two North American governments began to enlarge
the Watson Lake airport for military occupation in connection with the second World War.

Vast quantities of

supplies and materials were shipped into the country via
the Stikine waterway.

The portage road from Telegraph

Creek to Dease Lake was gravelled and widened and a
number of sternwheelers (locally called "tunnel boats")
and barges were constructed at Dease Lake Post for service
on the lake and river.

In July 1941 the first barges

reached Lower Post with supplies for the airport.

A road

was built extending from the settlement to Watson Lake.
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In 1942 construction activity was stepped up with the
undertaking of the Alaska Highway (first called the Alcan
Highway).

Thousands of civilian and uniformed construc-

tion workers began to appear in Lower Post for what slight
recreation that isolated settlement afforded.

In that

same year the Hudson's Bay Company abandoned its McDame
Creek post, transferring business to Lower Post where,
in 1944, a modern store and warehouse were built fronting
the new Highway.

The Roman Catholic mission also moved

to Lower Post and another church was built at Watson Lake
to accommodate the Catholic civilian and military personnel quartered on that huge installation.

The B.C.police

constable and game warden were shifted from McDame Creek
in 1944, and for a time occupied quarters near the Hyland
River, twelve miles east of Lower Post, where a large construction camp was located.

In 1945 these government

services also located in Lower Post.
Since the end of the war, Lower Post and the Upper
Liard area has been much more accessible than before.
The Dease Lake area was given better road access ,with
the completion of the Stewart-Cassiar Highway and its
link to the Alaska Highway a few miles above Watson Lake.
With the improved access however came a reduced need for
the location of services in each community, and as a
result, many operations have been centralized elsewhere.
The Hudson's Bay Company no longer operates at either
Dease Lake or Lower Post, though it remains a landholder.
The Post Office at Lower Post closed within the last five
years and all mail is handled through Watson Lake.

The
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only government service left in Lower Post is the B.C.
Forest Service.
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Chapter Two
TREATIES 8 & 11
A.

Valid
on its Face?
a::.

Treat:t 8:

&

Treaty B, as a legal document, has its origins in

P.c.

two Dominion orders in council,
and

P.c.

2749

(Dec. 6, 1898).

1703 (June 27, 1898)

The former established the

need for a treaty and the latter extended that authority

B.c.

to include part of northeastern

Order 2749

recites the reasons for wanting a surrender of the land,
then describes the area contemplated in very vague terms.
l

A map is attached to the order, to which reference is
made, clarifying considerably the extent of the
Dominion's intentions.

This provided the legal autho-

rity for the striking of a commission to negotiate
a surrender of title to all lands within the general
area indicated.
The eommission was organized and a proposed treaty
was drafted.

The boundaries of the territory sought

to be included were drawn along lines very similar to
those provided by the orders in council so far as the
portion falling within the boundaries of

B.c.

were

2

concerned.

In the second order (2749) this portion

is described as 'Territory A' to distinguish it from
the balance, all of which lay in the North West
Territories at that time (though

much of this

became Alberta and Saskatchewan in 1905).

.

'•

Given this very large land area 1 the Comntlssioners
set up a schedule for the summer of

1899~

in the course

of which they proposed to travel to each Indian settlement inside the treaty

territory~

meet with these Indians

and obtain signatures from the leaders of each band or
tribe on behalf of all of them.

It was their belief

that by obtaining signatures to the treaty in this way
that the entire land area they hoped to acquire would
be effectively surrendered and released of all native
claims to it forever after.
Despite these earnest efforts to obtain signatures
3

(their efforts are set out in a report dated Sept. 22,
1899, directed to the Superintendent General of Indian
Affairs~

The Hon. Clifford

Sifton~

Treaty Commissioners, David

Laird~

by the three Indian
J. H. Ross, and

J. A. J. McKenna) many difficulties were encountered.
Chief among these •. at least as far as the Commission
was awaret was the inability to meet with all the
Indians as scheduled.

This was the case with the

Beaver Indians intended to be met at Fort St. John.
Although the land forming Territory A was extensive. the only Indians living in that area from
whom it was originally intended to obtain a surrender
were those that the Commission had planned to meet at
Fort St. John.

No other B.C. settlements were included

in their itinerary for 1899.

As the report of 1899

indicates. they were behind schedule from the very
beginning~

having been beset by poor weather and the

lack of transportation.

They did not reach the first
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stop at Lesser Slave Lake until June
days late.

19~

1899 1 eleven

Fort St. John was intended to be reached

on June 21, but this was clearly impossible as they
were unable to leave Lesser Slave Lake until June 22.
The Commissioners then split into two groups. with
Ross and McKenna proceeding to Fort st. John without
the company of Laird.
Upon their

arrival~

it was apparent that there

was no hope of a meeting there as planned, the
Indians having left for the annual hunting season
as early as June 1.

A Hudson Bay Company officer

informed them of this and indicated that there was
no one available who could send word that the
Commission had

arrived~

and even if there were it

would take 3 or 4 weeks for the Indians to assemble
in Fort St. John.

Faced with this situation there

was nothing they could do but
balance of the tour.
John~

; proceed with the

The Commission left Fort St.

and no further attempts were made to obtain

the cession of lands in Territory A that year.
The opening paragraph of the Commission's
report to the Superintendent General reads:
'Sir~

- We have the honour to transmit

herewith the treaty

which~

under the

Commission issued to us on the 5th day
of April

last~

we have made with the

Indians of the provis±onal district of
Athabasca and parts of the country
adjacent

thereto~

as described in the

treaty and shown on the map attached. '

This language above appears to indicate that the
Commissioners regarded their task as finished with
the submission of the report and a copy of the Treaty;
certainly the balance gives no indication to the
contrary, despite the failure to get a surrender from
Indians at Fort St. John or anywhere else in Territory
A.

The treaty itself and accompanying map very

clearly show a treaty area much greater than that
which could possibly have been obtained by 1899.
This deficiency appears to have been noted by
the Superintendent General, despite an order in
4
council ratifying the Treaty on February 20f 1900.
5
A new Commissioner was appointed (March 2~ 1900) to
6

the task and his report was submitted December 11,
This report produced an additional seven

1900.

groups of Indians adhering
a part of the Beaver

to the Treaty and includes

Indians~

John on May 30, 1900.

met with at Fort St.

No further signatures were

obtained from Indians in Territory A that year.
Commissioner J. A. Macrae's report was ratified
7

by an order in council dated January 3, 1901.
Although it is obvious that a more satisfactory
state of affairs had been reached, there remained
many Indians who had still not been treated with
particularly in Territory A.

A curious statement

is found in the last full paragraph of Macrae's
report:
'There yet remains a number of persons
leading an Indian life in the country
north of Lesser Slave Lake, who have not
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accepted treaty as

Indians~

or scrip as half-

breeds, but this is not so much through indisposition to do so as because they live at points
distant from those
by want.

visited~

and are not pressed

The Indians of all parts of the terri-

tory who have not yet been paid annuity probably
~__,

________________________

number about 500 exclusi
extreme northwestern

porti~

but as

most~

if

not all, of this number belong to bands that
have already joined in

treaty, the Indian

title to the tract it covers may be fairly
regarded as being extinguished'.
8

(emphasis supplied)
This would indicate that Macrae was aware there
were further Indians in Territory A from whom no surrender had been obtained.

Because the wording is

ambiguous it isn't apparent whether his comment that
Indian title to the tract covered by the Treaty 'may
be fairly regarded as being extinguished'

P

tended to refer to the whole of the treaty

was inarea~

to all but the 'extreme northwestern portion'
or all of Territory

A)~

or

(part

Although there may be doubt

on his interpretation of the facts regarding extinguishment of

title~

nonetheless it is clear that

Macrae knew that there were signatures of Indians"
occupying land within Territory A, not yet ob·tained.
From this point" historical documentation becomes
a bit more sketchy.

Treaty 8 has been published by

the Queen's Printer on several occasions.

A reprint

2.(
of all the numbered treaties and several others was
9

published in 1966.

This version appears to be re-

printed from the first version published in 1899 the
year Treaty 8 was concluded.

Since the adhesions

obtained in 1900 are included it is obvious that
additional material has been added.

There is no

mention of further adhesions beyond those of 1900,
however, which suggests that no further attempts have
been made to properly acquire title to remaining
lands, particularly where Macrae had noted there
were deficiencies.
However,. there exists in the Public Archives a
copy of what appears to be a further adhesion to
Treaty

8~

obtained from certain Slave and Sekani Indians
10
at Fort Nelson, B.C.~ August 15, 1910.
This document

takes the form of the previous adhesions to the treaty
11
and is signed by Henry Anthony Conroy, Commissioner.
The 'X' marks of two Indian representatives follow,
and signatures are also obtained from five witnesses
(an R.N.W.M.P. officer and H.B.Co.officials) plus
the interpreter.
On the assumption that this adhesion has been
overlooked but is otherwise on the same footing as
previous adhesions

noted~

there are only two adhesions

existing from Indians within Territory A.
There is some evidence of further adhesions
but satisfactory proof is not readily available.
Within the Department of Indian

Affairs~

the Treaties

and Historical Research Centre has done some extensive

investigation of documents contained in the Public
Archives to try and determine the actual extent of
the acquisition of land under Treaty 8.

Dennis Madill,

Research Adviser, writes:
1

0n May 30

1

1900, part of the Beavers of

Fort St. John adhered to Treaty 8 while
the Fort Nelson Slaves ('with a few Sicanees')
took adhesion on August 15, 1910.

In 1914

another band of Beaver Indians residing at
Hudson Hope and a band of Salteaux (Cree)
at East Moberly Lake were taken into treaty.'
Madill's source for the Fort Nelson adhesion is the
document referred to above.

Proof of the 1914 adhe-

sion of Beaver and Salteaux Indians may not be as satisfactory.

The only source for this fact is a letter

written to the Assistant Indian Agent at Grouard,. Alberta
(location of the Lesser Slave Lake Indian Agency) by
the Assistant Deputy and Secretary (signature is
illegiblet and the stationery used has no letter head
to further identify the source) stating:
'Ottawa, 21st March, 1914
Sir:With reference to paragraph on page 7
of your report, dated the 3rd. November last,
on the annuity payments 1913 in the Lesser
Slave Lake Agency, relating to the admission
to Treaty of some 150 Beaver Indians living

in the Fort St. John's and Hudson's Hope
districtse I beg to state that you are

authorized to admit these Indians at the next
annuity payments.

You may also pay them in

addition to their annuity money the sum of
$7.00 per capita in extinguishment of all
claims to arrears.
The question of reserving land for these
Indians as suggested in your report will be
dealt with in another communication.
You should therefore notify the different
groups of non-treaty Indians referred to in
your report that they will be admitted to
Treaty next Summer.
Your obedient servantt
(illegible)
for Asst. Deputy and Secretary.
Harold Laird, Esq.,
Assistant Indian Agent,
Grouard, Alta. 13
Apparently no document has been located to substantiate Madill's claim beyond this.

It is not

known to this researcher whether there is any record
of treaty payments being made to Indians in these
two groups.

Such payments would give credence to the

view that adhesions were obtained, but the fact of
payments being made does not of itself prove that there
has ever been a surrender of land claims.
Madill was able to find further ewidence of the
state of treaty land acquisition in a letter written
to Duncan

c.

Scott, Deputy Superintendent General of

Indian Affairs, on August 6, 1915.

The letter revealed:

'The only Indians living within the British
Columbia territory covered by Treaty No. 8
for whom provision has not yet been made would
appear therefore to be the Indians of the
Nelson Band, numbering approximately two
hundred and thirty-five (235), and the esti-

.

mated three hundred (300) Indians west of Fort
St. John and trading at Fort Grahame.

These

latter, in the opinion of the Commissioners
who visited the territory last season, are in
reality the Indians trading at Fort Grahame
and at Fort McLeod, at present numbering
approximately one hundred and ten (110) rather
than three hundred (300) ••• (Secretary to Duncan
14
c. Scott, August 6• 1915)
Madill continues:
'It should be noted that the above refers to
the Sekani Indians who roamed the northern
limits of Treaty 8 in

B.c.

whose territory

stretched from Lake Athabasca west to the Rocky
mountains.

Included in this territory were the

Liard River Band, McLeod Lake Band, the Fort
Grahame Band,

(or Ingenika as it is now

called ••• ) and the Findlay River Band.

There

is inconclusive evidence to support the fact
that the Tahltan and Kaska bands at some time
roamed the most northwesterly points of the
Treaty 8 area (they too were nomadic);

however,

these two bands are not generally considered as
residing within the limits of Treaty 8 in

B.c.'

15
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Madill also notes that his research was unable to
find any indication that the 'few Sicanees' involved
in the signing of the Fort Nelson adhesion were anything more than members of various Sehani bands,
rather than representatives of a separate nomadic
15A
offshoot from the main Sekani stock.
In 1920, H. A. Conroy, Inspector for Treaty 8,
stated that about 300 Indians remained in the Treaty 8

16
area of B.C. who had not taken treaty.

No further

details were provided on this point, but the letter
in which it is contained exhibits a degree of confusion
and lack of correct knowledge on the population,
activities and whereabouts of Indians in this territory, a deficiency frequently displayed in Department
of Indian Affairs' files from this early period.
In 19 72, a letter was sent to L F. Kirkby,
Regional Director for the Yukon Region, over the
signature of c. I. Fairholm, Senior Policy Advisor
in Ottawa, regarding the extent of Treaty status
amongst the members of the Liard River Band (the
Yukon Region has responsibility for a portion of
Northern B.c. including the Liard River Band, but
not extending to the Fort Nelson Band).

Fairholm

advised that although members of the Band live
and have reserves within the geographic boundaries
17
of Treaty 8, there was no evidence to establish
that they or their ancestors had ever been a party
to Treaty 8.
lists

Extensive examination of the pay

(for annuity payments under provisions of
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the treaty) did not reveal any link between signators
and present members of the Band.

As an aside, Fairholm

remarks:
'There appears to be very little material that
can be located about

.what groups were intended
18
to be covered by the Treaty.'

B.c.

The evidence of Treaty negotiations within

remains less than crystal clear as is apparent from
above.
however.

Several conclusions can be made fairly safely
Continuing the assumption that, where adhe-

sions to Treaty 8 were made, they were effective in
obtaining a surrender of all native claims to the
land held by the group represented in the adhesion,
the only effective surrenders are those obtained
from a part of the Beaver Indians near Fort St. John
(1900) , and from the Slaves and some of the Sekanis at
Fort Nelson (1910).

Although there is no substantial

evidence that further adhesions were made, if there
was an adhesion in 1915 as suggested by

Madill~

this

would affect land in the Fort St. John, Moberly Lake,
Hudson Hope area.
Secondly,. since the land area acquired" i f any,
was far smaller than outlined by the boundaries proposed by the order in counci 1, it is exceedingly
difficult to determine exactly what land was acquired.
It is a fairly obvious truism that a person can only
convey to another that which he owns.

He cannot give

away title to land that he does not own himself.
If the Crown acquired title only to land occupied and

?.12

used by the Slaves and Sekanis at Fort Nelson, and
some of the Beavers at Fort St. John, and these groups
did not together lay claim to all land within the
proposed boundaries, then the true boundaries of the
treaty territory must be redrawn to conform to the
actual areas acquired.

The difficulty with this is

in establishing the outlines of each group's occupied
areas, for which anthropological evidence must be
19
relied on.
At best, only a very rough approximation
of the boundaries is possible, but on every account

it is safe to say that the Liard River drainage area
above the FQrt Nelson River, and the Parsnip and
Finlay Rivers

(Williston Lake) has never been ceded

and is not within the proper boundaries of Treaty 8.
Finally, the real source of difficulty with
respect to Territory A seems to have been the ignorance
of Indian matters in that region, caused partly by
difficulty of access and partly by the 'nomadic'
lifestyle maintained by these groups.
was justified is not

clear~

Whether this

since the Hudson's Bay

Company found no difficulty in getting access (they
were operating fur trading posts as early as 1838 at
Dease Lake, 1890 at Lower Post, 1821 at Fort Halkett,
20
and 1800 at Fort Nelson)
and must have had some
knowledge of the Indians with whom they were trading.

2.1J

B.

Tre.a,ti 8: , Boundari DiscreEancies
Aside from the difficulties with acquisition of

title as discussed above, Treaty 8 suffers from further
problems in the description of the intended boundary.
Regardless of whether the negotiation method was capable
of procuring title to the land situated within Territory
A, the actual boundary line is uncertain for the further
reasons that the word description in the treaty does not
match the territory outlined on the map supplied by the
Commission, nor does it match the word description and
map contained in the order in council which established
the treaty, and neither is it possible to accurately
locate a large portion of the boundary if the actual
words of the treaty are relied upon.
Dealing with the first point, the actual description of the boundaries taken from the treaty i£self
reads (so far as is relevant to B.C.) as follows:
'Commencing at the source of the main
branch of the Red Deer River in Alberta,
thence due west to the central range
of the Rocky Mountains, thence northwesterly along the said range to the
point where it intersects the 60th
parallel of north latitude, thence
east along said parallel to the point
21

where it intersects Hay River •••• '

A close comparison of any topographical map and
the map supplied by the Commission,. makes it
apparent that the words above do not produce a
boundary line that coincides with the one which
they drew up.
22

There is no doubt over the northern

boundary~

which falls along the B.C./Yukon border, located
on the 60th degree of north latitude.

Neither is

there doubt over the eastern boundary which is
23

the present B.C./Alberta border.

However~

the

western boundary is described as the central range
of the Rocky Mountains while the map shows a boundary many miles to the west of that.

This problem

seems to be explained by the use of the 'height
of land' as a descriptive device.

Unfortunately

the central range of the Rocky Mountains is not
the height of land and this is where the error was
made.
The height of land is a term commonly used
in the many Indian treaties as a means of defining
boundaries without actually surveying them.

It

refers to the natural divide between waters f 1owing
in different directions.

In this case the height

of land divides Arctic drainage from Pacific drainage.

If the Commissioner's map is correct then

Territory A is identical with all of the Arctic
drainage area in

B.c.

Which is the correct boundary description then:
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2.16
height of land, or central range of the Rockies?

To

answer this it is necessary to go to the order in
council which gave the Commissioners the necessary
authority to negotiate the treaty.
P.C. 2749

Order in Council

(Dec. 6, 1898) does not clearly define the

intended boundaries.

It does make reference to an

earlier Minute of Council authorizing the appoint24
ing of Commissioners to negotiate this treaty.
Presumably a more accurate word description was
contained in that minute, but in any case the map
which accompanies Order 2749 was intended to be
the guide to the territory to be acquired.

This

map clearly shows that the wester~oundary was
to be the height of land.

Further confirmation

of this may be found in the fifth paragraph of
the Order.
'The Minister submits that i t will neither
be politic nor practicable to exclude from
the treaty Indians whose habitat is in the
territory lying between the height of land
and the

eas~ern

boundary of British Columbia,

as they know nothing of the artificial
25
boundary •••• '
There is also evidence of the intended extent of
the treaty boundaries in the first paragraph
' ••• the Commissioner of the North West
Mounted Police had pointed out the desirability of steps being taken for the making
of a treaty with the Indians occupying the

proposed line of route from Edmonton to the
Pelly River;
Indians~

that he had intimated that these

as well as the Beaver Indians of the

Peace and Nelson Rivers, and the Sicamas and
Nihames Indians, were inclined to be turbulent
and were liable to give trouble to isolated
parties of miners or traders who might be
regarded by the Indians as interfering with what
26

they considered their vested rights.'
If the treaty had been intended to include both
Sekani and Nahanni territory (note the correct
spelling), then it was not intended that the boundary
be the central range of the Rockies.

This territory

would only be included if the height of land was used,
since it lies more or less between the height of land
and the Rockies.
Explanation for this discrepancy may lie in
nothing more than ignorance and oversight on the
part of the Commissioners.

They may have assumed that

the Rockies did form the height of land, an error
which would be more understandable in the light of the
limited geographical knowledge of that era.

27

The

topographical map (dated 1887) which accompanies P.c.
2749 is grossly incorrect and may be partly respon-

sible.

On the other

hand~

the Commissioners may

have felt that to acquire all territory up to the
height of land was too ambitious a task because of
travel and communication difficulties.

Since the

territory described in the treaty falls within the
28
territory they were authorized to acquire

there

2.13
can be no problem of acting without proper authority.
Notwithstanding the intentions of the order, if the
treaty describes the western boundary as the Rocky
Mountains, then that must be the correct location
for it and the map which accompanies the treaty is
in error.
There is some evidence to support the

view

that the Commissioners did not intend to acquire
land to the west of the Rockies.

The McKenna-McBride

Royal Commission of 1913-1916, established to
resolve Indian land problems in the province, gave
consideration to the effects of Treaty 8 and coneluded that even though it was within their terms
of reference to create Indian Reserves for those
Indians, it was not their intention to do so at that
time because of the difficulty of access and lack of
29
information on the needs of those Indians.
However,
the Commission did establish nine reserves for Indian
bands along the Liard and Dease Rivers, all of which
fall to the east of the height of land and to the
30

west of the Rocky Mountains.

Since Dr. McKenna

was both a Commissioner of Treaty 8 and a member of
the Royal Commission it is unlikely that these reserves
would have been set aside if he had thought that this
territory had been included within Treaty 8.

There is

certainly no suggestion anywhere that these reserves
.
31
were being created to fulfill Treaty 8 obligations.
This same observation was made by
Chief Inspector of Indian Agencies in
written in 1920:

w.

E. Ditchburn,

B.c. in a letter
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'I have before me a copy of Treaty No. 8
and from the map accompanying this document
I note that the western boundary of this
Treaty is shown to be the Height of Land,
whereas the described western boundaJ'Y in
the Treaty itself is given as the Rocky Mountains,
which are many miles east of the Height of Land •
•••• (In) the Royal Commission's report •••• you
will observe that a number of new reserves have
been recommended for several bands which would
be included within the territory west of the
Rocky Mountains but shown on the map to be a
portion of Treaty 8.

It is quite evident there-

fore that this map is in error as Dr. McKenna
would not have had the small reserves set aside

32
were these Indians properly included in Treaty 8'.
Dealing now with the second problem raised by the
boundary description, if the boundary intended by the
Commissioners was to be the central range of the Rockiesf
then it is difficult to locate this precisely without
further information.

This is particularly so in the

section north of the Liard River and south of the 60°N
33

latitude.
The naming of geographical features is at best
a subjective matter in most cases,. and the identification of mountain ranges is no exception.

In the

case of the Rocky Mountains, all modern topographical
maps show that they end somewhere in the vicinity of
the Liard River but the individual peaks are never

2.21

identified as belonging to one range or another.
Because the term 'Rocky Mountains' is not a precise
term, it is impossible to identify every mountain peak
and say whether or not it is a Rocky Mountain.
Specifying the central range of the Rockies doesn't
give much additional help either.

Since it isn't

possible to objectively determine a line given this
descriptionp its utility is minimal.
If the central range of the Rockies does in fact
cross the B.C./Yukon border then the problem is merely
one of identifying the proper line to follow.

If it

does not, and the Rockies fall short of the border, then
the additional problem of closing the gap that arises
must be dealt with.

However, in view of the difficul-

ties with Treaty 8 discussed earlier in this chapter,
the question is probably academic.

2.

c.

Treati ...~}:

;~?

34

Treaty 11

is relevant to any inquiry into land

title in northeastern

B.c.

because although the formal

boundaries do not cross the 60th parallel to the south,
the Indians who were parties to the treaty did not
observe such artificial limits and the result may be
to give some extraterritorial effect.

In view of the

clause reading:
' (the said Indians do surrender) the said
Indian rights,, titles and privileges whatsoever to all other lands wherever situated in
the Yukon

Territory~

the Northwest Territories

or in any other portion of the Dominion of
35
Canada,'
i t is possible that a signatory to the treaty could
represent a surrender of land straddling the 60th
parallel into

B.c.,

B.c.

Even if it is of no effect in

Treaty 11 may still be significant to any

B.c.

Hydro project on the Liard River to the·extent that
effects are felt within either Yukon or the Northwest Territories since Treaty 11 was intended to
encompass portions of both the headwaters and the
lower reaches of the river.

The important question

to ask therefore: is it valid?
The process by which Treaty 11 was negotiated
was very similar to that for Treaty B. A treaty was
36
drafted in almost identical language, describing
instead a territory including the southeast corner
of the Yukon Territory and a large part of the North37
west Territories.
The treaty Commission, consisting
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of one man, Treaty 8 Inspector H. A. Conroy, travelled
throughout the area to be acquired in the summer of
38

1921 obtaining signatures at each settlement.

One

community, Fort Liard, N.W.T., was left out due to
39

time constraints and had to be included the next year.
The Yukon portion of Treaty 11 is similar in many
ways to Territory A of Treaty

a.

Many of the challenges

to the latter can be repeated here.

Specifically, the

Commissioner never ventured into Yukon and did not
obtain signatures from any group occupying land within
it, and, the boundary description is ambiguous.
Although the treaty as described, and as shown
on the accompanying map, clearly includes a large
portion of land within Yukon there is no record of
adhesions being obtained from any band of Indians who
may have occupied this territory.

The settlement

closest to it would be Fort Liard in the Northwest
Territories, but the Indians at this settlement were
Slaves and did not occupy land to the west of the
range of mountains that forms the Yukon/N.W.T.
40

border.

They could not therefore have surrendered

any title to land within Yukon.
In fact, the area in question was Kaska (or
41
Nahanni) territory.
None of the Kaska Indians
have been signatories to either treaty, and the land
cannot have been surrendered either under Treaty 11,
or under the 'lands wherever situate' provision of
Treaty 8.
The problem with the boundary description arises
from its reference to Treaty 8.

The word description begins:

l4

i2t

JUO'

DEPARTMENT OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

66

~~~~1921~~~~

Map showing the Territory ceded
under Treaty No. 11.
SC'ale,100 miles "to one incb.

62
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•commencing at the northwesterly corner of the
territory ceded under the provisions of Treaty
Number Eight, thence northeasterly along the heightof-land to the point where it intersects the
boundary between the Yukon Territory and the
42

Northwest Territories ••••

1

There is no difficulty in tracing a line following the
height of land as described but by defining the starting
point as the extreme northwest corner of Treaty 8, all
the errors and problems which were encountered in that
treaty are incorporated into the later treaty as well.
The assumption appears to have been made that the
northwest corner fell on the intersection of the height
of land and the 60th parallel, but as was previously
' 43

discussed,

this is unlikely.

Therefore, there is a

geographic impossibility involved in the boundary description.

There is, however, only one way to make any

practical sense out of it and that would be to define
the starting point as the intersection of the height
of land and the 60th parallel.

But although this will

produce a description that is geographically sound,
the true extent of land acquired can't be determined
merely by reading words into the description.

That

has to be done by looking at the land that was actually
surrendered.

As we have seen it is not likely that

the southeast corner of Yukon has ever been surrendered
and it cannot therefore be subject to treaty.

D.

'!'!e.c:ty,,, Ne~otiations
Up to this point, the assumption has been made

that the two treaties under review have been validly made
in each case where signatures were actually obtained from
Indian bands desiring to adhere to the treaty.

This

was for the purpose of examining the boundaries of the
treaty areas and the discrepancies between what the Crown
hoped to obtain and what they actually negotiated.
ever, the problems do not end there.

How-

Further doubt of

validity has been cast upon them as a result of the manner
in which the treaty negotiations were conducted.
Although there has been much criticism of these
treaties by native groups, especially in recent years,
this problem received judicial consideration in Re Paulette's
AJ2Elication to .t.i~ a Cav<:,~,, Ll973.J 6 w.w.R.97.

Mr.

Justice Morrow of the Northwest Territories Supreme Court
was requested to rule on the validity of an application
to file a caveat against some 400,000 square miles of
land in the Northwest Territories which had not yet been
Crown granted.

The application was made by Chief Francois

Paulette of Fort Smith and fifteen other Indian chiefs
representing Indian bands living within the area encompassed by Treaties 8 and 11 (within the N.W.T.).

It was

their intention to file this caveat asserting a prior
interest in the land, namely aboriginal title, so as
to enable their claims to be heard.

Paulette's argument

was that an aboriginal or native title to the land
existed at law, and that it had never been

extinguished~

notwithstanding the existence of the treaties.

These

2.27

treaties had never been effective to obtain a surrender
of this title because of the manner.in which they were
negotiated, and therefore their native title was
presently in existence.
After dealing with several jurisdictional challenges
by the Crown, Morrow J.,went on to deal with the main issue.
In an unusual departure from normal court procedure, evidence was taken from a large number of witnesses, many
of whom were present at the treaty negotiations.

This

necessitated taking the Court to each of the Indian
settlements within the area of the treaties to record
the evidence.

In three cases the court actually attended
44
at the home of the witness and took the evidence there.
It was the finding of the court that the applicants

had made out a e::,ima facie claim to this native title.
Morrow did not need to make a final determination of the
issue because of the way in which the matter before him
had arisen.
The decision was appealed to the Northwest Territories Court of Appeal, and to the Supreme Court of
45

Canada.

The Court of Appeal reversed Morrow

on the

technical grounds that this caveat could not be filed
under the Land Titles Act, R. S. c.19 70

11

c. L-4, where

the land had not yet been Crown granted.

This view was

46

upheld by the Supreme Court of Canada.

Left untouched,

however, was the more important question of the validity
of the treaties.

Morrow's finding. albeit not a final

determination~ that there are serious grounds on which

to dispute the apparent surrender of native title under
the treaties is of great significance.

Morrow concluded that from the words of both
treaties

(which are worded in almost identical language) ,

if read alone, the Indians were left with nothing.

The

clear intention seemed to be to obtain from the Indians
'all their rights, titles and privileges
to the lands ••• '.

whatsoever~

These words are read in conjunction

with, 'the said Indians DO HEREBY CEDE, RELEASE,
SURRENDER AND YIELD UP'.

(emphasis supplied in original)

Morrow observes, "it is about as complete and allembracing language as can be imagined".
Nonetheless~

two possible qualifications were

found:
(1)

The government did no more than confirm its
underlying and paramount title, and the treaties
merely acted as declarations of continuing native
rights in the land.

(2)

The treaties were negotiated in such a manner
that there was either a failure in the meeting
of the minds (no consensus

~ ~)

or the

treaties were mere 'peace' treaties and did
not effectively terminate Indian title.
There is little discussion of the first qualification
other than the observation that an arguable case could
be made out.

On the second, there was a review of the

evidence heard.
'Throughout

the hearings before me there was

a common thread in the testimony - that the
Indians were repeatedly assured they were not
to be deprived of their hunting, fishing and

2.29

trapping rights.

To me, hearing the witnesses

a.t first hand as I did, many of whom were there
at the signing, some of them having been directly
involved in the treaty making, it is almost unbelievable that the Government party could have
ever returned from their efforts with any impression but that they had given an assurance in
perpetuity to the Indians in the Territories that
their traditional use of the lands was not
47
affected.'
Various examples are cited of instances where
Indians expressed concern that by signing the treaty
their use of the l.and would be changed.
'Pretty much the same assurance came at Fort
Resolution.

When Chief Snuff appeared to be

holding out, according to Johnny Jean-Marie
Beaulieu, who was there, he was told by the
treaty party: "We will pay out the treaty to
you here and it has no binding on your land or
country at all.

It has nothing to do with the

48

land".'
One witness, Chief Vital Bonnetrouge, of the Fort
Providence Band, recalled that
'the land was not mentioned at the treaty.
The old chief said "if this five dollars would
49

be for my land, I am not taking it".'

? • JO

There were also examples of haste and irregularities.

One such instance was at Fort Simpson, where

'the Indians led by Old Norwegian (their
recognized spokesman)

refused to sign and

left, the treaty party then appointed Antoine
50
as chief and treaty was signed. '
Another was revealed in the testimony of Chief Yendo,
who is shown on the document as having signed on behalf
of Fort Wrigley.

He claimed no memory of having signed

and testified that he cannot read nor write.
Evidence was presented to the effect that the
concept of 'chief' was unknown to the Indians, only that
of a leader, and it was the Commissioner who introduced
the concept by placing a medal over the Indian's head
after he had signed for his people.

In several cases

it was also apparent that fairly large segments of the
Indian community were not present on the occasion of.
the first treaty and neither were the recognized spokesmen of the respective bn:ncls.
It was clear that the Indians did not unde:tstand
English, and therefore none of the signatories was able
to read the treaty for himself.
There are also irregularities in the signatures
obtained.

A few appear to be proper signatures, and

some of them are in a syllabic form, but most of them
are merely'X' marks.
'The similarity of the

11

X11 's is suggestive

that perhaps the Government party did not
even take care to have each Indian make his own

51
II

X".'
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Finally, i t seems that no reference was made to

52
a map at any of the settlements during negotiations.
Re Paulette deals only with the Northwest Territories and does not give consideration to any evidence
of the negotiations within
of its adhesions.

B.C~

for Treaty 8 or any

Presumably each negotiating session

would have to be judged on its own merits and evidence
of bad faith on the part of the Commissioners at any
one settlement should not reflect on the validity of
the treaty in respect of another settlement and corresponding territory.

After all, the treaties are really

two separate series of treaties each conducted with the
Indians grouped according to the settlements at which
they were met by the Commission.

Thus Re Paulette

provides no direct evidence of the validity of Treaty 8
within

B.c.

53

If anything i t merely raises suspicion
54
that not everything was strictly aboveboard.
Morrow J. 's judgement is also difficult to rely

on because he does not distinguish between the evidence
of bad faith in Treaty 8 and that in Treaty 11.
Neither does he attempt to identify which adhesions
are doubtful because of the nature of the question
before him.
Re Paulette shoilild not be discounted for these
reasons however.

The ease with which evidence of

bad faith in this case was forthcoming makes it all
the more likely that such evidence may be found
elsewhere or which would go to the substance of the
treaties as a whole.

E.

Ir:,d,i,<=!,_n, Land

Occu~a~,ior:,

55

Returning to the problem

of defining the actual

boundaries of land which is subject to treaty, an attempt
to do so will be made here.

The assumption of valid

negotiations is made once again for this purpose (ignoring the challenges to this assumption discussed above).
Within northeastern

B.c. and southeastern Yukon,

the land has been occupied by at least four separate
groupings of Indians.

Although a clear picture of their

respective territories is sometimes confused by the
multitude of names and variety of spellings for the
various language groupings, geographic groupings and
sub-groupings, and for the present day band structure,
what is sufficient for this purpose is to define the
groups and their respective boundaries in the way in
which the Treaty Commissions should have found them
in the early 1900's.
These Indians appear to have been of great interest to several anthropologists during the first
half of this century, perhaps because they were able
to maintain a traditional lifestyle for much longer
than most other North American Indians.

In fact it

appears tha.t until the construction of the Alaska
Highway in 1942-43, not even the Department of Indian
Affairs had much knowledge of their lifestyle and population size and this was accounted for by the difficulties of access to the regionp alleviated by the highway
construction.

The writings of these anthropologists pro-

vide some insight into the traditional territories
occupied, and form the basis of the present discussion.

2.JJ
Diamond Jenness, an anthropologist based for
many years with the National Museum of Canada (now the
National Museum of Man), discusses the habits of the
Sekani Indians in a work published by the Museum in
56

1937.

This reflected the research undertaken in a

field trip during the summer of 1924 when Jenness
spent three weeks with them at McLeod Lake and another
week at Fort Grahame.
According to Jenness, the Sekani territory then
comprised all the valleys within the Rocky Mountains
between latitude (approximately) 54020 1 and 58° North,
that combine their waters to form the Peace River.
On the west, this coincides with the line of the Pacific
divide except for a spur around Bear Lake, and on the
east with the 'line of the Rockies' as well as a spur
down the Peace River to the vicinity of Rocky Mountain
Canyon (now the site of thew. A.

c. Bennett Dam).

57

Although this is the way he describes the territory in
the introduction to the study, Jenness in fact divides
the Sekani into four sub-groups, the most northerly
of which occupied land to the north of 58°.

This is

the Tseloni who are known to have occupied the area
between the headwaters of the Finlay and the Liard,
including the Fox River and the Kechika (or Muddy)
River which flows through the centre, but the exact
58
boundaries were uncertain.
Jenness makes two other observations of interest
here.

First, is that very little, if any, information

seems to be available concerning the history of the

;~.

34
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Sekani previous to the nineteenth century.

Native

tradition and archaeology are both silent as to who
occupied the territory prior to the Sekani.

Secondly,

the Sekani resemble the Beaver to the east very closely
in physical appearance and in their dialect, and also
in some places it is difficult to draw a sharp dividing
60

line between Sekani and Beaver territory.

The con-

clusion is drawn that the two groups were originally
one, the Sekani having separated from the Beaver several
centuries ago and moved further into the mountains
where they are now found.

Prior to this migration, the

territory may have been uninhabited.
American anthropologist, John J. Honigmann, reports
on the Slaves at Fort Nelson in a 1946 publication of
61
the Department of Anthropology at Yale University.
This study was based on a seven week stay with the
Slave Indians in the summer of 1943.

He writes:

'Today people calling themselves Slave are
distributed as far north along the Fort
Nelson River as Nelson Forks and the Liard,
thence east to Forts Liard and Simpson and
for a distance down the Mackenzie ••• south and
southeast of Fort Nelson the Slave do not
extend farther than the southern drainage of
the Hay and Fontas Rivers.

From the latter

points Beaver Indian country may be said to
begin and to extend south to Fort St. John
and beyond Peace River.

West of the Fort

2.35
Nelson River there are no Slave, although
occasional hunters may travel up the Muskwa
for short distances.

A few miles up the

Muskwa River is the confluence of the
Muskwa ano Prophet Rivers.
within Sekani territory.

This is well
The Sekani until

recently traded into Fort Nelson, but a
Hddson's Bay Post located on the Sekani
62
River today serves their trade.'
The apparent conflict between Honigmann and Jenness
over Sekani territory should be noted.

Honigmann

indicates that Sekani territory actually extended well
to the east of the Rockies (where Jenness drew the eastern
boundary) in the area to the southwest of Slave territory.
This would include the Prophet and Sekani Chief Rivers
drainage basin in Sekani territory and is more in line
with Inspector Conroy's discovery of'a few Sicanees'
at Fort Nelson in 1910.
63
Honigmann also makes reference to the Kaskas
in the same study:
'West and northwest of Fort Nelson are the
Kaska, locally called Grand Lakers ••• osgood,
following Jenness, gives their range as the
Beaver River and along the Liard west to the
64
De as e River. '
65
In a later study, Honigmann deals specifically with
the Kaska Indians.

This was based on a six month field

trip to Lower Post in 1945.

Honigmann discusses the
66

conflicting results by earlier researchers

attempting

2.j6

to establish the boundaries of this group, before
defining his own.

Some of the discrepancies come about

because of the various subgroupings within the general
heading of 'Kaska'.

In the end he comes up with a

territory that stretches east to the Slave country but
not beyond the Liard River at a point near the mouth of
the Beaver River, west to the height of landt north to
include all the drainage area of the upper Liard, and
67

south to include Dease Lake and Muncho Lake.
Honigmann points out that the land north of Sifton Pass
and in the upper reaches of the Kechika River is occu68
pied by Sekani Indians.
and this is in agreement with
Jenness.
All but a small portion of the Treaty 8 territory
has been accounted for, this being the land lying to
the north of Summit Lake and bounded by the Toad, Liard
and Fort Nelson Rivers.

James A.Teit, anthropologist

with the Geological Survey of Canada, compiled notes
on the Kaska Indians from the information gathered in
a field trip to Dease Lake in 1915.

These have since

69

been published in part

and describe the Kaska territory.

Tei t writes:
'South of the Liard along the Nelson River, etc.,
Sekani separate the Nahani from the Slave.

To
70

the south, Nahani border on the Sekani ••• '
This would make the land Sekani territory if Teit is
correct.

The difficulty with trying to determine what
land might actually have been acquired through treaty
negotiation~

(continuing the assumption)

results from

the impossibility of accurately mapping out the boundaries of each group's land.

This would not have created

difficulty had all Indians living within the principal
boundaries been represented in the adhesions obtained
because boundaries need not be determined precisely in
that case.

Wherever there was a doubtful area, if all

parties with a claim made a surrender, there would be
no difficulty.

However, as we have seen, not all of

the Indians within the territory were signatories.
The anthropologists provide some assistance in
determining the boundariesp but they cannot always
provide the precision that is desirable.

They are

hampered by difficulties in trying to classify people
that do not maintain readily identifiable political units.
If one goes back for enough, all of these groups originate from the same Athapaskan language stock, and
have many features in common.

In addition the land

areas occupied do not remain static, they are constantly
shifting whether caused by intertribal warring or in
response to economic factors such as the location of a
trading post.

The present boundaries may not be identical

with historical boundaries.
The map on p.2.38is an approximation compiled from
the studies .discussed previously.

It does not indicate

the location of sub-groups within the four general groupings.
There is insufficient information to determine what land
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area the 'few Sicanees' at Fort Nelson might have
represented.

Neither can we be sure what land would have

been represented by 'part of the Beavers at Fort st.John'
or those at Hudson Hope, or the Saulteaux at Moberly
Lake.

Putting the treaties at their highest level, the

most that could have been acquired would be all of the
Beaver and Slave territory and perhaps a small portion
of Sekani territory near Fort Nelson.

Clearly, none

of the land west of the Rockies, or in southern Yukon
has been surrendered.

Along the Liard River, only

the lower reaches downstream from the Fort Nelson
River are within the land that may be subject to treaty.
Thus the true boundaries of treaty lands must look
something like those outlined.
As a final note on the problem, the issue of which
lands are subject to treaty, discussed here, is not
identical with the question of aboriginal land title.
Obviously, where a valid surrender of title has been
made by treaty there can no longer exist a native
title in the land.

The language of both treaties called

for a surrender of 'rights, titles and privileges to
all land wherever situated ••• '.

But where a surrender

has not been obtained it is not safe to assume that all
land is subject to a native title.
There is doubt whether such a claim exists in law,
and if it does, over how it may be established, the
extent of the rights, and how it may be extinguished.
If it does have legal recognition there may be areas
in the province for which no claim can be made.

This

2.41
w:>uld be true if an Indian group has occupied an area
only in recent times.

Finally, in the territory that

purports to be included within the treaty, to the
extent that there were valid surrenders, the issue of
native title will not arise.

Where, however, valid

surrenders have not been obtained, native title claims
are the primary issues to be dealt with.

F.

Surrender of Lands to Dominion:

Ultra Vires?

There is one further matter to consider.

Treaty 8

was a treaty negotiated between the Dominion government
and the Indians.

The

B.c.

not involved in any way.

provincial government was
At the time of the initial

treaty signing in the years 1899 and 1900, the portion
described as Territory A fell within the boundaries
of British Columbia unlike the balance which fell
within the North West Territories.

Prior to 1905

when the province of Alberta and Saskatchewan were
created out of a part of the N.W.T._ all of the land
but for Territory A was under exclusive federal
jurisdiction.

So far as this land is concerned

there could be no problem with Dominion jurisdiction
to negotiate such a treatyt it being the only government with a claim to responsibility for it.
Territory A was in a different position.

However,

Being

within the provincial boundaries, underlying title
to those lands could not be within Dominion jurisdiction.

This would be a provincial responsibility

notwithstanding Dominion jurisdiction over Indians
71
Considering
and lands reserved for their use.
this divided responsibility, and that the provincial government was not a party to the treaty, was
the surrender of lands inside Territory A validly
accomplished? (assuming everything else to have
been properly done).

If so, in whom did title

reside after the treaty?

2.4J
This matter appears to have been dealt with fairly
conclusively in St. Catherine'! Milling and Lumber
Company v. The QueenL (1888) 14 App. Cas. 46.

In this

Canadian case, appealed to the Privy Council, there
was a dispute over jurisdiction in the title to lands
surrendered by the Salteaux tribe of Ojibway Indians
through the North-West Angle Treaty of 1873.

Part of

the lands surrendered were within the boundaries of the
province of Ontario, but the provincial government had
not been party to the treaty.

It was negotiated solely

between the Indians and the Dominion government.
The Dominion government then proceeded to deal
with the surrendered lands on the apparent assumption
that the title had vested within its jurisdiction upon
the surrender.

The province disputed this appropria-

tion of powers, claiming that upon the surrender, title
vested in

itself~

and that only it had the powers to

deal with that land in the way the Dominion had done.
Lord Watson, speaking for the Privy Council,
agreed with the province, finding that there was no
foundation in the British North America Act which
could support a federal jurisdiction.

The power in

s. 91 (24) certainly could not be stretched to
include it, and there was nothing inconsistent in
the existence of this power over Indians and a separate
right of the province to the beneficial interest in the
72

lands.

It is clear that upon surrender by the Indians,

the jurisdiction became vested in the province.

2.44
The point which is more directly of concern to
the question posed is whether or not the Dominion is
the proper party to negotiate a surrender of native
title, on behalf of the Crown.

This point was not

specifically discussed by the Privy Council, although
it is clearly implied that s. 91 (24) does give
them that jurisdiction.

In response to an argument

that s. 91 (24) gave the Dominion a patrimonial
interest in the land and the reply by Ontario that
the reference to 'lands reserved for the Indians'
had a very narrow meaning so as to exclude this type
of interest, Lord Watson finds that:
'•••• the words actually used are according
to their natural meaning, sufficient to
include all lands reserved, upon any terms
or conditions, for Indian occupation.

It

appears to be the plain policy of the Act
that, in order to ensure uniformity of
administration, all such lands, and Indian
affairs generally, shall be under the legis73
lative control of one central authority.'
If this is the correct interpretation when applied
to the negotiation of Treaty 8, so long as the lands
met this description. the Dominion was indeed the proper
party to represent the Crown.

Were the lands in

Territory A 'reserved, upon any terms or conditions,
for Indian occupation'?

In the St. Catherine's Milling case. there was
no doubt that prior to the treaty the lands were
within the terms of the Royal Proclamation of 1763.

The

language used in the Proclamation clearly declared that
all land not included within the (then) newly created
colonies or the land granted to the Hudson's Bay
Company. was to be reserved for use of the Indians.
This reservation was sufficient to meet Lord Watson's
requirement.

However there is some doubt whether the

Proclamation also extends to include

B.c.,

and the

particular portion in question.
The area encompassed by the Proclamation reads
as follows:
'And we do further declare it to be our Royal
Will and Pleasure, for the present as aforesaid, to reserve under our Sovereignty,
Protection, and Dominion, for the use of
the said Indians, all the Lands and Territories not included within the Limits of
our said Three New Governments. or within
the Limits of the territory granted to the
Hudson's Bay Company, as also all the Lands
and Territories lying to the Westward of the
Sources of the Rivers which fall into the
sea from the West and North West as afore74

said;'
The question was dealt with directly by the
Supreme Court of Canada in Calder v. Attornez::.
General of British Columbia,

['197~

S.C.R.313e

but because the case was decided on another point
of law, the applicability of the Proclamation to
B.C. has not been finally determined.

Three judges

were of the view that 'the whole of the Province
could not possibly be within the terms of the
75
Proclamation'.,
The reasoning to support this
view is not wholly convincing, at least with respect to Territory A, because it only establishes
dates upon which British sovereignty was established
along the Pacific Coast.

There is no discussion of

British sovereignty over the northeast portion of
the province, nor is there discussion of the other
hiatorical evidence presented to the court and dealt
with by the dissenting judges.
The dissenting judges, also three in number,
were of the view that the Proclamation was intended
76

to include the lands west of the Rockies.

They

cite various pieces of historical evidence to show
that in 1763 the lands now comprising British
Columbia were known to exist,th.ough largely unexplored, and that they were included within the
terms of the Proclamation.
77
The seventh judge hearing the appeal, upheld
a preliminary objection, and did not need to deal
with the point.

This left the discussion on the

Royal Proclamation as obiter dicta (mere expression
of opinion without the force of law).

Aside from the question of whether land to the
west of the Rocky Mountains was known to the Imperial
Government and therefore included in the Royal Proclamation, there is the further consideration that most.
if not all, of Territory A falls to the east of the
Rocky Mountains even though still within B.c.

This

point was never addressed in Calder since the Nishga
land claim related to land on the north west coast
only.

If the Rockies formed a geographical barrier

to British knowledge of and sovereignty in present
day British Columbia, this could not have been the
case for Territory A.

The northeast part of

B.c.

is geographically an extension of the Prairies and
has much more in common in this respect with neighbouring Alberta than it does with the rest of

B.c.

It seems most unlikely that Territory A should be
described as terra incognita (unknown lands) merely
because it is within the present boundaries of

B.c.

It is irrelevant to ask whether the terra incognita
theory is applicable to the balance of the province.
Of course it still remains to be proven that
Territory A was known to the Imperial government
prior to 1763, if the Proclamation is to apply
there I'/ but this may be easier to establish here
than it was elsewhere in British Columbia.· Assuming
that the Royal Proclamation does apply to Territory At
then St. Catherine's Milling is directly in point.
The Dominion would be the proper party to negotiate
an end to native title by means of the treaty.

If the Proclamation does not apply, then Lord
Watson's comments may still be of value.

It is

true that there is no indication of just how broad
his reference to lands reserved for Indians was
intended to be.

It appears that there have been

no cases since St. Catherine's Milling to clarify
the extent of the federal jurisdiction in negotiating native title surrenders where the Proclamation
does not apply.

However, Lord Watson pointed out

that to ensure uniformity of administration it
appears that it was the policy of the B.N.A. Act
to bring all such matters under the legislative
control of one central authority, giving some
force to the argument that there is federal jurisdiction even where the lands are not reserved for
Indians.
This problem has received little attention
whether judicially or extra-judicially.

Section 91 (24)

uses the language 'Indians, and Lands reserved for
the Indians'.

This appears to give federal juris-

diction in Indian Lands in so far as they are lands
that have been 'reserved'.

From St. Catherine's

Milling we know that all land reserved for Indians
by the Royal Proclamation is included.
From Ontario
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Mining Company v. Seybo~,,£. we know that lands
expressly reserved for Indian use are also included.
Reserves have been established in various other ways
79
before Confederation and they too are contemplated.
But what of lands used by Indians that have never

,~)__. 0'""'"O/

been reserved in any way?

If the Proclamation

doesn't apply to Territory A• this would be the
issue that arisest and one that has not been decided.
Professor Hogg& in his work Constitutional Law
80
of s.,~nadat clearly states that where land has
been reserved as above,, there is a federal jurisdiction to administer and control the lands.

Hogg

is silentq howevert as to whether there is a jurisdiction,, to obtain a surrender when land has not
been reserved.

81
Laskin's Canadian Constitutional Law

goes no

further than Hoggq in the discussion of jurisdiction
to obtain surrender of title.
Professors Cumming and Mickenbergt in the book
.
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Native Rights in Canada

are much more certain that

91 (24) gives this jurisdiction to obtain surrender.
However,, the claim is made rather as if it were an
obvious truth than as a statement requiring some
argument.

They do not appear to recognize this

.

issue as the effect of the reservation of land is
not discussed.
Professor La Forest also discusses jurisdiction
83
to obtain surrender of title.
In his view the
federal powers include the power to abolish native
title outright as well.

But. he does not clarify

whether these powers are dependent upon land being
reserved for

Indians~

although he is also of the

view that there may be no title to surrender where
land has not been reserved.

No assistance would seem to be forthcoming from
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examination of the Terms of Union

between B.C. and
85

Canada.

Although there is a reference to Indian matters,

the terms do not alter the B.N.A. Act.

B.c. was admitted

to Canada by an Imperial order in council enacted by
virtue of s.146 of the B.N.A. Act.

The terms only

serve to clarify the Dominion position with respect
to Indians by giving policy direction.

They do not

have the effect of amending legislation.
The issue remains open to

argument~

and is one

that will have to be decided should the Proclamation
argument fail.
Although doubt has been raised, there remain
convincing arguments that the Dominion had the jurisdiction to negotiate the surrender of native title
to 'I'erritory A as it attempted to do with 'l'reaty 8.
These have been discussed above.

As a matter of

interest however, even if the Province is not the
proper party to negotiate a surrender is there still
a role for it to play in the native title negotiations?
The answer appears to be yes, after consideration
86
of the Ont~rio Mi?;,in~ .cµom12apy, v. Seibold case.
Although it was the Privy Council's view that the
North West Angle Treaty had been properly negotiated
by the Dominionp title to the land had reverted to
provincial jurisdiction (following s~. Cathe:.X:~P.~.'.!3,
Milling) and the Dominion was powerless to create
new reserves out of those lands surrendered without
getting co-operation from Ontario.
words:

In Lord Davey's

' •••• the choice and location of lands to be
so appropriated could only be effectively
87

made by the joint action of the two governments.'
This requirement for joint action means that no
treaty which promises to create reserves for Indian use
in return for the surrender of native claims can be
effective as a contractual agreement unless the provincial government is party to the treaty.

The province

concerned must agree to set aside the land required for
Indian use before the Dominion can acquire any jurisdiction over it.

This Wo.s recognized by both govern-

ments in the Seibold case because parallel legislation
was passed subsequent to the treaty to provide for the
setting aside of land.

Also, so far as

B.c.

is con-

cerned,.the matter is recognized in the Terms of Union.
Provision is made in Term 13 for the conveyance to
the Dominion of lands needed for reserves, upon appli88

cation by the Dominion.

This suggests that the legis•

lature was aware of the provincial interest in establishment of Indian reserves.
Treaty 8 itself was negotiated without the Province
as a party, even though one of its terms is an undertaking to set aside land in reserves for use by the
Indians.

However, the need to get provincial co-

operation is given recognition in the order in council
89
The Dominion
establishing the treaty negotiations.
apparently thought it was sufficient to rely on an
1876 arrangement with B.C. for the creation of a
commission to set apart land needed for reserves, and

to rely on a request to the Province to acquiesce
in whatever terms were negotiated.

In the end the

Province did set aside at least some of the reserves
promised on its behalf, but it was not until an
90

order in council passed in 1961

that the Fort Nelson

reserves were established.
There is no clear authority as to whether i t
might be within federal powers to expropriate provincial Crown land for the purpose of an Indian
reserve.

If i t could be done then provincial action

would not be necessary to create reserves.

While
91
there are some arguments that may be. advanced in

support of such a power, expropriation remains an
extreme measure and would not be resorted to in the
normal course of events.
To summarize, there are convincing arguments
available to support the view that the Dominion was
the proper party to negotiate Treaty 8, al though
the question is far from being settled.

The provin-

cial government of B. c. also maintained an interest
in Treaty 8 since no reserves promised by the
Dominion could be created without its approval.
It was not necessary to the treaty that the province
be a party, but without at least a provincial undertaking to set aside reserves, the Dominion would
have been promising thing·s it could not deliver by
itself.
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CHAP'I'ER THREE
USE OF INDIAN RESERVES FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES

A.

INTRODUCTION
In many cases, the development and construction of

major public works necessitates extensive acquisition
of land.

Where the land required is exclusively provin-

cial Crown land, a.nd

the project is being developed by

a provincial government, or with its co-operation,
acquisition of the land is a straightforward proposition.
If the land is privately held as the result of previous
Crown grants, the provincial government is capable of
expropriating the needed land by means of provincial
legislation existing for this purpose.

Such a power

would generally be exercised only if a negotiated
arrangement could not be reached with the land holder.
Should the project be undertaken by an authority other
than a provincial government, such as a municipality,
Crown corporation or private corporation, and if this
authority has been granted powers of expropriation by
provincial legislation then it can proceed to acquire
land in the same fashion.

B.C.Hydro is, of course,

l

in this category.

Howeverf projects undertaken by

authorities not having these specially granted powers
cannot proceed unless the needed land can be acquired
by negotiation with the owner(s).

3.2
Expropriation of lands as a general matter is a
power exercised only where the greater public interest
in a given project outweighs , individual proprietary
interests, which interests will be sacrificed.

Nonethe-

less, there is a limit within which such powers can be
exercised.

One limitation arises by virtue of the

division of powers between the federal and provincial
governments.

Where a project within provincial legis-

lative jurisdiction requires use of land that is within
federal legislative jurisdiction, a conflict may arise.
Considerable theorizing has been done on this problem
2
by constitutional experts, but the exact location of
the boundary between provincial and federal powers has
never been fully decided judicially.

Whether a parti-

cular exercise of the powers of expropriation by a
province is valid, or ultra vires and therefore invalid,
depends upon the nature of the federal interest encroached
upon or affected, the extent of the encroachment, the
provincial purpose being served and whether or not that
purpose is the primary intention, and other factors.
Tied in with these factors is the more

~asic

question

of whether an Act of a province will be binding on the
· Domini on •
It suffices to say that a provincial project may
be unable to acquire land through expropriation if it
falls under Dominion jurisdiction.

In this case

negotiation of an agreement with the federal

gove~-nment

J.J
is required, and if such an agreement is reached then
the land can be acquired,

This would not, however, be

expropriation since consent to the taking is necessary.
The discussion in this chapter relates to the
difficulties which arise when a provincially regulated
project requires the use of land administered as an
Indian Reserve under the Indian Act, R.s.c .. 1970, c.I-6,
a piece of federal legislation.

Because there is a

conflict between legislative jurisdictions in this
situation, it is thought that no provincial government
or provincially regulated authority is capable of
expropriating an Indian Reserve.
be ultra vires.

Such an attempt would

If this is correct then consent to

use of the reserve must be obtained, and if the consent
is not forthcoming, then the project will have to be
modified or abandoned.
Assuming initially that this is correct, the
following discussion examines the various means by
which a reserve can be acquired for use in a provincial
project.
B.

INDIAN ACT s.35
The most important means of acquiring an Indian

Reserve is found in the Indian Act, s. 35:
35(1)

Where by an Act of the Parliament

of Canada or a provincial legislature, Her
Majesty in right of a province, a municipal
or local authority or a corporation is

empowered to take or to use lands or any
interest therein without the consent of the
owner, the power may, with the consent of
the Governor in Council, be exercised in
relation to lands in a reserve or any
interest therein.
It can be seen from this that so long as the necessary
consent is obtained from the federal Cabinet (the Governor
in Council) the provincially granted powers of expropriation
may be exercised over Indian Reserves,

Unfortunately, the

language of the statute does not reveal the practical
difficulties which exist in exercising the authority
given by s.35.
The policy of the Department of Indian and Northern
Affairs (responsible for administration of the Indian Act)
with respect to the use of s.35 has recently been revised.
While tightening up certain aspects of the use of reserve
lands by non-Indians, the important policy on the granting
of consent under this section remains unchanged.
Indian and Inuit Affairs Program Circular No. H-2,
over the signature of Assistant Deputy Minister R.D.Brown,
dated October 1 1 1979, to become effective December 1,
·1979, and titled, "Indian Lands Taken for Public Purposes",
contains the following extracts:
2.

Policl_
2.1.

It has long been the policy of

Indian and Northern Affairs to insist
on obtaining the approval of either
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the Band or the Band Council before seeking
the consent of the Governor in Council to
the taking of Indian lands.

Only in excep-

tional circumstances, where the national
interest was paramount, has the compulsory
taking of reserve lands been authorized
without the. consent of the Indians.
2.2

The above policy is to be applicable

in all future transactions under.the provisions of subsection (3) of Section 35
which have their inception subsequent to
receipt of this Directive. (emphasis supplied)
Subsection 35(3) referred to above is a provision which
authorizes the transfer of lands in a reserve when the
cabinet's consent required in 35(1) has been given.
Thus it is apparent that unless the authority is able
to show, to the satisfaction of the Minister, that the
national interest is paramount and that exceptional circumstances exist, the

M~nister's

consent to expropriation

without regard for the band's wishes will not be forthcoming.
Since most projects fall somewhat short of meeting
this degree of urgency, the only other way to acquire
reserve lands through the Indian Act is by obtaining the
consent of the band to which the reserve has been allocated.
Provision is made in s.38 for a band to surrender its
interest in a reserve.
complied with.

This will be valid if s.39 is

Section 39 requires the surrender to be

made to Her Majesty, it must be assented to by a majority

of the electors of the band and it must be accepted by
the federal Cabinet,
If the band can be persuaded to surrender its interest
in a reserve and s. 39 is complied with, then the reserve

will/revert to the Crown, from which a transfer to the
3

authority seeking the land can be accomplished.
Of course, in the light of the policy on the use
of s,35, if the band's consent to taking of the reserve
land can be obtained, then the authority can also acquire

that land through s. 35.

It is only in cases where the

band does not consent that the Minister requires a paramount national interest and exceptional circumstances.
The change which has been effected to Indian Affairs'

policy relates to ti1e occupation and use of reserves prior
to obtaining an agreement between the acquiring authority
and ti1e band over its use.

In many cases in the past a

band has informally allowed occupation or use of reserve
lands by an authority for some public purpose.

This is

usually an interim measure until a final agreement is
reached, or possibly because of a desire not to involve
the Department if it could be avoided.

However, many of

these instances of occupation and use without final agreement on the terms involved long time periods before final
agreement was obtained.
The policy reads:
2.3 Where a province, municipality, local
authority or corporation having statutory
powers to compulsorily take or use lands

1 o 1/I
~

has been in occupation or has used
reserve lands for a number of years
with the knowledge or consent of the
Band and/or this Department but where
no final agreement has been reached
-either by the Band or the Department
as to the terms for such use or occupation, the following approach should
apply:
a) Final disposition should proceed
on the basis of a negotiated settlement between the applicant authority

•

and the Council of the Band;
b) Where negotiations fail, and at
the request of either party, the
Minister may resolve the matter by
invoking the provisions of subsection
(2) of Section 35.
In the

view of John Wilkins, of the Lands Branch, Indian
4

and Inuit Affairs, in Ottawa, the intention of this
policy is to clear up the long outstanding cases of use
or occupation where no agreement has yet been reached.
SU.bsection 35(2), referred to above, provides that the
normal statutory procedure for expropriation, granted to
the acquiring authority, may be used as though lands
other than reserves were being dealt with.

Past trans-

actions which have been concluded and for which compensation has been paid are not touched by this policy.

1

n

J.'

So far as future occupation or use of reserves is
concerned, the policy circular has this to say:
2,5 No government department, agency, local

authority or corporation having statutory
powers to take or use lands or any interest
therein without the consent of the owner,
shall be permitted to occupy and use
Indian lands until the terms of settlement have been agreed upon.

Where

individual land allotments are involved,
releases are to be obtained in advance of
any construction.
When agreement has been reached by all
parties and the necessary documentation
has been submitted and approved, depending on the circumstances applicable to
each particular transaction, Headquarters
will seek either an interim order in
council or a final order transferring
the lands to the taking authority.
Wilkins indicates that this new policy will require
an Order in Council before an acquiring authority can
'Occupy or make use of reserve lands.

Previously a Band

Council Resolution was regarded as sufficient prior to
use or occupation on an interim basis.

He indicates

that it is the Department's intention to discourage
long delays between the time of first use or occupation
and the time of final settlement of the terms and

r~
.,)

.
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payment of compensation for the loss of rights.
The effect of this new procedure will be to make
acquisition of reserve lands for public purposes
more difficult,

It will now be necessary to con-

clude a final agreement in negotiations with the
band and to wait for an order in council confirming
it before any use or occupation can take place.

The wording of paragraph 2.5 is somewhat ambiguous
however, such that it isn't clear if interim use or
occupation is prohibited in every case.

Wilkins was

of the opinion that interim use or occupation was
possible provided that the terms are agreed upon and
a Band Council Resolution and Interim Order in Council
is obtained.

In any case it is apparent that new

requirements must be met to gain access to reserve
lands.
Aside from the Department's policy on the use
of s.35 1 it is of some interest to note how the power
has been used in the past.

According to Wilkins, the

last time the power was exercised was in the middle
of the 1950's during the construction of the St.
Lawrence Seaway.

A portion of the route planned for

the ship canals :ran · through the Caughnawaga Indian
Reserve near Montreal,

Consent to taking of the land

was not forthcoming from the Caughnawaga Band, so the
Minister exercised his discretion to allow expropriation.
An order in council was passed to give effect to this

and the land thought to be needed was thereby acquired
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for the Seaway.

Presumably this was done on the basis

that exceptional circumstances existed and that the
national interest was paramount.
However, although the project went ahead to completion, the matter was not forgotten by the Caughnawaga
Indians.

Unhappy with the treatment they had received,

notwithstanding that some compensation was paid for the
expropriated land which constituted a small portion only
of the reserve, they persuaded the government for better
terms.

The matter was not finally resolved until 1973,

when land expropriated but not actually required for the
Seaway was returned to the reserve.

In addition some of

this land reconveyed had been used in. the meantime for
a Hydro-Quebec transmission line.

Additional compen-

sation was paid to the Indians on account of this.
This particu1ar dispute between the Department and
the Indians of the Caughnawaga Reserve resulted in litigation as the Band attempted to prevent the expropriation.
An interlocutory injunction application was made, and
the decision was reported in Lazare et al, v. St. Lawrence
Seaway Authority (1957) Que. S.C. 5.
Court had no

The Quebec Superior

trouble rejecting the argument that s. 35

was ultra vires the federal government.

However, such

an argument was of little use even if it had succeeded
because if s.35 was not within federal powers then
expropriation of the land would still be legal because
the land was required for a federal purpose. Construction
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of the Seaway fell under s.92 (10) of the BNA
Act, which grants jurisdiction to the federal government
in the construction of canals that extend beyond
the boundaries of any single province.
The reasoning in this case is less than satisfactory
and it is of little value, particularly as the case was
not heard on the merits.

However it seems to be

the only litigated case involving the exercise of s.35,

C.

WAR MEASURES ACT

Outside of the Indian Act, there are a few means
by which reserve lands have been taken for public use.
One technique that was employed in the past was to
use the powers allowed the federal cabinet under the
War Measures Act.

5

Needless to say its use is limited

to national emergency situations where the provisions
of the Act have been invoked by the federal cabinet.
It was used in the case of the construction of the
Alaska Highway in 1942 to expropriate land needed for
the right of way through the Liard River Indian Reserve
#3 at Lower Post, B.C.

A dispute still exists between

the Liard River Baniand the government over compensation for this loss of land.

6
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Acquisition of reserve lands by this means is
impractical for the further reason that any provincial
purposes requiring use of land is unlikely to result
in, or from, a national emergency, which is required
for the Act to be invoked.

Expropriation of lands

under the War Measures Act would presumably take place
only where there is some war-related purpose or a purpose
related to national security.

Should this happen, then

the project would be taken out of provincial jurisdiction altogether and become a federal matter.
D.

THE ONE-TWENTIETH RESUMPTIVE RIGHT

Another means that has proven successful, in cases
where a small part only is required of a reserve within
B.c., is to use the resumptive right retained by the
province when the reserve lands were conveyed to the
Dominion in 1938.

By the provisions of a pair of
7

reciprocal orders in council,

both made under statutory

8

authority,

the title to lands set aside by the

Province of

B.c. for use by Indians was transferred to

the federal government.

The terms of this conveyance

included several reservations back to the province.
The right to resume up to one-twentieth of a reserve
"for making roads, canals, bridges, towing paths; or
9

other works of public utility or convenience"
such reservation.

was one
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The validity of this
by the

pro~ision

was expressly approved

B.c. Court of Appeal in Moses et, al. v. Her
10

Majesty The Queen in Right of Canada et. al.

At trial,

Mr. Justice Andrews found that the orders in council were
valid, that they were effective in transferring the title
to the lands, that the reservation of this resumptive right
could be exercised by the Province outside of the provisions of the Indian Act and without the consent of either
the band or the Minister.

The case arose when the Depart-

ment of Highways attempted to widen the Merritt-Savona
Road which runs through two Indian Reserves belonging to
the Lower Nicola Indian Band.
Additional authority to the effect that reciprocal
orders in council can be used to validly convey provincial
interests in land to the federal government may be found
in A.G. for Canada v. Higbie et. al. /1945)

s.c.R.

385,

a judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada, although this
case does .not appear to have been cited to the Court in
Moses.
In addition to the resumptive right retained by the
province, there was a right to reconveyance of any reserve
belonging to a band if it should become extinct (this
right has since been abandoned by

B.c. o/c 1555;

May 13,

1969), a right to enjoy certain water privileges where
needed for nearby mining or agricultural undertakings, a
right to take gravel, stone, timber, etc. for public
works purposes, and an exemption from the grant of all

travelled roads then presently existing over the
reserves.

However, none of these appear to be useful

in allowing the taking of entire reserves for public
purposes.
E•

CONSTITUTIONAL MATTERS

Since there has been a very limited amount of
litigation conducted over the provisions of the Indian
Act relating to Indian Reserves little judicial interpretation of these provisions exist.
is unclear on many points.

At best the law

This leaves much room for

a considerable nuwber of arguments.
For an authority with provincially granted powers
of expropriation seeking to acquire land contained in
an Indian Reserve, an argument might be found if it
could be shown that the land was never effectively
conveyed to the federal government.

In such a case

the land would remain in provincial jurisdiction and
the expropriation powers should be effective.
Alternatively, if the conveyance was effective,
it may only have conveyed administrative responsibility
or something less than full jurisdiction rather than
complete legislative jurisdiction over the lands,
leaving room for the province to reclaim title and
apply the land to the public purpose.
There is a further argument to the effect that
while the conveyance may have been effective to
transfer complete jurisdiction in the reserve, such
land does not fall within the scope of the Indian Act.
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There are some grounds to support this view, particularly the language of the present Indian Act

which

makes no provision for bringing lands within its scope
except for a definition of 'reserves' which appears to
include all Crown land specifically set aside for use
by a band.
s. 2 ( 1) • • • "reserve" means a tract of land, the
legal title to which is vested in Her Majesty,
that has been set apart by Her Majesty for the
use and benefit of a band;
If this definition is intended to define the extent
of the Act's jurisdiction over reserve lands, then it is
inadequate.

Such a definition appears to include many

tracts of land that are not regarded by the Department
of Indian Affairs as falling under the Indian Act.

In

particular, there are the so-called Indian Settlements,
a term used by the Department generally to refer to
land set aside for Indians but which is not subject
to treatment as reserve land under the Indian Act.
However, in many of these cases the land is Crown land
that has been designated by the Government for use by
a band.

It is hard to see why these do not fall under

the Indian Act.

If lands are brought under the juris-

diction of the Act soley via this definition then
either all tracts of land which meet the definition
should be treated in the same way, or the definition of
reserve doesn't serve by itself to lDring land within
the legislation.

It should be noted that the Minister has a power
to exclude a reserve from application of any part of
the Act (with one exception relating to the surrender
provisions), under s.4(2) (b), by way of an order in
council.

It is conceivable that the Minister could

specify that certain reserves are not subject to the
Act and thereby apply different treatments to the
different classes of reserves.

This would not, however,

give him a power to designate which tracts are within
the meaning of reserve, since before he can exercise
his discretion to exclude application of the Act, the
land must previously have met the definition of reserve.
The .Minister also has a power under s. 73(3) to
'• •• make orders and regulations to carry out the purposes
and provisions of (the) Act.'

This is also to be con-

ducted by way of order in council, but it can't possibly
'

give authority to the Minister beyond that which the
legislation otherwise provides.

A power to designate

land as a reserve, or to create a new reserve does not
appear to be created by this power to make orders and
regulations.
With out an enabling section giving power to the
.~~nister

to designate or create reserves, it can be

doubtful in many cases whether or not a particular tract
of land falls under the Indian Act, notwithstanding the
Department's policy of designating reserves and
settlements.

lOA
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Section 18 of the Act is the only other provision
that deals generally with the status of reserve lands.
18(1)

Subject to this Act, reserves are held

by Her Majesty for the use and benefit of the
respective bands for which they were set apart;
and subject to this Act and to the terms of
any treaty or surrender; the Governor in Council
may determine whether any purpose for which
lands in a reserve are used or are to be used
is for the use and benefit of the band.
It is difficult to interpret this section in such a way
that the Minister is given the power to designate a tract
of land as a reserve.

Rather, it seems to give a power

to decide, in the case of land meeting the definition of
reserve in s.2(1), whether or not it is being properly
used.
The difficulty with trying to show that the Indian
Act has no application to a particular reserve is that
the way still won't be cleared for acquisition of the
land.

Where the land has been validly conveyed to the

federal government, it has jurisdiction over it even
though the Indian Act doesn't apply, so long as it is
11

still 'land reserved for use by Indians.'

On the

assumption that the Minister has some power

outside

ti1e Act to end this reservation for Indian use and thereby
automatically reconvey the land to the province, in view
of the Minister's policy on consent to expropriation
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under s.35, it is difficult to see why he would be any
more likely to release the land where the Act doesn't
apply.

The political consequences of the exercise of

such a power militates against its use and the st.
Lawrence Seaway case demonstrates this difficulty
superbly.
In any event, there would be no power in the
province to compel the federal government to make the
land available for the public purpose, so one is left
in approximately the same position as if the Act had
applied.
Returning to the first two arguments

11

there may

be some support for the view that either the land was
never validly conveyed or if it was validly conveyed,
then it can still be recovered.

Notwithstanding the

federal jurisdiction over 'lands reserved for Indians'
(BNA Act s.91 (24)), title to Crown land remains with
the provinces, under.its jurisdiction over 'property
and civil rights'

(s.92 (13)) and the 'management and

sale of public lands belonging to the province ••• '
(s.92 (5)).

In most cases provinces have dealt with
12

this problem by conveying title to the federal government.
Of course, a conveyance can't take place in the
usual sense of the word since '(Her) Majesty

the

13

The conveyance
14
is validly effected by means of orders in council.
(Queen) does not convey to herself'.

Where the difficulty arises is in reconciling the
federal powers with the provincial powers.

It is
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beyond the powers of either level of government to
15
delegate its legislative authority

~o

some other body.

Consequently, any conveyance of title from a province to
the federal government must not delegate legislative
authority in property matters, which authority must
remain with the province.
powers is permitted however.

Delegation of administrative

16 .

Thus powers to administer

matters relating to property can be delegated by the
province.

It follows that these administrative powers,

if delegated, must be subject to recall by the province,
or else it will not have retained its legislative jurisdiction to deal with title.
It is clear from this that the federal government
is acting within its jurisdiction over Indians and lands
reserved for their use so long as it does not attempt to
deprive provinces of their title to those lands.

It is

also clear that any attempt to convey legislative authority will be ultra vires.

Given these two prop•:isi-

tions it should follow that, whatever interest may be
conveyed by a province, it should be recoverable at
the instance of the province through exercise of its
legislative power.

If the title to the land cannot

be reconveyed, then the province would have lost its
legislative jurisdiction over title to those lands.
This line of reasoning, if correct, provides two
arguments favouring a provincial attempt to expropriate
Indian Reserve lands.

'l'hey be sununarized thusly:
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either the conveyance of lands for use by Indians was
invalid because it attempted to delegate

le~islative

powers, or, if the conveyance was effective because
purely administrative responsibility was delegated,
the province can still exercise its legislative authority to recover the title from the federal government.
Such an exercise of power would, no doubt, require an
Act of the Legislature of the province concerned and
could not be effected directly by a corporation or
municipality granted powers of expropriation.
lftllitating against these arguments is Moses v.
17
Her £1.ajesty in rish! of Canada which held that the
orders in council conveying title in the reserves from
B.C. to the federal government was validly accomplished.
However, neither of these arguments was cited to the
court nor were they considered.
18
.!l:...~.of Can~ v. !figbie:_
deals with a similar
issue, though not with Indian Reserves as such.

It was

held by the Supreme Court of Canada that the use of
reciprocal orders in council is an effective procedure
to validly transfer interests from a provincial government to the federal government or vice versa.

There

was no issue over recovery of title to Indian Reserves
so that aspect was not considered.
As

for the issue of whether a valid conveyance

had been made it was possible to support the conclusion
on

grounds that did not require discussion of

delegation of legislative authority.

However, Rand,

J.,

speaking for himself, argued that a province can't delegate its legislative power through orders in council or
provincial legislation or by any other means except constitutional amendment, and to convey title to the federal
government amounts to such legislative delegation,
Rinfret

c.J.c.,

on the other hand, was of the view that

this conveyance did not amount to legislative delegation.
It was a mere transfer of administration and not open to
challenge.

Whichever view is correct, they both agree

that the province can never relinquish its legislative
control over title to land in Indian Reserves.
A further argument against this position is that
in any grant of Crown land to an individual a certain
This analogy

degree of legislative control is given up.

may not be helpful however, as a province still retains
the power to expropriate land no matter what else is done
with it by an individual, so it can't be said that
legislative control is lost.
This argument is closely allied with an argument
relating to the words of the 1938 conveyance by

B.c.,

in which the land is conveyed to the Dominion 'in trust
for the use and benefit of the Indians'.

If this

language creates a proper trust then one might assume
that the settlor (B.C.) is incapable of revoking the
19
trust without an express reservation to do so.
All
such reservations (except for the limited ones noted
20

earlier) have been given up by the province.

However, although this may be the law of trusts
where pri·vate·-- parties are concerned, the same problem
of whether the Crown in right of a province can bind the
Crown in right of Canada must be dealt with, and to say
that the province is unable to revoke this 'trust· because
no power to do so has been reserved. is to sidestep the

=

real problem.

Some writers have taken the view that provincial
powers do not extend to the expropriation of federal
21

Crown property.

Laskin fee.ls. that 'federal legislative

authority in relation to federal public property fs.91(1A).)
clearly operates defensively to preclude provincial legis22

lation against such property'.

This view is further

taken up in his dissenting opinion in Cardinal v. A.G. of
Alberta /1974/

s.c.R.

696~

where he states that Indian

reserves are enclaves withdrawn from provincial regulatory
powers.
However, this enclave theory seems to be directed at
provincial attempts to regulate either Indians or the use
by Indians of land reserved for them, as well as provincial attempts to acquire federal Crown property.

Expro-

priation of an Indian reserve would not be in the same
category if the intention is to use it for a public works
'project unrelated to Indians.

Certainly, Indian reserves
23

are not federal Crown property.
Finally, it may be that because of the close interconnection between the federal power respecting land
reserved for Indians, and the underlying provincial
title to the land 1 that the provincial powers to legislate
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with respect to that title must be construed very
narrowly.

Perhaps so narrowly that the province can

do little but convey the land to the federal government and accept reconveyance when no longer needed,
but without a power to demand reconveyance.

This

point does not appear to have been judicially considered however.
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CHAPTER FOUR
NATURAL RESOURCES VS. NATIVE LAND USE: THREE CASE STUDIES
In this chapter, three recent Canadian resource
development cases involving native titles issues are
reviewed.
projec~,

These are: the James Bay hydro-electric
the Northern Manitoba hydro-electric project

and the Baker Lake mining case.
These projects have been selected for a brief
review because they are illustrative of the

problen~

that arise when the need for energy or natural resources
conflicts with the lifestyle and needs of the native
occupants of those regions cited for development.

In

two of the cases there are/were matters of native land
title still unresolved, compounding the problems further.
For these reasons they are very relevant to resource
development projects in Northern B.c.
In addition to revealing many of the factual problems which must be dealt with, important legal issues
are raised.

In two of these cases, litigation took place

and judicial findings are on the record and available to
clarify legal rights and provide guidance in the future.
However, the number of legal issues le ft unresolved is
mu.ch greater than the number of those which are settled.
There remains much room' for further legal argument.

The

plans for hydro-electric development in Northern B.c.

/1

if they should go ahead, will stand to henefit from an
examination of past experience in this area.

4,. 2
The reader is cautioned that the material which
follows includes discussion of judicial findings.

No

attempt is made to do more than summarize reasons for
judgment in the cases discussed, which are very lengthy
in the original form.

It should not be taken as a

complete statement of the law, nor does it constitute
a legal opinion.
A.

The James Bay Project
1.

Introduction

The case of Kanatewat v. James Bay

Develo~ment

1

Corporation arose out of the plans formulated by the
Quebec Provincial Government of Premier Robert Bourassa,
and by Hydro-Quebec, to develop a vast region in the
James Bay area of Northern Quebec for hydro-electric
energy generation purposes.

The land included within

this territory, largely unsettled and undeveloped, was
being used primarily by the native population as it had
been for many centuries.

They were hunting, fishing

and trapping in the same way their ancestors had, and were
highly dependant on the land and its resources for their
survival.

When it became clear to natives that this

project would severely affect lifestyles of the population,
. resident within that territory, they organized themselves
in a way that a unified voice of opposition could be presented.

Legal proceedings were instituted as a means to

protect whatever legal rights existed.

An

action was

launched in the Quebec Superior Court to obtain a permanent injunction preventing development.
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In the meantime, before

~1at

matter could come to

trial, an application .for interlocutory (temporary)
injunction was made.

This hearing lasted approximately

one year from the start of proceedings to the delivery
of judgment on November 15, 1973, but it resulted in
the granting of the injunction sought and all work on
the project was brought to a halt.
The order was appealed to the Quebec Court of
2

.

Appeal, which rescinded the order one week later
(November 22, 1973) pending the hearing of the merits
of the appeal.

This order was itself sought to be
3

appealed to the Supreme Court of Canada, but by a split
decision (3:2) leave to appeal was refused.
At this point, negotiations towards a land title
settlement began between the province and the Indians
of Quebec Association.

As part of the agreement reached,

legal proceedings were stopped and neither the appeal on
the merits nor the main trial on the request for a permanent injunction were ever dealt with.
The present discussion relates to the 357 page judgment by Malouf J. of the Quebec Superior Court, in which
was granted the interlocutory injunction.

-.

The Injunction

a)

order sought

')

The o:i::der :sought by the petitioners was for an
interlocutory injunction, to last ur.til a decision
after trial on the merits of the ac·cion, agai nBt

cons t)·uction l.Jy the :res pol1dents of cerb:tin metjt.:1 r

v/o~~"-o

4.4
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then underway.

Such an injunction is available in

civil proceedings in Quebec by virtue of Article 752,
Code of Civil Procedure
b)

(c.c.P.).

grounds on which an injunction could be granted
Under Article 752, an inter locutory injunction

can be granted:
" ••• if the applicant appears to be entitled
to it and it is considered to be necessar1
in order to avoid serious or irreparable
injury to him, or (where) a factual or
legal situation (exists) of such a nature
as to render the final judgment ineffectual".

This statement of general principle is interpreted
by Malouf J. to be satisfied in this case if:

i) the

right sought to be protected at law is clear,

ii) the

breach is clear and

!ii)

s~rious

damage is likely to

arise to the plaintiff if the defendant is allowed to
5

proceed with what he is doing or threatens to do.
The plaintiff need only establish on prima facie proof
the existence of his legal right upon which the claim
is based.

'•••(It) is not required (that he) make
out

R

case which will entitle him at all

events to relief at the

hea~ing

(of the

6

main action) ' •
In addition, the granting of an inter locutory
injunction will be denied if the respondent can show
that no irreparable harm will occur if the order is
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denied, (that damages is an adequate remedy) or if
there is some other ground disentitling the applicant
7

to equitable relief.
Finally, the balance of convenience as between the
applicant and the respondent will not be given consideration except where the right at law is not clear
or where the breach of that alleged right is doubtful,
and where no irreparable injury to the applicant will
8

occur pending trial,
The issue of an interlocutory injunction order
is purely discretionary.

'But the tendency of the

de0isions in recent years is to limit the discretion
9

of the court ••• '

This discretion has been limited

in the past by the principles as set out above.
c)

Findings
Malouf J. had no trouble in agreeing that a prima

facie legal right existed, and in the applicant's favour.
It was not necessary, of course, to conclusively find
that legal title to the land was held by the natives,
and Malouf J. does not attempt to,

Nonetheless he was
10

satisfied that a prima facie case had been made out.
As

for proof of the existence of a breach of that

right, no difficulty was encountered as it was conceded
by the respondents that they had been breaching the

rights that the applicants claimed to possess, and
11

further, that they intended to continue breaching them.

4.6
There was further evidence led from which it could
be determined that should the injunction not issue the
construction already unde:rway would lead to irreparable
i.nj ury to the land, which could not be compensated for
12
in darnages •
Faced with these findings, it was unnecessary to
consider the balance of convenience issue and no con13

sideration was given to it,

However, Malouf J.

does discuss the evidence led on that point and indicates
that if he had been required to make a finding, the
14
balance of convenience favoured the applicants.
Follow15

ing this the injunction was granted.
3,

Applicants' case for existence of a native title
To establish the claim to legal rights in the land,

it was necessary for the applicants to present prima facie
proof only.

They did not need to go on and meet all possi-

ble defences"'

The respondents were not permitted to raise

defences on that point since it was an interlocutory matter.
Consequently the discussion of this legal right in the land
is not either a full and complete analysis, or a final
determination of the issue.
In Part II of the reasons for judgment Malouf J.

·examines the petitioner's claims:
"Petitioners allege that they have a real
ri9ht in the land, an interest that includes
a usufructar; or possessory title,

They do

not dispute the sovereignty of the Federal
~arliament

and admit that their rights can-

not be alienated except to the Crown.

However
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they allege that the Province of Quebec
cannot develop these lands until a surrender of the Indian rights has been

16
obtained.
To determine the nature and extent of title, the
Court examined legislation by virtue of which Quebec
assumed obligations towards the Indians, historical events
both prior and subsequent to Confederation, treaties entered

into with· Indians / and the jurisprudence.
By way of introduction to his discussion of this matter,

Malouf J. observes that title to land is treated by indigenous people both here in North America , and in other parts
17
of the world, 'in a manner different from our own'.
This view is reinforced by extracts cited from Lord Haldane
in Amodu Tijani v. Secretary of Southern Nigeria (1921)
2 A. c. 399 at 402 and from r.ord Sumner in Re Southern

Rhodesia (1919)

A.c. 211 at 234, two cases frequently

cited in support of this proposition.
17.1
Statutory Recognition of Indian Title

a)

The Quebec Boundaries Extension Act ( 2 George V Ch. 45)
was passed by the federal Parliament in 1912 to extend the
boundaries of Quebec to its present geographic description.
The extension includes the northern half of the James Bay
region.

Previously the land had been under federal juris-

diction (Ungava Territory) •

As

a condition of the t.rans-

fer of responsibility, the province was required to:
11

•••

recognize the rights of the Indian inhabitants

in the territory above descr.ibeO. to the same

extent, and (to)

obtain surrenders of such

rights in the same manner, as the Government
of Canada has heretofore recognized such
rights clt.d has obtained surrender thereof,
and the said Province shall bear and satisfy
all charges and expenditure in connection
18

with or arising out of such surrenders."
There was a further stipulation in s.2(d) that no
such surrender be made without approval of the Governorin-Council (the federal Cabinet) •
Trans fer of the territory on these terms was approved
by a parallel provincial statute taking effect two days
20

later.
The southern portion of the James Bay region had been
transferred to Quebec from federal jurisdiction by a
statute passed in 1898;

an Act Respecting the North Western,

Northern and North-Eastern Boundaries of the Province of
Quebec, 61 Victoria Ch. 1 3 (S. c. 189 8) /

c. 3)

•

This inclu-

ded territory to the south of the Eastmain River, which
became the northern boundary of Quebec by that Act.

Parallel
21

provincial legislation was passed to approve the transfer,
There was no mention in either of these 1898 statutes
of Indian land title matters.

However, this territory
22

had been dealt with by

the Royal Proclamation of 1763,

which declared that to be Indian country and recognized
existence of a native title to such land.

If there is

a statutory obligation to resolve Indian title matters
to this portion it flows from the Proclamation of 1763
rat.her than the statutes extending the provincial boundary.

23
b)

Pre-Confederation
Malouf J. reviews various pre-Confederation events

to show that it was always the policy of the Imperial
Government to recognize pre-existing rights to use of
the land by native Indians.

He cites the practice of

negotiating treaties whenever land was required for white
settlement, and refers the reader to Davey
White and Bob ( 19 65) 50 D. L. R. (2d)
A.G.

J.,

in

~

v.

also Calder v.

612;

for B.c. /197~/ s.c.R. 313, and~

v. Wesley [1932.J

4 D.L.R. 774.

24
c)

Post-Confederation
Malouf J. describes the treatment of native title

by the federal government since 1867.

Cited first is

the trans fer in 1870 of jurisdiction over Rupert's Land
from the Hudson's Bay Company to the federal government
and the express obligations with respect to native title
thereby undertaken.

References are then made to later

pieces of legislation which appear to recognize a preexisting native title in a similar fashion.
(1870),

R.s.c.

1970, Appendix p.247;

(1872), 35 Victoria Ch. 23;
~,

d)

(Manitoba Act

Dominion Lands Act

Ontario Boundaries Extension

s.c. 1912 Ch. 40)
25
Indian Treaties
In this portion of the judgment a sampling of the

treaties entered into between the Crown and certain Indian
tribes resident in various parts of Canada, outside of
Quebec,
to 19 7 3)

(in Quebec, no treaties had been negotiated prior
are examined.

These ranged frorn the 18 50, pre-
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Confederation Robinson Treaty to the Mississauga Treaty
of 1923.

From these treaties, Malouf J. is able to

draw several conclusions as to the extent of native land
title recognized by the various parties to these treaties.
26

e)

Jurisprudence
Under this subheading, Malouf J. reviews all the

leading cases interpreting native title in Canada.

At

the time of his decision, the then most recent case
27

was the Supreme Court of Canada judgment in Calder,
which is discussed but found to be distinguishable on
several grounds, most notably the existence of legislation, in the present case, by which express native
title obligations were undertaking,
After concluding this review, Malouf J. was able
to say th.at a prima facie legal right existed in favour
28

of the applicants.

.

.

Due to the nature of the question

before him he was not called upon to decide the issue
conclusively"
Evidence of tha damage which would occur if the
injunction did not issue
29

In Part V of the judgment,

Malouf J. reviews the

evidence of many expert witnesses called to testify
.as to the extent of damage which would be expected to
occur from the project.
The effects of flooding, road construction, erosion /
sedimentation, elimination of spring flooding, etc. were
considered.

It was found that damage to the flora and

fauna had already

t~cen

place.

Once flooding began an

4.11

adverse effect could be expected on the birds, the fish,
the animals and aquatic life generally.

The pe ti ti one rs

would "no longer be able to hunt, trap, and fish in the
30

areas affected."

Regeneration of vegetation would

take many years before an equilibrium could be reached
again due to the sub-arctic climate and slow rate of
growth.
11

In view of the dependence of the indigenous
population on the animals, fish, and vegetation in the territory, the works will have
devastating and far reaching effects on the
Cree Indians and the Inuits living in the

31
territory and the lands adjacent thereto 11 •
The evidence on this point was sufficiently strong
that Malouf J. was satisfied that irreversible damage
would occur if the injunction did not issue, damage
which could not be compensated for in money.
5o

The Significance of Kanatewat
Although Kanatewat carries no value as a binding

precedent • to be followed by other courts when faced
with similar facts, its importance is not diminished
thereby.

Applications for

,.,hether in Quebec or in
for the court.

B.c.

interlocuto~z

injunctions,

are discretionary matters

No applicant is entitled as of right

to an injunction merely by showing that his legal rights
are being infringed.

It is true that the· courts have

established guidelines to be followed, which tends to
narrow the discretion available, but in the end a
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discretion still remains.

Presumably if a court

believes that an applicant is not deserving of an
injunction which he seeks, even though he may meet the
guidelines laid down the application will nonetheless
be refused.

Kanatewat is significant because it is the first
major Canadian case that attempts to decide whether a legal
basis for native title exists which is sufficiently strong
that an injunction halting development can be supported.
Notwithstanding the removal of the injunction by the
Court of Appeal one week after it was granted by the
Superior Court, the reasons of Mr. Justice Malouf have
not been challenged.

The issues which were discussed

will arise again in the future if ternIB of settlement
are not reached over resource development projects
located in regions occupied and used by native people
and especially if land title matters have not been
resolved.
More specifically Kanatewat provides:
i)

an indication of the type of evidence that is

capable of forming the grounds for issue of an
interlocutory injunction in native titles cases, and
ii)

a warning that the legal right which is suffi-

cient to justify granting an interlocutory injunction
need not be a legal right arising under the Indian Act.
Treating these two points in more detail the
Kanatewat decision dealt with a substantial volume of
evidence in the course of the hearing.

Unlike an

4.13

interlocutory injunction application in most commonlaw jurisdictions, the Quebec Superior Court heard
the evidence, given orally, of 167 witnesses and
received 312 exhibits, followed by legal argument,
32

before a decision was

n~de.

The result was an application

which was pending for approximately 12 months between
33

the start of the hearing and delivery of the decision.
In most common-law jurisdictions the practice is to
render a decision based on affidavit evidence alone.
Consequently, the majority of evidence heard in Kanatewat
would be usable only in a trial on the merits, if
heard elsewhere than Quebec.

However, the discussion

is extremely helpful in judging the strengths of
the plaintiff's case.
The evidence introduced at the hearing details
the native lifestyle, their dependence on the land,
the extent of use and period of occupation.

It also

sets out the precise ways in which hydro-electric
development of the rivers would affect or interfere
with this.

The factual situation here is similar in

many respects to the plans posed by

B.c. Hydro for

energy development projects in Northern

B.c.

The

native lifestyle in these regions is heavily dependent on the land and the native title issue has not
yet been resolved.

Presumably similar evidence

could be found should litigation result over ci1ese
projects.

4 .14

A most important aspect of the decision is that
the injunction is not granted on the basis of any
legal rights flowing from the existence of Indian
Reserves.

There is no indication in the judgment

that there were any such reserves in the territory.
The creation of Indian Reserves appears to have
been an obligation undertaken by Quebec in the 1912
statute but unfulfilled as of 1973.
The legal right which was found to exist in
favour of the applicants exists outside of anything
the Indian Act may have provided.
Where the James Bay case may differ from
Northern B.c. is that the foundation of title in

B.c.,

if it exists, will not be on identical grounds.

There is no legislation comparable to the 1912 Quebec
boundaries statute, except possibly term 13 of the
34

Terms of Union

with Canada, and there is also some

doubt whether the Proclamation of 1763 applies in
35
this part of the province.
As

a final note, the test used by the Court is

very similar to that formerly used in common-law
jurisdictions, i.e. a prima facie legal right, and
·breach of that right causing irreparable damage
must be made out, with balance of convenience a
factor to be considered only if either of the first
two points are not clear.

However since the 1975

decision of the English House of Lords in American
Cyanamid v. Ethicon [1975..J 2 W.L.R. 316; /1975.J A.C. 396,

4.15
the test has been modified.
to make out a

~rima

No longer is it necessary

facie case - an 'arguable case' is

the new (and presumably lower} standard to be applied.
Balance of convenience now becomes of greater importance, and will be determinative in many cases.

It is

not yet known to what extent the American Cyanimid
decision applies in B.c., although the test has been
followed in a number of lower court decisions in
36
37
Canada, and was applied in the Baker Lake case by
the Federal Court.
Regardless which test is used, however, the facts

in

K~1atewat

applicants.
~rima

support a favourable finding for the
Malouf J. finds that they met the higher

facie standard, and were also capable of succeed-

ing on the balance of convenience if that had been
required.

If the facts presented were capable of

meeting both these tests, then it follows that they
would also satisfy the test in American cyanimic!·
B.

Northern Manitoba Hz_dro-Electric Development
The hydro-electric development plans for Northern

Manitoba rivers first began to develop in the late 1960's.
Construction of dams, river diversion schemes and flooding
of vast land areas surrounding the Churchill and Nelson
River drainage areas was projected to take place over
many years to achieve the full energy potential in this
part of the province.
Unfortunately, these plans involved the flooding
of larg-e land areas over which native Indians had been
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exercising their hunting and fishing rights.
Also
37
four Indian Reserves and a settlement were to be in the
path of rising waters.

Development was well underway

before the natives appreciated the impact which development would have on their way of life.
Dur to organiaational and financial problems, the
natives in this region had great difficulty pressing
their views in such a way that they could be heard.
In any case, planning was well advanced before their
protests became known.

These problems were compounded by

the fact that there was a general lack of information on
exactly which land would be flooded.

This is partly

accounted for by the topography, as the land is re&atively
flat and contours for the floodwaters were difficult

to

predict in advance.
Eventually, after several years of negotiation, an
agreement was reached between

~he

natives, represented

by the Northern Flood Committee, Manitoba Hydro, and the
Federal and Provincial governments.
39
signed December 16 1 1977 •

The document was

In the portions of the agreement relating to land
use, a land exchange programme was established.

In

·return for the grant of a perpetual easement to Hydro
over existing Indian reserves, made necessary by the
flooding, the Indians were permitted to select areas of
land in an amount of not less than four acres for every
40

acre of land affected.

Such new tracts are to be

conveyed by Manitoba to the Dominion for the use and
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benefit of the affected band, once these areas have
been determined.

The exchange land is to be selected

from unallocated and unoccupied Crown land in the area
commonly used and enjoyed by the community in the

41
exercise of its traditional pursuits.
Because the agreement was prospective rather than
retrospective, the actual extent of flooding on existing reserves was unknown in 1977 and could not be finally
determined in the agreement.

Determination of the quan-

tity of land to be taken in exchange had to await greater
development of the project and would be selected according
to the rules provided.

John Wilkins, of the Lands Branch,

Department of Indian Affairs in Ottawa, indicates that as
of November 1979, while the agreement has been ratified
legislatively, the exchange land has not been selected
and set aside yet.
It is important to note that al though Indian
Reserves were involved in the project, no litigation
took place over the province's power to take them for
this purpose.

It is not clear, due to a lack of pub-

lished information, whether the matter was ever discussed,
or whether the Indians were advised against it on legal
grounds or political grounds, whether they were content
with the settlement offered, or whether it was simply
because they lacked the resources to battle the government and Manitoba Hydro on this issue.
However, it would seem that the Indians had at
the very least an arguable case against any taking of
their reserves for provincial purposes.

This was not

an instance of the exercise of s.35 (Indian Act)permitting
expropriation without consent from the Indians.

In view

of Department of Indian Affairs policy on s.35, by the
simple expedient of refusing to give consent to surrendering the reserves the Indians should have been able to
prevent the project from going ahead to the extent of
flooding the reserves.

If the reserves were flooded in

disregard for their rights, then an action for trespass
42

would lie.
Whatever the explanation, consent to flooding of
the reserves was obtained from the Northe:i.:n Flood
Committee and a perpetual easement granted by the
Dominion as part of the terms of settlement.

This

method ensures that the full title to the reserves
does not actually change hands.

Manitoba Hydro acquires

a lesser interest than a fee simple, but the perpetual
easement should not create any difficult problems, at
least not any constitutional law problems.

It is a

procedure used many times in the past, and authorized
43
by the Indi

Act

This case may be distinguished from the James Bay
Project, Baker Lake mining exploration and the Northern
-B. c..

projects in that the land in Northern Manitoba is

part of Treaty 5.

Assuming the treaty to have been

valid, all native title claims to the land have been
extinguished.

Except for hunting and fishing rights

granted by the terms of the treaty, and rights to use of
the

reserves set aside for them, negotiations with the

government did not involve the land titles issues.
The James Bay region, Baker Lake area and Northern B.c.
all include land areas for which the native titles issue
was not or has not been resolved, although in the few
years since the James Bay litigation was dealt with by
the courts, a settlement has taken place in that case,
which recognizes the existence of a native title.
c.

The Hamlet of Baker Lake
1.

Introduction

The Hamlet of Baker Lake v. The Minister of Indian
4
Affairs and Northern Development is a resource development
case in which relief was sought to protect and preserve the
aboriginal rights of the Inuit residents of the area surrounding Baker Lake, N.W.T.

The defendants named included

government and administrative officials responsible for
administration of the mining laws, and various mining
companies with an interest in developing mineral resources
in that area.
The action was commenced in April 1978, following
45
which an interlocutory injunction was sought and granted,
to last until a decision on the merits of the action.
This injunction restricted exploration activity, the issue
of prospecting permits, the granting of mining leases and
the recording of claims insofar as they related to mining
activity within the BaJcer Lake Area.
A decision was reached on the main action on the
merits of the case, on November 15, 1979, heard by the
46

Trial Division of the Federal Court.

In this decision,
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Mr. Justice Mahoney concluded that aboriginal title
exists and that it has not been extinguished in that
region.

However, the mining laws are valid legis-

lation and any native title must be read subject to
them.

Following from this the only relief that

could be granted to the plaintiffs was a declaration
that the Baker Lake region was subject to the aboriginal right to hunt and fish thereon.

The injunction

granted 18 months earlier was dissolved.
2.

The IJlterlocutory Injunction
In the Baker Lake case, the defendant mining

companies were preparing to move into
to conduct exploratory work.

~he

region

Such work is limited

to the summer months because of the climate.

Timing

of the issue of the injunction was crucial because
the exploration crews had assembled in Churchillq
Manitoba, awaiting the move to Baker Lake.

If they

were delayed by a matter of days, the opportunity
for exploration work that summer would be lost.
They had been prevented from moving in earlier
by a series of orders in council passed under the
authority of the Territorial Lands Actt
c.T-6, s.19.

R.s.c.

1970 1

These orders withdrew the Baker Lake

region from the areas in which mining activity was
permitted but it was only a temporary measure while
a study of the effect of exploration activities
on the wildlife of the area was carried out.

This

withdrawal order expired the same day as the injunction was granted.
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The test applied by Mahoney J. is the test found
in Am7rican Cyanimid Co. v. Ethicon Ltd. fl975.} A.C.396.
For the plaintiff to get the injunctive relief sought
it is only necessary to demonstrate that he has a
serious question to be tried, and if so, that the
balance of convenience lies in favour of granting
the injunction.
The 'balance of convenience 1 is to be determined
by considering whether damages would be an adequate
remedy for the plaintiff and if not, whether the
plaintiff could adequately compensate the defendant
in damages should an injunction later turn out to have
been wrongfully granted.
If there is doubt as to the adequacy of damages
on both sides, them other matters are to be considered.
One such matter would include the cost to the defendant of being enjoined.

If he is prevented from

doing something that he has not previously been doing,
then the effect is merely to postpone that activity
and presumably at less cost to him than if he is
enjoined from conduct in the way of an established
operation.
Applying that test to the present factsq Mahoney
agreed that there was a serious question to be tried.
Further, if the plaintiffs were granted a permanent
injunction at trial, damages would not be able to compensate for injuries in the meantime.

No injury

would be suffered by the mining companies, that could
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not be measured in damages.

As Mahoney put it,

"The minerals, if there, will remain;
47

the caribou presently there, may not".
From this, the injunction was ordered.
The order, as granted, was not as wide reaching
as requested.

Mahoney permitted a limited degree of

exploration activity only, in areas well away from
those frequented by the caribou and also banned low
flying aircraft and helicopters from these restricted
areas.
3.

The Extent of Native Title
The judgement of Mr. Justice Mahoney, after

trial of the issue on the merits, is fairly lengthy
and runs to 65 pages.

In it he traces the grounds

on which the law will recognize the existence of
a pre-existing claim to the territory, and the extent
of that recognition.

He examines the evidence presented

during the trial, applies the law to these facts and
the
concludes that~plaintif fs do have a claim to part of
the subject region, but that this claim is limited to
a right to hunt and fish.

The activities being carried

out by the mining companies were not an unlawful invasion of the plaintiffs' rights to the extent that the
right to hunt and fish was not thereby precluded.
In reviewing the legal basis for assertion of a
claim to the land, Mahoney begins with the Royal
48

Proclamation of 1763, but dismisses this as a source
of title so far as Ruperts' Land is concerned in
9
light of the @_ij!,eareak El-sj decision.

Baker
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Lake is part of Ruperts' Land, and is specifically
excluded from the Proclamation.
50
Reasoning from the Calder decision, however,
Mahoney concludes that a native title can be established at common law (the statements from Calder are
treated as persuasive and convincing but not as binding
authority).

Four elements must be proved for a plaintiff

to establish an aboriginal title:
i) that they and their ancestors were members
of an organized society,
ii) that the organized society occupied the
specific territory over which they assert
the aboriginal title,
iii) that the occupation was to the exclusion
of other organized societies,
iv) that the occupation was an established
fact at the time sovereignty was asserted
51
by England.
Under the first heading, the court was able to find
on the evidence that the aboriginal Inuit had an orga52
nized society.
As for the need to show that a specific territory
had been occupied, over which the title was claimed,
some trouble was encountered.

The evidence indicated

that the southern portion of the territory, which
encompasses the transitional zone around the tree
line separating the forests from the barrens, had
not always been occupied by this Inuit society.

In
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fact it had been occupied alternately by the Inuit
and by Chipewyan Indians at different periods throughout history.

Consequently the plaintiffs were unable

to claim title to this southern portion.

53

So far as the remaining two of the four requirements were concerned, Mahoney J. found them to have
been satisfied as to all but this southern portion
of the Baker Lake area, the boundary of which was
arbitrarily determined and the area excluded from
54
the effect of the decision.
It necessarily follows
that except for this southern portion, a native
55

title was found to exist.
The defendants raised the argument at this point
that if title did exist, it was extinguished either
by the grant of Ruperts' Land to the Hudson's Bay
Company in 1670, or if not, then by the admission of
56

Ruperts' Land to Canada in 1870.
was found persuasive.

Neither argument

Mahoney J. is unable to find

that extinguishment has taken place since either
expressly or by necessary implication through legis57
lation enacted by Parliament.
Where the plaintiffs ran into the greatest
.difficulty was over the effect of the mining legislation.

Mahoney J. holds that the Canada Mining

Regulations apply to this region as valid legislation,
and even if they diminish the rights comprising an
aboriginal title (the extent of which is not decided),
they prevail.

The possibility that the plaintiffs
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have a right to compensation for this is suggested
but not dealt with as it was not claimed.

58

This holding is somewhat difficult to follow,
but it appears to turn on the distinction between
extinguishment and abridgement of aboriginal title.
Such title, where it exists, is a title at common law.
It can only be extinguished through legislation
which expressly extinguishes it, or through legislation which is necessarily inconsistent with aboriginal title.

On the other hand, where legislation

of general application is validly passed, if it has
the effect of cutting back on aboriginal rights, it must
be given effect to nevertheless.
will prevail.

Such legislation

It may also give a right to compensa-

tion but that didn't have to be decided.

The Canada

Mining Regulations were in this second category, and
the plaintiff's rights were subject to them as a result.
4.

The Siynificance of Baker Lake
The findings of Mr. Justice Mahoney are, of course,

at the level of first instance.

It is not lmown

at this time whether an appeal is contemplated.

If

there is an appeal then the whole decision remains in
the air, but on the assumption that there will be
no appeal some important implications can be seen.
Perhaps most important is that an interlocutory
injunction was granted to halt development, just as
it was in the James Bay project.
Maloney J.,

The quote from
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'The minerals, if there, will remain,
the caribou, presently there, may not.'
is likely to be cited and paraphrased many times in
future cases especially where the American Cyanimid
test is used and balance of convenience is such an
important determinant.

The grant of an injunction

may be important for no other reason than that it
will give encouragement to other native. groups to
seek similar relief from development that threatens
their lifestyle.
On the issue of title itself the case is important because it finds that a claim to title can be
found at common law and is not dependent upon
statute or treaty.

If this is. correct on the law,

then the existence of a native title in Northern

B.c.

is made all the more likely.
The further finding that general legislation
competently enacted can abridge the rights that
might otherwise be part of a native title, is significant because it provides a means by which most, if
not all, of the rights inherent in a native title
can be effectively sterilized while avoiding a direct
·dealing with native claims.

It may allow a govern-

ment to use the back door to accomplish something that
it doesn't want to face directly.

Although the legis-

lation in this case was federalq it is clear from s.88
of the Indian Act and by analogy that provincial laws
of general application may also have this effect, so

long as it is not inconsistent with legislation under
the Indian Act.
Fourthly, Mahoney J. has set up a test requiring
four conditions to be met before a native title will be
found.

Assuming that this test can be supported on the

law, it is certain to be used many times in the future.
Finally, it is regrettable that Mahor1ey J. did
not see fit to define the full extent of the rights
which flow from a finding of native title.

This has

never been defined in Canada so far, and until it is,
no one can be sure of the consequences that flcw from
native title.

It may turn out that the rights are

either illusory or non-existent.
the rights may be extensive.

On the other hand

In either case it would

seem preferable to have a definition on hand.

However,

given the legal process in Canada, it.is most likely
that these rights will emerge gradually, in bits and
pieces, one case at a time.
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TREATY No. 8
MADE JUNE 21, 1899
AND

ADHESIONS, REPORTS, ETC.

ORDER IN COL I\CJL ::iLT 1'1.:\G lJP COM.MISSIO.:\
FOR TREATY 8
P.C. No. 2749

On a report dated :10th 1\ovember, 1898, from the Ruperintendent General of
Indian Affairs, stating with rderenec> to his rPport of the 18th June, 1898, upon
which was bused the l\linutc of Coun<'il apprond 011 the 2ith of the same month,
authorizing the appointing of Commissioners to 11cgotiutc a tn'aty with the Indians
occupying territory to the north of that already <'e<led and shown in pink on the
attached map, that in that report it was sC't forth that the Commissionrr of the
North Wc'st !\lounted Police ha<l pointed out the desirability of stPps being taken
for the making of a treaty with the Indians ocTupying the proposed line of route
from Edmonton to Pelly River; thaL he had intimated that these Indians, n.s well !IB
the Beaver Indians of the Peace and .:\elson Rivers, and the Sieamu.s and :\ihames
Indians, were inelirwd to be turbulent and wNe liable to give trouble to isolated
parties of miners or truuers who might be regarJPd by the Indians as interfering
with what they considered their vested rights; and that he had stated that the
situation was made more diffieult by the presC'nc·r of the numerous travellers who
had eoml' into the country and were scattered at various points between Lesser
Slave Lake and Peace River.
The Minister further states that the view of t,he Commissioner of the ~orth
West Mounted Police as to the desirability of making a treaty with these Indians
being concurred in by the Indian Commissioner, and the :\Iinister being com·inc:ed
that in the public interest it was necessary to take at the earliest possible date the
suggested step, it was reeommcnded that Commissioners be appointed with full
power to nrgotiate a treaty. An Ordl'r in Coun<'il as abo\'e stated, issued accordingly; and the preliminary arrangements arc now being made.
The l\Iinister, in this comwction, draws attPntion to the fact that that part of
the territory marked "A" on the plan attached is within the boundaries of the
Provin('e of British Columbia, and that in the past no treaties such as ha\·e bc'en
made with the Iudians of the >:orth \\'t'st have twen made with any of the Indio.mi
whose habitat is west of the Mountains. An arrangement was come to in 18i6 under
which. the British Columbia Government agreed to the setting aside by a Commission subject to the approval of that Covernment, of land which might be con~
sidered necessary for Indian reserves in different parts of the Province, and later on
the agreement was varied so as t.o provide that the setting apart should be made by
a Commissioner appointed by the Dominion Government whose allotment would
be subject. to the approval of the Commissioner of Lands and Works of the Province.

AJ
As the Indians to the west of the '.\lountuirrn are quite distinct from those whose
habitat is on the eastern side thereof, no diffieulty ever arose in consequence of the
different methods of dealing with the Indians on either side of the Mountains. But
there can bf' no doubt that had the division line between the Indians been artificial
instead of natural, such diffcrenee in treatment would have been fraught with grave
danger and have been the fruitful source of much trouble to both the Dominion and
the Provincial Governments.
The l\Iinister submits that it will neither be politic nor practicable to exclude
from the treaty Indians whose habitat is in the territory lying between the height
of land and the eastern boundary of British Columbia, as they know nothing of the
artificial boundary, and, being allied to the Indians of Athabasca, will look for the
same treatment as is given to the Indians whose habitat is in that district.
Although the rule has been laid down by the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council that the Province benefitting by a surrender of Indian title should bear the
burdens incident to that surrender, he the .Minister after careful consideration does
not think it desirable that any demand should be made upon the Province of British
Columbia for any money payment in connection with the proposed treaty.
That from the information in possession of the Department of Indian Affairs
it is not at present clear whether it will be necessary to set apart any land for a
reserve or reserves for Indians in that part of the Province of British Columbia whir·h
will be covered by the proposed treaty, but if the Commissioners should find it
necessary to agree to the setting apart of any reserve or reserves in that territory
the Minister is of opinion that the same may properly be set aside under the agrf'P:
ment of 1876 already referred to.
As it is in the interest of the Province of British Columbia, as well as in that of
the Dominion, t.hat the country to be treated for should be thrown open to development and the lives and property of those who may enter therein safeguarded by th(·
making of provision whirh will remove all hostilr feeling from the minus of t hr·
Indians and lead them to peacefully acquiesce in the changing conditions, he thf·
'.\Iinister would suggest that the Government of British Columbia be apprised oi
the intention to negotiate the proposed treaty; and as it is of the utmost importanl'P
that the Commissioners should have full power to give such guarantees as may be
found necessary in regard to the setting apart of land for reserves the Minister
further recommends that the Governinent of British Columbia be asked to formallv
acquiesce in the action taken by Your Excellency's Government in the matter an;1
to intimate its readiness to confirm any reserves which it may be found necessary to
set apart within the portion of the Province already described.
The Minister further recommends that a certified copy of this Minute, if
approved, and of the map attached hereto be transmitted to the Lieutenant Governor of the Province of British Columbia for the information of his Government.
The Committee submit the same for Your Excellency's approval.
(sgd.) R. W. SCOTT.

REPORT OF

COl\Il\lISSIONERS FOR TREATY No. 8
\\'1NNIP~;a, i\Lrn1Ton,\, 22nd September, 1899.

The Honourable
CLIFFORD SIFTON,

Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,
Ottawa.
Srn,-We have the honour to transmit herewith the treaty which, under
the Commission issued to us on the 5th <lay of April last, we have made with
the Indians of the provisional district of Athabasca an<l parts of the country
adjacent thereto, as described in the treaty and shown on the map attached.
The date fixed for meeting the Indians at Lesser Slave Lake was the 8th
of June, 1890. Owing, however, to unfavourable weather and lack of boatmen,
we did not reach the point until the Hlth. Bnt one of the CommissionersMr. Ross-who went overland from Edmonton to the Lake, was fortunatc>ly
present when the Imlians first gathered. He was thus able to counteract the
conse<juencPs of the rlPlay and to cxpcdite tho work of the Commission by
preliminary rxplanations of its objects.
"'r~ met the rndian,.;; on the 20th, and on the 21st the treaty was signed.
As the discttssiorrn at the diffl'l'cnL poi11te1 followed on much the same Jines,
we ;;hull confine ot1rsckcs to a ~citerul statenw11 t of their import. There was u.
markeJ abst•rn·c uf the old Indian :-;tylr of orulory. Only among the Wood Crees
were any formal spi'el'lws maJc, a11d t hrsc l\'C'J'c brief. The Beaver Indians are
taciturn. The C'hipell'yu11s confined tlwmsclvrs to aflking questions and making
brief arguments. Tlw.v apprarrd to tw morn ad<·pt at cross-examination than
at sprech-maki11g 1 a11d the C'hi<>f at Fort. CliipP11·yan displayed considerable
keonnrss of intPllect and mtt('h pradieal sense in pm.;si11g the claims of his band.
They all want<•d a:> liberal, if not morp lihrral terms, than were granted to the
Indians oft hP plain,;. :-\omr ex1wdr<l to he fed by t hr ( :01'Pl'llment after the making
of t.rcaty, and nil 11.,kcd for us;;ista11c·<~ in Hrasons of dislr<'ss a11d urged that the
old and indiµ;L·nt who WC'l'(' 110 long<·r al>lP to h1111t and trap and were consequently oftc•u ju dislress should be earPd fur by llu~ ( :overnment. They requcsle<l thaL mrdicincs he furni,;licd. ,\l \'ermilio11, Chipewyan an<l Smith's
Landing, n.n earnest appPal wa:; made fur the services of u. medical man. There
was express!'d at 1•1·pry point. the fear that the making of the treaty would be
followed by the CllrtuilmPllt of the huntillj.'; and fo;hing pri1·iil'ges, and many were
impressed with the notion that the treaty would lead to taxation and enforced
military ser\'iC('. Thry ·srPmrd desirous of securing educational advantages for
their rhildrrn, but stipulated t.hat in the matter of i-;chools there should be no
interfcren<'e with their religious beliefs.
We pointed out t.hat the Go\·ernment could uot un<lertake to maintain
Indians in idleness; that the same means of earning a livelihood would continue
after the trC'at.y as existed hdore it, and that the Indians would be expected to
make u:;e of them. We told them that the Government was always ready to
give reli~f in cases of a.ctual. desti.tuti~m, and that in ~easons of ~istress they
would without any special st1pulat10n m the treaty receive such assistance as it
was usual to give in order to prevent starvation among Indians in any part of
Canada; and we stated that the attention of the Government would be called
to the need of some special provision being made for assisting the old and
indigent who were unable to work and dependent on charity for the means of
sustaining life. We promised that supplies of medicines would be put in th"
charge of persons selected by the Government at different points, and would
be distributed free to those of the Indians who might require them. \Ve explained that it would be practically impossible for the Government to arrange
for regular medical attendance upon Indians so widely scattered o\'er such an
extensive territory. \Ve assured them, howenr, that the Government would
always be ready t.o avail itself of any opportunity of affording medical serYice
just as it provided that the phpiiciun attached to the Commission should give
free attendance to all Indians whom he might find in need of treatment as he
passed through the country.

Our chief difficulty was the apprehension that the hunting and fishing
privileges were to be curtailed. The provision in the treaty under which ammunition and twine is to be furnished went far in the direction of quieting the
fears of the Indians, for they admitted that it would be unreasonable to furnish
the means of hunting and fishing if laws were to be enacted which would make
hunting and fishing so restricted as to render it impossible to make a livelihood
by such pursuits. But O\'er and abo\'e the provision, we had to solemnly assure
them that ouly such laws as to hunting and fishing as were in the interest of the
Indians and were found necessary in order t.o protect the fish and fur-bearing
animals would he made, and that the\' would be as free to hunt and fish after
the trPaty as they \\'O\tld be if thPy nc~·cr entered into it.
We as1mre<l them that the treaty would not lead to any forced interference
with their mode of life, that it did not open the way to the imposition of any
tax, and that there was no fear of enforced military service. We showed them
that, 11·hether treaty was made or not, they were subject to the law, bound to
obey it, and liable to punishment for any infringements of it. We pointed out
that the law was designed for the protection of all, and must be respected by·
all the inhabitants of the country, irrespective of rolo11r or origin; and that, in
req11iri11g; them to li\·e at peace with white men who came into the country, and
11ot tu molrst thrm in person or in property, it only required them to do what
white men were required to do as to the Indians.
:\c; to cdueatio11, the Indians were asm1red that there was no need of any
special stip11lation, as it was the poli<'y of the Go\'C•rnment to provide in every
part of t lw rnu 11 I ry, as far a;; <'i rl'ttmsta11c•ps wo11 ld permit, fur the edurntion of
Indian <"11ildre11, and that. the law, whic·h was as strong as a treaty, provided
for non-interfNencc with the religion of the Indians in schools maintained or
assisted hy the Government.
We should add that the chief of the Chipewyans of Fort Chipewyan asked
that the Go\'ernment should undertake to have a railway built into the country,
as the cost of goods which the Indians require would be thereby cheapened and
the prosperity of the country enhanced. He was told that the Commissioners
had no authority to make any statement in the matter further than to say that
his desire would be made known to the Government.
When we conferred, after the first meeting with the Indians at Lesser Slave
Lake, we came to the conclusion that it would be best to make one treaty covering
the whole of the territory ceded, and to take adhesions thereto from the Indians
to be md at the other points rather than to make several separatr treaties.
T'"' trMI\' \1"1" thPrPfnrf' "" rlrnll'n fl" tn rr(wide thrN' \\'ftVS in whirh :t:<Histance
is to be given to the Indians, in order to accord with the conditions of the country
and to meet the requirements of the Indians in the different parts of the territory.
In addition to the annuity, which wr. fo11nd it. necessary to fix at thr figures
of Treaty Six, which covers adjacent territory, the treaty stipulates that assistance in the form of seed and implements and cattle will be given to those of the
Indians who may take to farming, in the way of cattle and mowrrs to those who
may devote themselves to c.attle-rai~ing, and that ammuniti.011 and .twine 1~·ill
be given to those who contmue to fish and hunt. The assistance Ill farm~ng
and ranching is only to be given when the Indians actually take to these ~ursuits,
and it is not likely that for many years there will be a call for any constderuble
expenditure under these heads. The only fodiami of the territory C'edf'd who
ai'e likely to take to cattle-raising are those about Lesser Slave Lake and along
the Peace River, where there is quite an extent of runchi1tg country·; and '.1lt~10ugh
there are stretches of cultivable land in those parts of the country, it 1s not
probable that the Ii.1~ians will, w~ile present eon<litio.ns obtain, engage in farming
further than the ra1smg of roots in a small way, as 1s now done to some exte!lt.
In the main the demand will be for ammunition and twine, as the great majonty
of the Indians will continue to hunt and fish for a livelihood. It does not appear
likely that the conditions of the country on either side of the Athabasca [~nd
Slave Itivers or about Athabasca Lake will be so changed as to affect hunting
or trapping, and it is safe to say that so long as the fur-bearing animals remain,
the great bulk of the Indians will continue to hunt and to trap.

A?

The Indians are given the option of takin11: resen·es or land in se\·ernlty.
As the extent of the country treated for made it impossible to define reserves or
holdings, and as the Indians were not prepared to make selections, we confined
ourselns to an undertaking to have reserves and holdings set apart in the future>,
and the Indians were satisfied with the promise t.hat this would be done when
required. There is no immediate necessity for the general laying out of rc:-;ervcs
or the allotting of land. It will be quite time enough to do this as advancing
settlement makes neeessary the surveying of the land. Indeed, the Indians were
generally averse to being placed on resen•es. It would hrwe been impossible
to have made a treaty if we had not assured them that there was no intention
of confining them to reserves. We had to very clearly explain to them that the
provision for reserves and allotments of land were made for their protection,
and to secure to them in perpetuity a fair portion of the land ceded, in the event
of settlement advancing.
After making the treaty at Lesser Slave Lake it was decided that, in order
to offset the delay already referred to, it would be necessary for the Commission
to divide. :\Ir. Hoss and l\Jr. McKenna accordingly 'set out for Fort St . .John
on the 22nd of June. The date appointed for meeting the Indians there was
the 21st. When the decision to divide was come to, a special messenger was
despatched to the Fort with a message to the Indians explaining the delay,
advising them that Commissioners were travelling to meet them, and requesting
them to wait at the Fort. Unfortunately the Indians had disperned and gone
to their hunting grounds before the messenger arrived and weeks before the date
originally fixed for the meeting, and when the Commissioners got within some
miles of St. John the messenger met them with a letter from the Hudson's Bay
Company's officer there advising them that the Indians after consuming all their
provisions, set off on the 1st June in four different bands and iu as many different
directions for the regular hunt; that there was not a man at St . .John who knew
the country and could carry word of the Commissioners' coming, and even if
there were it would take three weeks or a month to get the Indians in. Of course
there was nothing to do but return. It may be stated, however, that what
happened was not altogether unforeseen. We had grave doubts of being able
to get to St. John in time to meet the Indians, but as they were reported to be
rnther rli,;turhcd and ill-disposed on account of the actions of miners pa88ing
through their country, it was thought that it would be well to show them that
the Commissioners were prepared to go into their country, and that they had
put forth every possible effort to keep the engagement made by the Govern·mf'nt.
The Commissioners on their return from St.. John met the Bea,·er Indians
of Dunvegan on the 21st day of .Tune an<l secured their adhesion to the trf'atv.
They then proceeded to Fort Chipewyan and to Smith's Landing on the Sla\·p
River and secured the adhesion of the Cree and Chipewyan Indians at thr~i·
points on the 13th an<l 17th days of July respectively.

In the meantime :\Ir. Laird met the Cree and Beaver Indians at Peace River
Landing and Vermilion, and secured their adhesion on the 1st and 8th dav,; of
.July respectively. He then proceeded to FotHI du Lac 011 Lake Athabasca; and
obtaine<l the adhesion of the Chipewyan Indians there on the 25th and 2ith
days of July.
After treating with the Indians at Smith, :\Ir. Hoss and l\Ir. l\IcKenna
found it necessary to separate in order to make sure of meeting the Indinn~
at Wabiscow on the date fixed. :\Ir. 1\lcl\l'llna accordingly went to Fort
~Idiurray, where he secured the adhe~ion of the Chipewyan and Cree Indian:<
on the 4th day of August, and :\Ir. Hoss proceeded to WabiscmY, where• h<·
obtained the adhesion of the Cree Indians on the 14th day of August.
The Indians with whom we treated differ in may respects from the InJian.<
of the orga11izeJ territories. They imJulge in neither pai11t nor feathers, and
ne\·er clot he t hemsel ns in blankets. Their dress is of the ordi11nry style nnd
many of them were wPll dot hed. Ill the summer they live in teept'es, bu l ma11~·
of them ha\·e log houses in which they liYC in winter. The Cree la11guagl' is the•
chief language of trade, anJ some of the Beavers and Chipewynns speak it in
additio11 to their own tongues. ..\.II the In<lians we met were with rare exeeptiun,;
professing Christians, anJ showed evide11ces of the work which mi~sionaries ha\'l'
carried on among them for many years. A fcw of them have had t hci r child r<·n

i\8
avail themselves of the [HJ\'antages afforded by boardillg school;; established at
different missions. .Kone of the tribes appear to have any very definitf' organization. They arc held together mainly by the language bond. The chiefs and
headmen arc simply the most efficient hunters and trappers. They are not
law-makers and leaders in the sense that. the chiefs and headmen of the plains
and of old Canada were. The tribes have no ,·ery distinctive characteristics,
and as far as we could learn no traditions of any import. The Wood Crees are
an off-shoot of the Crees of the South. The Beaver Indians bear some resemblance to the Indians west of the mountains. The Chipewyans are physically
the superior tribe. The Beavers have apparently suffered most from scrofula
and phthisis, and there are marks of these diseases more or less among all the
tribes.
Although in manners and dress the Indians of the North are much further
advanced in civilization than other Indians were when treaties were made with
them, they stand as much in need of the protection afforded by the law to
aborigines as do any other Indians of the country, and are as fit subjects for
the paternal care of the Government.
It may be pointed out that hunting in the North differs from hunting as it
was on the plains in that the Indians hunt in a wooded country and instead of
moving in bands go individually or in family groups.
Our journey from point to point was so hurried that we are not in a position
to give any description of the country ceded which would be of value. But we
may say that about Lesser Slave Lake there are stretches of country which
appear well suited for ranching and mixed farming; that on both sides of the
Peace River there are extensive prairies and some well wooded country; that
at Vermilion, on the Peace, two settlers have successfully carried on mixed
farming on a prt•tty extensive i:wale for several years, an<l that the appearance
of the cultinl.lt•d til'lds of the .:\fis;;ion there in Juiy showt•d thut cereals and
roots wen' ac; Wl'll ad n1nced as in a11y port ion of the organized territories. The
country along thl• ;\thabasr·a Hinr i.-; well wooded a11d there arc milPs of tar11&tura.tc<l lnmb. But as fur as our rc•strietPd viPw of the Lake Athabasca and
Slave River rmmtry enahlPd Wl to judge, it .., wraith, apart. from pm;sible mineral
developmPnt, consists exdusi\·ely i11 it.'> fishNit•s and furs.
In going from Pcac·e Hi\·er Crossing to St . .Tohn, the trail whieh i:; being
constructed under the superdsio11 of the Territorial Government from moneys
provided by Parliament was pasc;ed over. It was fou11<l to be well located.
The gradi11g and bridge work is of a permanent character, and the road is sure
to be an important fador in the dcvclopme11t of the country.
We desire to express our high appreciation of the valuable and most willing
service rendered by Inspector Snyder and the corps of police under him, and at
the same time to testify to the effieiPnt manner in which the members of our
staff performed their several Jutiec;. The presence of a medical man was much
appreciated by the Indians, and Dr. West, the physician to the Commission,
was mo8t assiduous in at.tending to the great number of Indians who sought his
service:;. We would add that the Very Hevcrend Father Lacomlw, who was
attached to the Commission, zealowily a8si.sted us in treating with the Crees.
The actual number of Indians paid was:7 Chiefs at $32 ............................ $
224 00
23 Headmen at $22... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
506 00
2,187 Indians at $12.......................... 26,2H 00
$ 26,974 00

A detailed statement of the Indians trcntcd with and of the money paid ia
appended.
We have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servants,

DAVID LAIRD,
J. H. ROSS,
J. A. J. McKENNA.
Indian Treaty Commissioners.
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STATEMENT

of Indians paid Annuity and Gratuity Moneys in Treaty No. 8
during 1899.
'
.
Chiefs.

-

Head- Other
Cash
men. Indians. Paid each
Band.

Tota.I
Cash P&.1d.

LEBl!ER SLAVB LAKE

KeenooslalJ-0'8 Band (Crees)Chief at $32.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ............... .
Headmen at $22............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 ....... .
Other Indiana at $12. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
241
- - - ------1-----1

Captain's Band (Crees)Headman.......... .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . ... . . . . . .. . . .
I ....... .
Other Indians.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... ... .....
22 ,

---

___ _____

,

PEACE RIVER LANDING.

Duncan Tastawit's Band (Crees and Beavers)Headman. ......................................
1 ....... .
Other Indians............................
. . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .
46 ,
-

---

___ ____

--- ---

___,_____

\'ERMILION,

Ambroise Tete-Xoire'8 Band (Beacer8)Chiel ............................... .
Headman ..................... .
Other Indians ................ .
Tall Cree Band (Crees)Headman ................ .
Other Indians ............. .

... .. .. ..... ........

148

,

___ _____ ,

1 ....... .

---

..... ..... .. ........
.....
-- ........

64

,,

DuNVEGAN.

Beaver BandHead man....................................... . . . . . . . .
1 ....... .
Other Indians................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33

- - - - - - ---11-----1

418 00

RED RIVER POST, PEACE RIVEI\.

Crees paid as part of Band-Cree Band at VermilionIndians ........................................ .

66

792 00

- - - - - - ---11-----1

792 00

FORT CHIPEWYAN.

Cllipewvan BandChief........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ............... .
Headmen....................................... . . . . . . . .
2 ....... .
Other Indians................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
407

32 00
44 00
4,884 00

Cree BandChief. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ............... .
Headmen....................................... . . . . . . . .
2 ....... .
Other Ind iarui. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
183

32 00
44 00
2.100 00

- - - - - - ---1-----1

--- ------1·----

4,900 00

2,272 00

SNITH'll LANDING.

Chipew11an BandChief...........................................
1 ............... .
Headmen....................................... . . . . . . . .
2 ....... .
Other Indians....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28-0

32 00
44 00
3,360 00

- - - - - - ---1-----1

3,436 00

FOND DU LAC.

Chipewyan BandChief...........................................
l ............... .
Headmen....................................... . . . . . . . .
2 ....... .
Other Indiaf\11................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
376

32 00
44 00
4,512 00

4 /;.QR ()fl
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STATEMENT of Indians paid Annuity and Gratuity, &c.-Concluded.
.
Ch1e(s.

Head- Other
Cash
men. Indians. Paid ea.ch
Band.
$

cts.

Total
Cash Paid.
$

eta.

FORT MCMURRAY.

Crf4 and CMpe1Ql/an Banrk-

g;:i:i::Ji~~.'.'.'.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

:::::::: ...... ~. ·.. ·iao ·

44 00
1,560 00
1,604 00

WAD16CQW.

Crt8 Ba!ld-

~~~:·~~~.:.:.:.~:::::: :: ::::::: :: :::: ::::::::::-::-:::~::
:: :i~i: ,_____,
- -::::
- :~::
- ___
32 00
88 00
2,292 00

7

Total ........................... , .. .

23

2,412 00

26, 974 00

2, 187

SUMMARY.
2, 1

7

~~

~hie(s

at '32 ................................ , ............. , .. $

............................................ .
0 t~ie:F't122
er n IADS at $12 ........................................ .

224 00
606 00
26,224 00

2,217 .............................................................. s 26, 974 00

Certified correct,

DAVID LAIRD,

J. H. ROSS,
J. A. J. McKENNA.
Indian Treaty Commissioners.
WINNIPEG, MAN., September 22, 1890.

TREATY No. 8.
ARTICLES OF A TH.EA.TY made an<l concluded at the several elates
mentioned therein, in the yPar of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-nine, bd\\'('en Her most Grarious Majesty the Queen of Great Britain
and Ireland, by Ikr Commissionern the Honourable David Laird, of Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Indian Commissioner for the said Province and the Nor th west
Territories; James Andrrw Joseph !\fcKenna, of Ottawa, Ontario, Esriuire, and
the Honourable James Hamilton Ross, of Regina, in the Northwest Territories,
of thP one part; and the Cree, Beaver, Chipewyan an<l other Indians, inhabitants
of the territory within the limits hereinafter defined and described, by their
Chiefs and Headmen, hereunto subscribed, of the other part:WnEnEAS, the Indians inhabiting the territory hereinafter defined have,
pursuant to notice given by the Honourable Superintendant General of Indian
Affairs in the year 1898, been convened to meet a CommiBsion representing
Her Majesty's Government of the Dominion of Canada at certain places in the
said territory in this present year 1899, to deliberate upon certain matters of
interest to Her Most Gracious Majesty, of the one part, and the said Indians
of the other.
AND WHEREAS, the said Indians have been notified and informed by Her
Majesty's said Commission that it is Her desire to open for settlement, immigration, trade, travel, mining, lumbering, and such other purposes as to Her

All
Majesty m~y seem meet, 111. tract o( country bounded and described as herrin~ter .~ent10ncd,, and to obtain the consent thereto of Her Indian subject.JI
mhab1tmg the said tract, and ~o make a treaty, and arrange with them, so that
there may be peace and good will between them and Her Majesty's other subjects
and that Her Indian people may know and be assured of what allowances the}'.
are to count upon and receive from Her Majesty's bounty and benevolence.
AND WHEREAS, the Indians of the said tract, duly convened in council at
the respective points named hereunder, and being requested by Her Majesty's
Commissioners to name certain Chiefs and Headmen who should be authorized
on their behalf to conduct such negotiations and sign any treaty to be founded
thereon, and to become responsible to Her Majesty for the faithful performance
by their respective bands of such obligations as shall be assumed by them the
said Indians have therefore acknowledged for that. purpose the several Chiefs
and Headmen who have subscribed hereto.
AND WHEREAS, the said Commissioners have proceeded to negotiate a treatv
with the Cree, Beaver, Chipewyan and other Indians, inhabiting the distric.t
hereinafter defined and described, and the same has been agreed upon and concluded by the respective bands at the dates mentioned hereunder, the said
Indians DO HEREBY CEDE, RELEASE, SURRENDER AND YIEI,D l:P to the Governmc·11t
of the Dominion of Canada, for Her 2\fajest.y the Queen and Her successors for
ever, all their rights, titles and privileges whatsoeYer, to the lands inclllllrd
within the following limits, that is to say:Commencing at the source of the main branch of the Hed Deer River in
Alberta, thence due west. to the central range of the Rocky .:\fountains, thenrc
northwesterly n.!ong the sai<l range to the point where it intersects the uOth
parallel of north latitude, thence east along sai<l parallel to the point. whc•rc it
internects flay Hiver, thence northeasterly down said ri\·er to thl' south shore
of Great Sla\'e Lake, thence along the sai<l shore northeasterly (and indu<ling
such rights to the islands in said lakes as the Indians mentioned in the treaty
may possess), and thence easterly and northeasterly along the south 8hores of
Christie's Bay and l\1cLeo<l's Bay to old Fort Reliance near the mouth of Lorkhart's River, thence southca8terly in a straight line to and including Black Lake,
thence southwesterly up t.he stream from Cree Lake, thence including said lake
southwesterly along the height of land between the Athabasca and Churchill
Rivers to where it intersects the northern boundary of Treaty Six, and along
the said boundary easterly, northerly and southwesterly; to the place of commencement.
AND ALSO the said Indian rights, titles and privileges whatsoever to all
other lands wherever situated in the Northwest Territories, British Columbia,
or in any other portion of the Dominion of Canada.
To HA VE AND TO HOLD the same to Her Majesty the Queen and Her succe,;sors for ever.
And Her Majesty the Queen HEREBY AGREES with the said Indians that
they shall have right to pursue their usual vocations of hunting, trapping and
fishing throughout the tract surrendered as heretofore described, subject to such
regulations as may from time to time be made by the Government of the country,
acting under the authority of Her Majesty, and saving and excepting such tracts
as may be required or taken up from time to time for settlement, mining, lumbering, trading or other purposes.
And Her Majesty the Queen hereby agrees and undertakes to lay aside
reserves for such bands as desire reserves, the same not to exceed in all one
square mile for each family of five for such number of families as may elect to
reside on reserves, or in that proportion for larger or smaller families; and for
oqrh fn.rniliPR 0r inrliddual Indians as may prefer to live apart from band reserves,
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Her Majesty undertakes to provide land in sr\'crnlty to the extent of mo acres
to each Indian, the lam1 to be ronvryed with a proviso as to non-alienation
without the consent of the Governor General in Council of Canada, the sckction
of such reserves, and lands in se\·ern.lty, to be made in the manner following,
namely, the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs shall depute and send a
suitable pernon to determine and set apart such reserves and ln.nds, after r·onsulting with the Indians concerned as to the locn.lity which may bt' found suitable
and open for selection.
Provided, however, that Her Majesty reserves the right t.o deal with any
settlers within the bounds of any lands reserved for any band as She may see
fit; and also that the aforesaid reserves of land, or any interest therein, may be
sold or otherwise disposed of by Her Majesty's Government for the use and
benefit of the said Indians entitled thereto, with their consent first had and
obtained.

It is further agreed between Her Majesty and Her said Indian subjects that
such portions of the reserves and lands above indicated as may at any time be
required for public works, buildings, railways, or roads of whatsoever nature may
be appropriated for that purpose by Her Majesty's Government of the Dominion
of Canada, due compensation being made to the Indians for the value of any
improvements thereon, and an ectuivalent in land, money or other consideration
for the area of the reserve so appropriated.
And with a view to show the satisfaction of Her Majesty with the behaviour
and good conduct of Her Indiarni, and in extinguishment of all their past claims,
She hereby, through Her Commissioner;;, agrees to make each Chief a present
of thirty-two dollars in cash, to each Headman twenty-two dollars, and to every
other Indian of whatever age, of the families represented at the time and place
of payment, twelve dollars.
H<>r .'.\Iajc>sty also agrPPS that next year, and annually afterwards for ever,
She will rau:;e to be paid to tlw said Indians in r•t18h, at suitable pln.el's anJ Jates,
of which the said Indians shall he duly notified, to l'ach Chil'f twenty-five dollars,
each H1 1 adman, not to excePd four to a large Band and two to a small Band,
fift<'en dollarn, and to evrry other Indian, of whatever age, five dollars, the same,
unles;; tlwre he some cxeeptional l'l'a!'on, to br pui<l only to heads of families
for thosr hdonging thereto.
Fr·11T111-:n, Jfrr :irajp-;ty a.grPl'S t hut 0adt Chit•f, aftt>r signing the tr!'aty,
shall n·1·1 i\'P a sil\'N nwdal a1td a suitahl<' flag, and next yPar, and P\'l'ry third
ycnr th1·1\·att<'r, 1w·h Chi<'f and Hi>adman shall r1•1·l'i\'P n :-:;1itabl(~ suit of ('lnthing.
1

FcHTllEH, I l1·r :\fajrsty ap;n·1•s t 11 pay t hP s~tluri1•s of :ill<'lt IPadwr:; to i11.-;tr1lf't
C:o\'PflHlH'llt uf Canada muy
sel'rn ad\'i,.;able.

the• ('hildn·n of said Indians a!'\ tu I IN .\Iajl'st.v's

FnrrrrnH, Ifpr :\fajPsly agn·Ps to supply l'a<'h Chid of a Band that Hl'll'dS
a rf'~f'n•e, for the use of that B:rnd, ten ax<'s, li\'C hand-saws, fi\'l~ auµ;rr;;, one
grindsto1w, and the ne('!'s:-;ary files and whetstw1Ps.
Furnm:H, !for :\lajPsly agrPl':i that Pa<'h Hund that PlPds to take u rf'St'f\"C
and eultivale the soil, shall, as sollll a,.; 1·011\'('fli( 1lt after snch rr•scn·e is set aside
and .settled upon, and the Band ha,.;-si~11ified its el1oicc and is prepared twlm•ak
up the soil, !'P<:ei\·e two hoes, 011e Hpadr, 01w :wythe and two hay forks for e\·ery
family so 1:1ettl<"d, u!H.l for every thrl't' families 011e plough and one harrow, and
to the Chief, for the us<' of his Band, two horse1:1or11 yoke of oxen, and for each
Hand potatoes, lmrlev, oats and wh<"at. (if such sPed be suited to t.he locality of
the reser\'e), to plant. the land actually brok('n up, and provisions for one month
in the spring for several years while planting such seeds; and to every family
one cow, and every Chief one bull, and one mowing-maehinr and one reaper
1
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for the use of his Band when it is ready for them; for such families as prefer t 0
raise stock instead of cultivating the soil, every family of five persons, two cows
and every Chief .two bulls and two mowing-machines when ready for their US<!'
and a like proportion for smaller or larger families. The aforesaid articles'
machines and cattle to be given one for all for the encouragement of agricultur~
and stock raising; and for such Bands as prefer to continue hunting and fishin~
as much ammunition and twine for making nets annually as will amount j~
value to one dollar per head of the families so engaged in hunting and fishing.
And the undersigned Cree, Beaver, Chipewyan and other Indian Chiefs
and Headmen, on their own behalf and on behalf of all the I~dians whom they
represent, Do HEREBY SOLEMNLY PROMISE and engage to strictly observe this
Treaty, and also to conduct and behave themselves as good and loyal subjects
of Her Majesty the Queen.
THEY PROMISE AND ENGAGE that they will, in all respects, obey and abide
by the law; that they will maintain peace between each other, and between
themselves and other tribes of Indians, and between themselves and others of
Her Majesty's subjects, whether Indians, half-breeds or whites, this year inhabiting and hereafter to inhabit any part of the said ceded territory; and that
they will not molest the person or property of any inhabitant of such ceded tract,
or of any other district or country, or interfere with or trouble any person passing
or travelling through the said traet or any part thereof, and that they will assist
the officers of Her Majesty in bringing to justice and punishment any India11
offrnding against the stipulations of this Treaty or infringing the law in fon·e
in the country so ceded.

b1 WITNESS WHEREOF Her Majesty's said Commis:-;ioners and the Cree
Chief and Headmen of Les:-;er Slave Lake and the adjaC"enL territory, HAVE
m;HEC:\TO SET TIIEIH HANDS at Lesser Slave Lake on the twenty-fin;t day oi
.June, in the year herein first above written.
Signed by the parties hereto, in the [
presence of the undrrsignecl witDA YID LAIRD, Trea/!J Commissioner,
.J. A. .J. 11cKE;-;N A, Treaty Commissioner,
nesses, the same having been first
explained to the Indians by i J. H. Ross, Treaty Commissioner,
his
Albert Tate and Samuel Cun- /
I\:E~1' NOO SHAY oo x Chief,
ninglrnm, Interpreters.
mark
his
Father A. LACOMBE,
1\IousToos x llcadman,
Gm. HoLMES,
mark
tE. G!WUARD, O.M.I.
his
W. G. WmTF:,
FELIX Grnoux x Headman,
.J ..\.l\IE8 WALKER,
mark
.J. ARTHUR CoTf.:,
J
his
A. E. SNYDER, Insp. X.W.M.P.,
WEE CHEE WAY SIS x Headman,
H.B. RouND,
mark
H.rnmsoN S. Yotr:rn,
his
.J. F. PRun'uoM11m,
CHARLES NEE SUE TA srs x Headman,
J. w. MARTIN,
mark
c. MAIR,
his
H. A. CONROY,
CAPTAIN x Headman, from Sturgeon
PIERRE DESCHAMBEAULT,
mark
Lake .
.1. H. PrcARD,
RrcHARD SECORD,
M. McCAULEY.

I

In witness whereof the Chairman of Her Majesty's Commissioners and the
Headman of th" Indians of Peace River Landing and the adjacent territory, in

I

behalf of himself and the Indians whom he represents, have hereunto set their
b.ll>nds at the said Peace River Landing on the first day of July in the year of
Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine.
Signed by the parties hereto, in the
presence of the undersigned witnesses, the same having been first
explained to the Indians by
Father A. Lacombe and John
Boucher, interpreters.

DAVID LAIRD, Chairman of Indian
Treaty Commissioners,
his
DUNCAN x TASTAOOSTS, Headman of
mark
Crees

A. LACOMBE.
fE. GROUARD, O.M.I., Ev. d'Ibora,
GEO. HOLMES,
HENRY McCoRRISTER,
K. F. ANDERSON, Sgt., N.W.M.P.
PIERRE DESCHAMBEAULT,
H. A. CONROY,
T. A. BRICK,
HARRISON S. YOUNG,
J. w. MARTIN,
DAVID CUR!ff.

In witness whereof the Chairman of Her Majesty's Commissioners and the
Chief and Headmen of the Beaver and Headman of the Crees and other Indians
of Vermilion and the adjacent territory, in behalf of themselves and the Indians
whom they represent, have hereunto set their hands at Vermilion on the eighth
day of .July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine.

Signed by the parties hereto in the
presence of the undersigned witne::-:sPs, the same having been first
explained to the Indians by
Father A. Lacombe and John
Bourassa, Interpreters.

DA vrn LArrw,
Chairman of Indian Treaty Coms.,
his
AMBROSE x TETE X onrn, Chief Beaver
mark
Indians.
his
PIERROT x FOURNIER, II eadman Beaver
mark
Indians.
his Headman
Kurs KUIS KOW CA POOHOO x
Cree
mark Indians.

A. LAco~rnE,
tE. GnouARD, O.M.I., Ev. d'Ibora,
MALCoL:-.1 ScoTT,
F. D. WILSON, H. B. Co.,
H. A. CONHOY,
PIERRE DESCHAMBEAULT,
HARRISON S. y OUNG,
J. w. MARTIN,
A. P. CLARKE,
CHAS. H. STUART wADE,
K. F. ANDERSON, Sgt., N.W.M.P.

In witness whereof the Chairman of Her Majesty's Treaty Commissioners
and the Chief and Headman of the Chipewyan Indians of Fond du Lac (Lake
Athabasca) and the adjacent territory, in behalf of themselves and the Indians
whom they represent, have hereunto set their hands at the said Fond du Lac
on the twenty-fifth and twenty-seventh days of July, in the year of Our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-nine.
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DAVID LAIRD,

Signed by the parties hereto in the
presence of the undersigned witnesses, the same having been first
explained to the Indians by
Pierre Deschambeault, Reverend
Father Douceur and Louis Robillard, Interpreters.

Chairman of Indian Treaty Com 8
his
'
LAURENT x DzIEDDIN, Headman,
mark
his
TousSAINT x Headman,
mark

(The number accepting treaty being larger than at first expected, a Chirr
was allowed, who signed the treaty on the 27th July before the same witne~~es
to Rignatures of the Commissioner and Headman on the 25th.)
his

1\fA umcE
G. BREYNAT, O.M.I.,
HARRISON
YOUNG,
PIEHRE DESCHAMBEAULT,
WILLIAM HENRY IlURKE,
BATHURST F. COOPER,
G~;H~L\CN MEHCREDI,

s.

x PICHE,

mark
Witness, H. S.

Chi'ef of Band.

YouNG.

his
x ROBILLARD,
mark

LOUIS

K F.

ANDERSON,

Sgt., N. W.M.P.

The Beaver Indians of Dunvegan having met on this sixth day of July, in
this present year 1800, Her l\Iajest~··s Commissioners, the Honourable .Jamrs
Hamilton Hoss and .James Andrew Josc·ph JfcKenna, Esquire, and ha\·ing had
explairtcd to then the terms of the Treaty unto which the Chief and Ikudmen
of the Indiurts of Lesser Slave Luke and udjacc11t country set their hands on
the twenty-first. day of June, in the year herein first above writt1m, do join in
the 1•esc;iun made by the said Treaty, and agree to adhere to the terms tlwre11f
in consideration of the undertakings made therein.

In witnec;s whPre1if Her :\Iajest~.'·s said Commissiorwrs and the Headman of
thn said Bean'r Indians have hereunto set their hands at Dun,·cgan on t hi:<
sixth day of July, in the year herein first abon' 1rritt<'ll.
Sign<'d h,\' the rmrtiPs therPto in tlw
pn·sP111·1! of llw undersigrwJ wit1H'ssps 1 aft n the samr had he<'n
n'ad and explairH'd to th<' l11dia11,;
hy tlw Hen'n•11d .Joseph Le Trt•ste
and PetPr C:unn, Interprrt.Prs.

.J. TI. Hoss,
('
. .
• . 11111/lllSSIUl/1"1'·'
.J. A . .I. :\1cK1:;-.;:-.:.\ 1
his
:\.\Toos1-:s x lfcarlman,
mark

1

1

A. E. S>:YDEH, lnsp . .\'. IV ..ll.P.
J. Lr·: TnEsTE,
P1·:n:H C:UN=",
F . .J. FITza1rn.\LD.
Tlw Chipewyan Indians of Athabasra niver, Bin!h Hiver, Peare Ilin'r,
Slave Hiver nnd Gull Hi\·er, and the Cree Indians of Gull River and Dl'ep Lake,
having met at Fort Chipewyan on this thirteenth da,v of .July, in this prpsent
yf'tH 18fl0, Her l\[ajcsty's Commissioners, the Hunournhle Jami's Hammon Hoss
and .fame's Andrew Joseph i\IeKenna, Esquire, and h1l.\'ing had <'Xplaincd to
tlH!m the terms of the Treaty unto whi<'h the Chief and Headmen of the Indians
of Lt">S!'r Sla,·r Lake and adjacent country set thf'ir hands on the twPnty-fir·t
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dJY of J~ne, in the year herein first above written, do join in the cession made
·by the said Treaty, and agree to adhere to the terms thereof in consideration of
&he undertakings made therein.

·,; In witness whereof Her Majesty's said Commissioners and the Chiefs and
Headmen of the said Chipewyan and Cree Indians have hereunto set their hands
at Fort Chipewyan on this thirteenth day of July, in the year herein first above
written.
J. H. Ross,
} Treaty
•
Signed by the parties thereto in the
J. A. J. McKENNA,
Commissioners,
presence of the undersigned withis
nesses after the same had been
ALEX. x LA VIOLETTE, Chipewyan Chief,
read and explained to the Indians
mark
by Peter l\fercredi, Chipewyan
his
Interpreter, and George Drever,
JULIEN x RATFAT,
Cree lnterprC'ter.
murk
his
Chipewyan
A. E. S:\YDER, Insp., N. JV ..lf.P.,
SEPT. x HEEZELL,
Ileadmen,
)
P. MERC'HEDI,
mark
GEO. Dru;fl;r~,
his
L. M. Li:: Dous;;;.\L 1
.Tn:JTrn x :\LrnTIN, Cree Chitf,
A. DE Crr.urnocn, o.:\f.I.
mark
hi:-;
H. B. HollND,
GABRII::L BnEYNAT, O.:\Lf.,
A:\T. x T.\CCARHOO,
CoLJN FnAsEn,
murk
Cree llcadme11.
F. J. FITZGERALD,
his
B. F. ( 'ooPEn,
T11m1.\s x GrnnoT,
mark
H. "'· :'d<'L\HEX,
Th<' C'hipc11·yan Tndians of Slave Hi,·cr and the cou11try thereabouts ha,·ing
met at Smith's Landing on this seventeenth day of ,July, in this present year
1809, HN .\fnjl'sty's Commissioners, the Honournhle ,James Hamilton Hoss and
James Andrew Joseph .\fcKcnna, Esquirl', and ha\·ing had explai11t'd to thC'm
the terms of the Treaty unto which the Chief and Headmen of the Indians of
Lesser 8!a\'e Lo.kc and adjacent country, set their hands on the twenty-first day
of Jun<.', in the y<.'ar herein first above written, do join in the cei;sion made by
the said Treaty, and agree to adhere to the terms thereof in consideration of the
undertakings rn:.ide therein.
Jn witness whereof Her l\Iajesty's said Commissioners f nd the Chief and
HeudmPn of the said Chipewyan Indians h::we hereunto ~et their hands at
Smith's Landing, on this seventeenth day of July, in the year herein firnt above
written.
Signed by the parties thereto in the
presence of the undersigned wit11esses after the same had been
read and explained to the Indians
by Jnh11 Trindle, Interpreter.

J. H. Ross,
} Treaty
J. A. J . .:\fcKr.:NN'A,
Commissioners,
his
PrnRRE x SQUIRRBL,

A. E. S!'-iYDER, lnsp. N. W.M.P.,
H.B. HouND,
J. H. HEID,
JAs. H.uY,
Jo11N TnINDLE,
F. J. FITZGI::RALD,
WM. McCLELLAND,
Jo11N SUTHERLAND.

Chief,

mark
his
M1cHAEL x l\IAMDRILLE,

l/cadman,

mark
his
\VILLIAM x KrscoRRAY,

mark

Headman,
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The Ch.ipewyan and Cree Indians of Fort ~cMurray and the country thereabouts, having met at Fort McMurray, on this fourth day of August, in this
present year 1899, Her Majesty's Commissioner, James Andrew Joseph l\IcKenna
Esquire, and having had explained to them the terms of the Treaty unto which
the Chief and Headmen of the Indians of Lesser Slave Lake and adjacent country
set their hands on the twenty-first day of June, in the year herein first abo\'e
written, do join in the cession made by the said Treaty and agree to adhere to
the terms thereof in consideration of the undertakings made therein.
In witness whereof Her Majesty's said Commissioner and the Headmen o(
the said Chipewyan and Cree Indians have hereunto set their hands at Fort
McMurray, on this fourth day of August, in the year herein first above written.
Signed by the parties thereto in the
presence of the undersigned witnesses after the same had been
read and explained to the Indians
by the Rev. Father Lacombe and
T. M. Clarke, Interpreters

J.

A.

J.

Treaty Commis[sioner,
Chipewyan Head[man,

McKENNA,

his
ADAM x BoucHER,

mark
his
SEAPOTAKINUM

x CREE, Cree Headman,

mark
A. LACOMBE, O.M.I.,
ARTHUR J. WAR WICK,
T. M. CLARKE,
J.
MARTIN,
F. J. FITZGERALD,
M. J. H. VERNON.

w.

The Indians of Wapiscow and the country ther~abouts having met at
Wapiscow Lake on this fourteenth day of August, in this present year 1899,
Her Majesty's Commissioner, the Honourable James Hamilton Ross, and having
had explained to them the terms of the Treaty unto which the Chief and Headmen of the Indians of Lesser Slave Lake and adjacent country set their hands
on the twenty-first day of June in the year herein first above written, do join
in the cession made by the said Treaty and agree to adhere to the terms thereof
in consideration of the undertakings made therein.
In witness whereof Jkr .1\[ajesty's said Commissioner and the Chief and
Headmen of the Indians ha\'e hereunto set their hands at Wapiscow Lake, on
this fourtrenth day of August, in the year hrrein first abo\'e written .
Signed by the parties thereto in the
presence of the undersi~ned witncssrs after the same had hren
read and rxplained to the Indians
by Alexander Kennedy.

.J. IL

Hoss,

Treaty Commissioner,

his
.JOSEPH x KAPUSEKONEW,

JosEPH x ANs•;Y,
S:-tY01m, lnsp . .V. IV . .ll.P.,
CHARLES HILEY WEAVER,

A. E.

n.

J.
HENRI Grnoux, O.M.l.,
1\fURDOCll JOHNSTON,
FALHER, 0.11!.l.,
ALEX. KENNEDY, Interpreter,
H. A. CoNnoY,

c.

(Signature in Cree character).
JOHN .1\lcLEOD,

l\f H

.TnH'\"~TO~.

P.M.,

Chfrf,

mark
his

Headman,

mark
his
W.-.roosE x

Headman,

mark
his
.1\fzcHAEL x ANSEY,

Headman,

mark
his
LoursA x BEAVER,
m~rk

Headman,

ORDER IN COUNCIL
RATIFYING TnE.\TY

No. 8.

f;xTRACT from a Report of the Committee of the Honourable the Privy Council,

.

approved by His Excellency

Oil

the 20th February,

moo.

On a Memorandum dated 8th February, 1000, from the Superintendent
General of Indian Affairs, submitting for Your Excellency's consideration the
accompanying Treaty made by the Cummis::;ioners, the Honourable David Laird,
James Andrew Joseph l\IcKenna, E::>quire, and the Honourable Jn.mes Hamilton
Ross, who were appointed to negotiate the same, with the Cree, Beaver, Chipewyan and other Indio.ns inhabitiug the territory,-as fully defined in the TreatyJying within and adjacent to the Provisional Di~;trict of Athabasca.
The Minister recommends that the Treaty referre<l to be approved, and that
the duplicate thereof, which is also submitted herewith, be kept of record in
the Privy Council and the original returned to the Department of Indian Affairs.
The Committee submit the same for Your Excellency's approval.
JOHN J. l\IcGEE,
Clerk of the Privy Council.
The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs.
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REPORT OF C0::\11\IISSIOXER FOR TREATY No. 8.
DEPARTMENT OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,

OTTA w.-1. 1 December 11, l 000.
The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,
Ottawa.

Srn,-I beg to report having, in pursuance of the commissions entrusted
to me by you, visited the territory covered by Treaty No. 8, and all the posts
from Fort St. John, on the Upper Peace River in the west, to Fort Resolution
on Great Slave lake in the north. During that visit, acting as your commissioner for the purpose, formal adhesions to treaty were taken from certain Indiau
inhabitants of the ce<led territory belonging to eight bands who \Vere not treated
with last year, annuities were paid to all treaty Indians, and businC'ss of a gerwral
character was transacted with and for them; acting as a eommissioner to rerl.'ive
and hear half-breed claims, over three hundred and fifty cases were dealt with:
and acting magisterially as a eommi:-;,;ioncr of Dominion police and a justice of
the peace for the Territorie8, nineteen ruses of crime and misclc>mPanour were
disposed of. Separate reports touching upon half-breed claims, public order and
minor Indian matters are heing submitted.
My commission to take adhe,;ions to Treaty Eight was designed to c>11ahle
me to treat with the fodians of Fort. 8t. John in the Upper Peace ri\'('r, and the
various bnnds on Great Slave lake~ that. trade at Fort Resolution, to the rnd of
bringing them into treaty rPlations with Her Majesty's government.
There came to meet me, however, in addition to these, two bands of Indians,
undoubted inhabitants of the tract covered by Treaty No. 8, with whom I was
not empowered to deal, one of Crees from Sturgeon lake and one of Slaves from
the Upper Hay river. Both of these desired to enter into treaty, a.nd it became
necessary to decide whether they, after having come from distant points to
meet one whom they looked upon as a representative of the go\'ernment, were
to be dismissed non-plussed and dissatisfied,. or to be allowed to give in their
adhesions. It being impossible to communicate with the department, and as
the title of these people to the benefits of the treaty was beyond question, the
conclusion was unhesitatingly adopted that it was my duty to assume responsibility and concede those benefits to them. The instruments embodying their
adhesions are submitted herewith together with those I was empowered to take,
which contain the adhesions of certain of the Indians of Fort St. John and the
whole of those of Fort Resolution on Great Slave lake, whose hunting grounds
lie within treaty limits. It is hoped that you will approve this assumption of
responsibility, and that the sanction of His Excellency in Council will be extended
to all the adhesions.
Last year 2,217 Indians were paid. This year 3,323 claimed the annuity,
an increase of 1,106, or almost fifty per cent. Of this increased number 248
belong to or have now joined, bands treated with in 1899, and 858 to the following
bands which remained undealt with in that year, namely, Crees of Sturgeon lake;
Beavers of Fort St. John; Slaves of Upper Hay river, who trade at Vermilion;
and the Dogribs, Yellowknives, Chipewyans and Slaves of Lower Hay river,
who trade at Fort Reoolution. Some Caribooeaters, belonging to the country

east of Smith'.s Lnn<~ing on Grt>at Slave ri\'Pr, also came into treaty, but thl'y
were inrorporakd with the Chipewyan band of 8mit.h's Landing, hPirw alliN1
thereto. Six fl<'\\' d1i<'f.s were rc<'ognizcd.
"'
As was rPport<'d hy your <'ommissior1ers last year, thNe is little dispoHition
on the pnrt of most of ttw northern Indians to settle down upon land or to ask
to ha\'<' rPsPrvPs set apart. Dealing, under your instnwtio11H, with demands for
land, two small pro\·isionnl re::H'l'\'l's were laid out at J,pssl'r :-;1a\'(' Lak<' for
Kinosayo'::; baud, and fiftl'ell or sixtem1 appli<·utions were r<'gistcr<'d for land in
se\'ernlty hy I11diuns who h:wc aln~ady, to sonw ext<'nt, takt~n to agriC'llltun'.
It ap(lC'Hrs that t.his disi11di11ution to adopt agriculture as a means of li\'C~li
hood is not unwisPly cntPrtained, for the more eorq:?;t'llial nr1·upations of hunting
and fishing are still 01wn, a11d agrirnlturP is not 011!.1· arduous to thoxr untrained
to it, but in mnny districts it us yrt remnins untried. A <'011scqt1<'n<·<' of this
prefcrenrr of old purnuits is that th<' µ;overnment will not bl' call<'d upon for
years to make those exrwn<liturcs which arc entailed hy the treaty when the
Indians take to the soil for suLsistc1H·c.
The health of thl' Indians in the district seems to vary with the times.
When game is plentiful it is µ;oo<l; when scarce, it is bad. The want of rabbits
along tlw Penn: and Hay riven; enllsPd suffering to thr BPa\'NS and Rla\'C'S in
part of tin' western portion of thP tf'rritory last winter; hut, int.he eustnn portion,
the ChipPwyans were u1111sunlly w<'ll off, carihoo being plentiful. At F'ond du
Lae, it was said, t herP \\'U.S less di8ease than for many years. Ko su<'h losH of
life from starnttio11 us has often charnderized northern wintPrH wus rPport<'d,
and the mensmes for relieving sirk and destitute Indians planned by the C'ommissiorH'rn l:tst yPar, oprrnted well and alleviated distrC'lis in many drsrn·ing
cases. Dr. Edwards, who accompanied m<', gave advicr and displ'nse<l medi<'ine
to a largP numlH'r of Indians and \'UC<'inatcd many. Great appr<'eiation of his
ser\'iccs was manif PstPd.
At nrarly ull tlu~ important pointH the chiefs u.nd more intclligrnt men who
were pr<'SL'llt. at thl' making of trraty last yPar, asked for extended rxplanations
of its terms, in order that thoHe of their bands who had failed to grusp its irul'
meaning might. he crdightened, n11d that those who were coming into treaty for
the first time might fully understand what they were doing. In the course of
the councils hPld for this purpo:;e, it wa.s po.ssible to eradicate any little misunderstanding that had arisen in the minds of the more intelligent, and great
pains were taken to give such Pxplanations as seemed most likely to prevent
any possibility of misunderstandings in future.
Each of the many appointments made was punctually kept, a fact which
appeared to give great satisfaction to both the traders and the Indians.
Appended is a summary of the bands paid, showing the admissions to treaty
permitted this year.
There yet remains a number of persons leading an Indian life in the country
north of Lesser Slave lake, who have not 'icceptcd treaty as Indians, or scrip
as half-breeds, but this is not so mucl• through imlisposition to do so as because
they live at points distant from those visited, and are not pressed by want.
The Indians of all parts of the territory who have not yet been paid annuity
probably number about 500 exclusive of those in the extreme northwestern
portion, but as most, if not all, of this number belong to bands that have already
joined in the treaty, the Indian title to the tract it covers may be fairly regarded
as being extinguished.
Most respectfully submitting this report,
I have, &c.,
J. A. MACRAE,
Commis.~ioner.
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Documents accompanying this report:.'.'l' o. I. Adhesion of Sturgeon Lake band.
No. 2. Adhesion of part of the Beavers of Fort St. John.
No. 3. Adhesion of Slaves of Upper Hay River.
Xo. 4. Adhesion of Dogribs of Great Slave Lake.
Chipewyans of Great Slave Lake.
Yellowknives of Great Slave Lake.
Slaves of Lower Hay Ri\·er or Great Slave Lake.
X o. 5. Statement of the number of Indians admitted to treaty this year
(IUOO).

X o. G. Map showing the distribution of Indians in the territory covered bv
Treaty 1\ o. 81 and the extent of that territory.
·
The Cree Indians, of Sturgeon Lake, and the country thereabouts, ha\•in~
met at Lesser Slave Lake, on this eight day of June, in the present year 1900
James Ansdell Macrae, Esquire, and having had explained to them the term~
of the treaty unto which the Chief and Headmen of the Indians of Lesser Sl:we
Lake and adjacent country set their hands on the twenty-first day of Juue 1 in
the year 1899, do join in the cession made by the said treaty, and agree to tlll'
terms thereof in consideration of the undertakings made therein.

In witness whereof, the said James Ansdell Macrae, Esquire, and the Headmen of the said Cree Indians, have hereunto set their hands at Lesser Slave Lake,
on this the eighth day of June in the year first above written.
Signe<l by the parties thereto in the
presence of the undersigned witnesses after the same had been
read and explained to the Indians
by Peter Gunn and Albert Tate,
In tcrpreters.

J. A.

:.'\IACRAE,

his
1\fEE·SOO-KAM-IN-00-KA-POW X1

mark
his
WILLIA!\f x PEE-YU-TAY-WEE-TUM

ALBERT TATE,
PETER GUNN,
GEO. HOLMES,
MYLES O'C. MAC DERMOT,
J. O'DONNELL,
A. CuEESBROUGH, Const.

mark
his
MEEK-coo x Mooso-os,
mark
his
ALEXIS x PA-PASS-CHAY,
mark
his

R.

THE x CAPTAIN,

w.

FIELD,

Const.

mark
The Beaver Indians of the Upper Peace River and the country thereabouts,
having met at Fort St. John, on this thirtieth day of May, in this present year
1900 1 Her Majesty's Commissioner, James Ansdell Macrae, Esquire, and having
had explained to them the terms of the treaty unto which the Chief and Headmen
of the Indians of Lesser Slave Lake and adjacent country set their hands on
the twenty~firat day of June, in the year 18991 do join in the cession made by
the said treaty, and agree to adhere to the terms thereof, in consideration of
the undertakings made therein.
In witness whereof, Her Majesty's said Commissioner, and the following
of the said Beaver Indians, have hereunto set their hands, at Fort St. John, on
thi~ thP thirti<>th tfo.v of May, in the yeu hereiu first above writ.ten.
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J. A.

MACRA~:,

Commissio11er,

his
l\I UCKITllA Y X
mark
his
AGINAA x

mnl'k
his
Signed by the parties thereto in the
presenre of the undersigned witnesses, after the same had been
read and explained to the Indians
by .John Shaw, Interpreter.

DISLl81C[ x

mark
his
x

TACJl 1':\

mark
his
APl'AN

JoHN SHAW, Interpreter,
J. O'DONNELL.

x

mark
his

w.

ATTACHIM

x

mark
his

x

ALLA.LIE

mark
his
YATSOOSM

x

mark
The Slave Indian.s of Hay river and the country thereabouts, havi11g md
at Vermilion, on this twenty-third day of June, in this present year I !lOO, Her
Majesty's Commissioner, James Ansdell Macrae, Esquire, and hil\'ing explained
to them the terms of the treatv unto which the Chief and Headmen of the
Indians of Lesser Slave Lake an<.I°adjaccnt country set their hands on the twentyfirst. day of June, in the ynar 1809, do join in the ecssions made hy the said treaty,
and agree to adhere to the terms thereof in consideration of the undertakings
made therein.

In witne:-;:; whereof, Her :\fajcsty':; said Commissioner and the Chief and
principal men of the said 8la.-e Indians, ha\·c hereunto set their hands, at Vermilion, on t.hi:; twenty-third day of June, in the year HlOO.
Signed hy t.he parties th<>reto in the
presence of the undNsi1.?;ned wit11eH11cs aft.er the same had been
rc'ad and explained t.o the l11dian:;
hy Loui:; Cardinal.

l\IAC'HAJ<:, f!ommi.~8ianer,

hiH
Ar.~;xrn

x TA'l'A'!'J<:Cll1\ Y,
mark

his

his
Lours x CAIWINAL,
mark
Witness: G. ARTHUR

F1tANco1s x Tc11A'I'Ef:,

B.u.L
ALFRED 8Pf;~;c11LY WmTE,
IsArn GAGNON,
GEO. KNAPP,
H. J. LAROQUE,

his

mark
his
Grnoux x NAIIDAYYAH,
mark
his
KoKA x

mark
his

MAHTIN x OuBLETTE,

mark
Wilnrss: G.

.J. A.

KACIIWEESALA X

mark'
ARTHUR BALL

WILLI.Ht LETE:-IDHf~.

.

The Indians i11lrnhiti11g th~ tmuth shore of Great 8larn Lake, betwcrn 1hr
mouth of Hay rinr and old Fort Reliance, near the mouth of Lockhl'art's riwr,
and territory adjaeent thereto, on the mainland or Oil the islands of thr ;;aid
lake, haYing met at Fort Resolution, oil this twenty-fifth day of July, in tfi,.
present year moo, H£>r ::\Iajesty's Commissioner, James Ansdell .:\[ncrae, E;;quin.,
and haying haJ Pxplained to them the terms of the treaty unto which tlH· Clii1·I
and Headmen of the Indians of Lesser Slave Lake and adjaeent eountry :.:f'l
their hands on the twenty-first Jay of June, 1809, Jo join in the cessio11 muJe
by the said treaty, and agree to adhC're to the terms thereof, in consideration "f
the undertakings made therein.
In witness whereof, Her l\Iajesty's said Commissio11e1· anJ the Chief and
Headmen of the said Indians have hereunto set their hands, at Fort Re8olutirn1,
on the twenty-fifth day of July, in the year herein first above written.

J. A.

:\lACRAE,

Commissioner,

his
DRIED x GEESE,

Chi'ef,

mark
his

W.n-:m-An x ll.M.,
mark
his
CRAP-WA-TEE

x ll.M.,

mark
Signed by the parties thereto in the
presence of the undersigned witnesses after the same had bl'en
read over and explained to the
Indians by Rev. Father Dupirer,
W. n. Norn, A. l\forcredi.

L.
W.

DUP!Hl!:H,

n..

O.Jl.I.,

Norrn,
ALEXANDRE M E;RCRI<:DI,
Tuos. J. MARSH,

F. C.

GAUDET,

(The mark of l\lichel l\l:.rndrvill<!),
[flldian characters.]
( 'JL\HLn: NouN,

his

x Chief,

SNUFF

~

c
....

mark
his
Tzrn-Tu x fl.JI.,
mark
his

>;;:;:.
;:! "'
"'·
..,, .......
~

~

~

kl'1':-J,;I::-ZEN X fl.Jf.,

mark
~"'::J
c

his

._ ....
.__
;o;"" "'

RuNnrni:: x ll.M.,

I

mark

hiH
LAlllELISE x /1 ..1/.,

~

!:\?~

::::·::;:)
rS
..., ,..,,':'"!

J .

mark

IlrcHAHD Fn.:Ln.

his

LoursoN x

AHTllA v,

Chief,

mark
his
OLIVER x AJJERICON,
mark
his

JV itness:
. T. c. RAE,
OLIVER J\h;nrnf:DI,
.J. s. CAMHELL.

£':...'

0

VITAL (

) LAMOELLE,

sign
his
PAULETTE (

) CttANDELLE,

sign

(/)
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showing the numbt>r of Indians who joined Treaty No. 8 in A.D.
1900 and received annuity and gratuity-t.he bands treated with for the
first time being denoted by italics (annuities paid to those <lPalt with in 1899
not shown).

STATEMENT

Dnn<l.

Whereabouts.

Chiefs. llea<l- Indinns. Ca..~h paid.
men.

----------,!-------------·--- --- - - - ----S

Crees (Kinoosayo's) ............... Les,er Rlave Lake ........................... .
Crees . ............................ Sturgeon Lake.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
1
Crees (Testa wit's) ..... , .......... Pea<'e !liver Cros8ing ....... , ............... .
Beavers . .......................... Fort St. John.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Beavers ...... , .................... Fort Dunvegan ........... , ... ,.
1 ..... ,
Beavers (Tete Noire's) ............ Fort Vermilion ........ , ... , ... , .............. .

Slaves of Upper Hay River.........

"

. . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .

1

2

Crees (Tall Cree's) ....... ,.,......
. .................. , ....... , .. .
Little Red River ................. Little Red River ............................ .
Chipewyans ....................... Fort Chipewyan ............................. .
Crees.............................
"
........ , ..................... .
ChipewyaDl! ....................... Smith's Landing................ . . . . . . . .
1
CAipewyans ....................... Fort Resolution.................
1
1
Yellowknives......................
"
.............. , . .
1
2
D<>uribs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.................
1
2

Slaves of LoU'er Hav River.........

................. ........

1

Chipewyans (Maurice's) ........... Fond du Lac (Lake Athabasca) ............... .
Crees ............................. Fort McMurray .............................. .

~t;::,z~~.":::::::::::::::::::::::: Wabis;~w ..... : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Crees ............................. Whitefish Lake .............................. .
Crees ............................. Trout Lake ...................... , .......... ..
6

10

10
93
20
46

74
18
175
43
9
1
1
35
111
191

119
103

65
30
17
39

2
1

24 00
12 00

1,203

14, 858 00

SUMMARY.

.Total admitted in 1899 ................................................ .
"
1900 ..............................................•..
Total o( Indian annuitants un<ler Treaty No. 8 ......................... .

cts.

120 00
1, 170 00
240 00
552 00
920 00
216 00
2,17600
516 00
108 00
12 00
12 00
452 00
1,386 00
2,368 00
1,504 00
1, 258 00
780 00
360 00
204 00
468 00

2,217
1,218
3,323

Certified correct,

J. A. MACRAE,
Commissi'oner.
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ORDER IN COUNCIL
RATIFYD<G AouEsroNs To TREATY No.

8.

ExTrucT from a Report of the Committee of the Honourable the Pri\'y Cu11nrii
appro\·ed His Excellency on .January 31 1901.

On a report dated December 22, 1900, from the Superintendent G1·iiPral
of Indian Affairs referring to the Orclt>r _in Council of February 20, l!JOO, approving of the Treaty known as Treaty No. 8, made in 1899, with thr Crt·P.
Bea\·0r 1 Chipewyan and other Indians inhabiting the tPrritory lying within and
aujaecnt to the PrO\·isionul District of Athabaska, and stating that as the ( 'ornmissio1wrs who negotiated the treaty above mentioned, were unable last war
to meet th1• Indians of Fort St.. John and Fort Resolution, it was neeessar~· 1.,
appoint a Commissio1wr during the season of 1900 to take the adhesion n( tlii:
Indians in those hH'alities and Oil :\Iarch 2, moo, James Ansdell 1\Iaerae, Esquirr>.
was commissioned by Order in Coun<'il to obtain such adhesions.
The :\Iinister submits herl'with the repol't of :\fr. Commissioner :\laera1"
aeeompanied by thr following do!'uments:No.
I\o.
l\o.
Xo.

l. Adhesion of Sturgeon Lake Band.
2. :\tlhesion of part of the Bl•tn-ers of Fort St. John.
3. AdhPsio11 uf Slaves of l'.pper Ifay Hh·el'.
4. :\dhe.~ion of Dogribs of Grr·at Hlave Lake.
Adlw:-;ion of C'hipPwyans of Great Slave Lak<'.
Adhesion of Yellowlrni\'!'s of Great Slave Lake.
AdhPsio11 of ~la\'(~S of Lo\\'l't' Huy Hi\'Cr or Groat Sla\·e Lakr.
:\o. 5. Stah•nH•11t of I lw 11umlJt'r of Indians admit.fed to Tn•aty this y<'ar

(l!HlO).

Thr ::\[i11ister re!'omnH•nds that for the reasons stated in Mr. 1\Iacr:w's
l'Ppnrt, all the ntlhesions taken by him be approved hy Your Excellenry in
Counf'il a11d that the original adhPsions be ret.urnetl to the Department of Inuia11
.\ffairs and the tluplir·atps thCl'l'Of kept on record in the Privy Council Office.
The Com mi ttN~ suhm it the same for Your Excellency's appro\·al.
JOHN J. McGEE,
Clrrk of the Prii•y Council.
Tlw Jfo11ourable
The• S1qwri11l!'ndent Gr1wrnl of Indian Affairn.
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The Sioanees Indiana of Fort Noloon, in tho Provinoo of
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British Columbia.,

havi~

mot Hif' l!ajeaty•o Commioaiono:r, Honey

.Anthony Conroy at Fort Neloon or. thia

:/(/

,t-(.fl 'h

,,f/

1

day of

. [l.~,,(..{_/J.f- , in thio proront yea.:r IOIO, nnd ho.vine had ox:plainod to them the termo of tl10 treaty unto whioh the Chi of nnd
Roo.dmon of the Indinna of Looaor Slave Lnko nnd. ndjucont country
aot their hand.a on tht) tvrnnty-fi:rat do.y of June, in the year 1309,
do join in the ceaaioI) made by t·i.o Ba.id treaty, nnd ncreo to e.dilore
to tho terms thereof, in oonnidora.tion of the unde:rtukinea mado

therein.
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REPORT OF THE

COMMISSIONER FOR TREATY No. 11
ORDER IX COUNCIL SETTIXG UP COl\IMISSIOX FOR TREATY XO. 11
P.O. No. 686
The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated
9th February, 1921, from the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, stating
that it is necessary that a treaty should be made with the Indians occupying the
territory north of the sixtieth parallel and along the ~fackenzie River to the Arctic
Ocean, comprising approximately 372,000 square miles, and which may be more
particularly described as follows:
Commencing at the North West corner of the territory ceded under the provisions of Treaty
No. 8; thern·e north easterly along t.he height-of-land to the point where it intersects the
boundary betll'een the Yukon Territory and the North \\'est Territories; thenre north
westerl.Y along the said boundary to the shore of the Arctic 0<'ean; thence easterly along
the said shore to the mouth of the Coppermine Iliver; thenee southerly and south easterly
along the left bank of the suid river to Lake Gras by way of Point Lake; thence along thr
south shore of Lake Oras to a point situated north west of the most ll'estcrly extremit~· of
Aylmer Lake; then re along the south 8hore of Aylmer Lake and following the right hunk of
the Loc•khart niver to Artillery Lake; thcn<'e along the \\'estc•rn shore of Artillery Luke uml
along the right bank of the LoC"khart River to the site of old Fort Helia11re where the sui<l
river enters GrPat .Slave Lake, this being the north Pnsterl.v !'ornrr of the tPrritory <'ecle<l
·undf'r Treaty No. 8; thence westerly along the northern boundary of the said territory to the
point of commencement; comprising un area of approximately 372,000 sqtrnre miles.

The Indians occupying this territory number approximately :3;rn-1:, and are
composed of the following bands,No. in Band
Arctic Reel River (Loneheux). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Good Hope (Hare Skins). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Liurcl (Slaves). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort :\IucphNson (Loucheux). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort 1' orman (Hare Skins). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Providence (Slaves). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Hae. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Simpson (Rll\ves). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort. \\'rigle.v (Slav\'s). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:\laC"ken7.ie Delta and <'Oast line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tront Lake (Slaves) (l'rovidenre). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N omacls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

125
:31)8

217
120

3·t:3

I !l7
75\J
:lll4
71
170
70
550
a:Jll·l

The early <lcnlopnwnt. of t.his 1rrritory is ai11 i1·ip::lt<'d and it is nrlvisahlc to
follo\\' tlw usual polil'y and ohi nin from the fndinrn; 1·pssion of ilwir ahorip:innl
t itlr a11rl t}l('rrhy bring them i11to clost•r rrlai io11 with the Cowmnwnt. n11d rst ablish
sr<'lll't'ly thPir lrgnl posit.ion.
It is proposr1l in 1his treaty to follow ns C'!osrly as possible the provisions of
Trra1y Xo. 8, whieh proviclr,Jst.

That rc>Rrrvc>s lllil\' hr allotted for tll(' 11se of the Indians, not to f'XrPed nnc square
mile for each family of five or in that proportion for largPr or smnllrr families.

2nd.

That grnt11itil'H be paid at. the tinw of trrnty, narnrl~·, $:l2.00 to t'arh rhirf, $22.00 to
earh headman, and $12.00 to Ptwh Indian.
Thal an annuity nf $2.'i.OO hr paid to rnrh <'hirf, $1.'i.OO to rnrh headman, :ind $.5.00

~rt!

to

e~c:h

f,, •; ....
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It is not proposed to grant these Indians lands in severalty as was done in
the case of Treaty Xo. 8, and the cattle and agricultural implements provided for
in thnt Treaty will not be of great use owing to the non-agricultural rharacter of
the count.ry, but in lieu thereof it is proposed to substitute as far as practicable
hunt,ing, trapping and fishing equipment.
The cost of negotiating the proposed treat.y is estimated at 539,000, for which
provision has been made in the Estimates for 1921-22.
The :\Iinister, therefore, recommends that l\fr. H. A. Conro~', of the Department of Indian Affairs, and who is Inspector for Treaty Xo. 8, be authorized as a
Commissioner to negotiate a treaty with these Indians.

A copy of the proposed Treaty and a map showing the territory to be included
therein, are submitted herewith.
The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendation and submit the same
for approval.

Signed: GEORGE E. FOSTER
Approved: DEVOl\SHIRE

OTTAWA, October 12, 1921.

D. C. ScoTT, Esq.,
Deputy Superintendent General,
Department of Indian Affairs,
Ottawa.
Srn,-I have the honour to submit herewith the rPport on treaty made by
me on authority grnnted by Order in Council, dated l\Iarch 14, last, a:; Commissioner to negotiate a treaty with the Indians occupying the tenitory north of
the 60th parallel and along the Muekenzie river and the Arctic ocean.
I left Edmonton on .June 8, 1921, accompanied b~, Inspector ,V. B. Bruce,
Constable Wood and Constable Campbell, of the Hoyal Canadian 1\Iounted
Police. Constable Campbell acted as my clerk for the summer.
Anfring at Fort }fc::\furray on .June 11, we left thNe on the Hth inn housc•boat, the pmperty of the Hudson's Buy Company, whi<'h company had made all
arrangements for the transportation of the treaty party during the summ<'r in
the North.
We arrived at Fort Fitzgerald on .JunP 18, C"rossed tlw portagr to Fort Smith,
an<l boarded the ss. J!ackenzie Ril'cr on .June 20 for Fort Providencr, at which
place the first adhesion to TrP.aty 11 was to bt• taken. July 5 was the date set
for the meeting of the Indians and m~·spJf to take place at Fort Pro,·idcncc,.and,
in order to arrive in good time, I thought it better for me and my party to proceed there by the ss. J[ acke11zie Rii•er, and IPt the houseboat take> us up again
at this point. The transportation of thr houseboat a<'ross thr portage at Fort
Smith took seYeral clays.
On our arrival at Fort Providenct•, on .June 20, I found the Indians wc>re
not at the post, us we werr there before the date :;et for the mt•t>ting, so word
was senl of m~· anfral, and the majorit~· of th<' PrO\·idrnec Indians li\'ing at.
Willow Lah arri\'C•d on .Junr 25, thosp at. Trout Lah not till .Jul.'· 2. I had
seve'rnl nwrtings with t.hPm, arid Pxplaincd tlw tc•rrns of trPat,\', Thi•,\' \\'<•re• ,·,·r.v
apt. in asking q111·stions, and hNc, as in all tlw otlwr posts wlwn· th<' frpafy wa"
signi•d, tlw qu1•stions askNI and fhP difffr11ltiPs rnc·o1111!1•n•d W('l'f' 1n11C'h tl11• c:a1111'.

The Indians Heemed afraid, for one thing, that their liberty to hunt, trap and fish
would be taken away or curtailed, but were assured by me that this would not
be the case, and the Government will expect them to support themselves in their
own way, and, in fact, that more twine for nets and more ammunition were
given under the terms of this treaty than under any of the preceding ones; this
went a long way to calm their fears. I also pointed out that any game laws
made were to their advantage, and, whether they took treaty or not, they were
subject to the laws of the Dominion. They a!fm seemed afraid that they would
be liable for military service if the treaty was signed, that they would be confined on the reserves, but, when told that they were exempt from military service, and that the reserves mentioned in the treaty would be of their own choosing, for their own use, and not for the white people, and that they would be free
to come and go as they pleased, they were satisfied.
·
Practically all the bands dealt with wanted more provision for medical
attendance at each post, schools for their children, and supplies for their old
and destitute.
I pointed out that they were still able to make their own living, and that
Dr. A. L. McDonald, of the Indian Department, was then with me, and that
they could see him, and that he would attend them free if they wished, but that
it was impossible for the Government to furnish regular medical attention, when
they were occupying such a vast tract of territory. Schools were already established, and their children receiving free education, and supplies were left at each
point for the sick and destitute.
The treaty was signed at Fort Providence on June 27, and the following
were paid:1 Chief,
2 Headmen, and
255 others.
Our houseboat a!'rivecl on July 5, an<l we left Provi<lence for Fort Simpson
on the 7th, securing adhesion to the treaty there on July 11.
1 Chief,
2 Headmen, an<l
344 other Indians were paid.
Adhesions to the treaty were oblainc<l at ForL Wrigley on .Tuly 13.
1 Headman, and
77 others were paid.
At Fort Xorman on .July 1.1,1 Chief,
2 Headmen, an<l
205 others were paid.
At Good Hope, July 21,1 Chief,
1 Hea<lman, and
208 othern were paid.
At Arctic Hetl Hiver on .July 2li,l Chief,
1 If<'atlman, and
Hi() ot}H'l'H WC'!'{' paid .
.\t Fort :\IcPhcr:;o11 011 .July :28,1 Chil'f,
1 lfraciman, ai1d
217 nfhrrf; wcr<' naid.
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At Fort Hae on August 22,1 Chief,
2 Headmen, and
440 others were paid .
. Practicall:y all the ~ndians were dealt with at Fort Providence, Simp:;on,
Wrigley, ArctJC Red River and l\IcPherson, and about 65 per cent at Fort
Norman, Fort Good Hope and Rae, the remainder of these Indians having been
at these posts in the spring and left word that they were willing to take treaty
but had to return to their hunting grounds for their summer's work.
·'
At Fort Rae is the largest band of Indians, about 800, and this is the most
inaccessible, beinp; on the arm of Great Slave lake, difficulty in crossing this lake
being experienced, more especially in the late summer and fall on account of
storms, our party being stormbound at Hay Hiver fo1· five days prior to crossing.
These Indians hunt in every direction from the fort, some as far as 200 miles,
and only come to the post in spring to trade their furs, so that, in future, I would
suggest th11t this be the first post visited when making payments.
We crossed the lake from Hay River to Hae in the Hudson Bay schooner
Fort Rae, leaving our houseboat to take us up at Hesolution, from which place
we went on August 25, arriving at Fort Smith on August 30, Fort McMurray
and Edmonton in September.
I much regret that I was unable, owing to the lack of time, to visit Fort
Liard, and secure adhesion to the treaty. by the Indians at that point, although
they had sent word to Fort Simpson of their willingness to accept the same. I
corn;idered it advhmble to proceed to Great Slave Lake, and cross to Fort Rae
at the first opportunity, as the season was getting late.
Dr. A. L. McDonald joined the party at Fort Providence, and accompanied
it to Good Hope, at that place haYing to return to Fort llesolution on account
of smallpox having been reported, which !'('port, fortunately, prnved untrue. He
joined the party again at Hay Hi\·er, and remained with it until arrival at his
hcadquarter8 at Fort Smith.
I was very glad to be accompanied by His Lordship Bi8hop Breynat, O.M.I.,
who has considerable influence with the Indians in the North, and would like
here to express my appredation of the help and hospitality accorded to me and
my party in hi8 missions, and I ck~;ire al:,m to express my appreciation of the
services rendered by Inspector Bruce, of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police,
and by his party. Constables Woods and Campb('ll performed their duties in
the most creditable manner.
The actual number of Indians paid was:7 Chiefs at $32 each
\ .................... $
488
12 Headmen at $22 earhj
and
1,015 I11diiurn at $1~ etwh........................ $22,980

I-I. A. CONROY,

C'o111111issioner, Treaty No. 11.

THEATY

XF~\InEH

ELEVEN

ARTICLES OF A THEATY rnadr and <'oncluded on the several dates mrntioned therein in the year of Our Lord One thousand Xine hundred and TwentyOnr, between His Most Graeious :\Iajesty C:rorge V, King of Great Britain and
In·'land und of the British Dominion;; be.vond the fleas, by His Commissioner,
fl,.nn· .\nthnn\' C'o111·n\", Esquire, of the> City of Ottaw:1 of the> One> Part, and
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the Slave, Dogrib, Loucheux, Hare and other Indians, inhabitants of the terrItory within the limits hereinafter defined and described, by their Chiefs and
Headmen, hereunto subscribed, of the other part:WHEREAS, the Indians inhabiting the territory hereinafter defined have been
convened to meet a commissioner representing His Majesty's Government of the
Dominion of Canada at certain places in the said territory in this present year
of 1921, to deliberate upon certain matters of interest to His Most Gracious
Majesty, of the one part, and the said Indians of the other.
AND WHEREAS, the said Indians have been notified and informed by His
Majesty's said commissioner that it is His desire to open for settlement, immigration, trade, travel, mining, lumbering and such other purposes as to His
Majesty may seem meet, a tract of country bounded and described as hereinafter set forth, and to obtain the consent thereto of His Indian subjects inhabiting the said tract, and to make a treaty, so that there may be peace and goodwill between them and His Majesty's other subjects, and that His Indian people
may know and be assured of what allowances they are to expert and receive
from His Majesty's bounty and benevolence.
AND WHEREAS, the Indians of the said tract, duly convened in council at the
respective points named hereunder, and being requested by His Majesty's Commissioner, to name certain Chiefs and Headmen, who should be authorized on
their behalf to conduct such negotiations and sign any treaty to be founded
thereon, and to become responsible to His Majesty for the faithful performance
by their respective bands of such obligations as shall be assumed by them, the
said Indians hav.e therefore acknowledged for that purpose the several chiefs
and Headmen who have subscribed thereto.
AND ·wuEREAS the said Commissione1· has proceeded to negotiate a treaty
with the Slave, Dogrib, Loucheux, Hare and other Indians inhabiting the district
hereinafter defined and described, which has been agreed upon and concluded by
the respective bands at the dates mentioned hereunder, the said Indians do
hereby cede, release, surrender and yield up to the Government of the Dominion
of Canada, for His Majesty the King and His Successors forever, all their rights,
titles, and privileges whatsoever to the lands included within the following limits,
that is to ~;ay:
Commencing at the northwesterly corner of the territory ceded under the
provisions of Treaty Number Eight; thence northeasterly along the height-ofland to the point where it intersects the boundary between the Yukon Territory
and the Nor th west Territories; thence north westerly along the said boundary
to the shore of the Arctic ocean; thence easterly along the said shore to the
mouth of the Coppermine river; thence southerly and southeasterly along the
left bank of the said river to Lake Gras by way of Point lake; thence along
the southern shore of Lake Gras to a point situated northwest of the most
western extremity of Aylmer lake; thence along the southern shore of Aylmer
lake and following the right bank of the Lockhart river to Artillery lake; thence
along the western shore of Artillery lake and following the right bank of the
Lockhart river to the site of Old Fort Heliance where the said river enters
Great Slave lake, this being the northeastern corner of the territ9ry ceded under
the provisions of Treaty Number Eight; thence westerly along the northern
boundary of the said territory so ceded to the point of commencement; comprising an area of approximately three hundred and seventy-two thousand
SQUare miles.
AND ALSO, the said Indian rights, titles and privileges whatsoever to all
other lands wherever situated in the Yukon Territory, the Northwest Territories
or in any other portion of the Dominion of Canada.
To have and to hold the same to His Majesty the King and His Surcel'lsors
fo..-l!AJ41,.v-.
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AND His Majesty the King hereby agrees with the said Indians that they
shall have the right to pursue their usual vocations of hunting, trapping and
fishing throughout the tract surrendered as heretofore described, subject to such
regulations as may from time to time be made by the Government of the Country
acting under the authority of His l\Iajesty, and saving and excepting such tracts
as may be required or taken up from time to time for settlement, mining, lumbering, trading or other purposes.
AND His Majesty the King hereby agrees and undertakes to lay aside
reserves for each band, the same not to exceed in all one square mile for each
family of five, .or in that proportion for larger or smaller families;
PROVIDED, however, that His :\fajesty reserves the right to deal with any
settlers within the boundaries of any lands reserved for any band as He may
see fit i and also that the aforesaid reserves of land, or any interest therein,
may be sold or otherwise disposed of by His Majesty's Government for the use
and benefit of the said Indians entitled thereto, with their consent first had
and obtained; but in no wise shall the said Indians, or any of them, be entitled
to sell or otherwise alienate any of the lands allotted to them as reserves.
It is further agreed between His Majesty and His Indian subjects that
such portions of the reserves and lands above indicated as may at any time
be required for public works, buildings, 'railways, or roads of whatsoever nature
may be appropriated for that purpose by His Majesty's Government of the
Dominion of Canada, due compensation being made to the Indians for the
value of any improvements thereon, and an equivalent in land, money or other
consideration for the area of the reserve so appropriated.

And in order to show the satisfaction of His Majesty with the behaviour
and good conduct of His Indian subjects, and in extinguishment of all their
past claims hereinabove mentioned, He hereby, through his Commissioner,
agrees to give to each Chief a present of thirty-two dollars in cash, to each
Headman, twenty-two dollars, and to every other Indian of whatever age of
the families represented, at the time and place of payment, twelve dollars.
Hrs MAJESTY, also agrees that dming the coming year, and annually thereafter, He will cause to be paid to the said Indians in cash, at suitable places
and dates, of which the said Indians shall be duly notified, to each Chief twentyfive dollars, to each Headman fifteen dollars, and to every ot.her Indian of
whatever age five dollars, to be paid only to heads of families for the members thereof, it being provided for the purposes of this Treaty that each band
having at least thirty members may have a Chief, and that in addition to a
Chief, each band may have Councillors or Headmen in the proportion of two
t.o each two hundred members of the band.
FuRTHER, His Majesty agrees that each Chief shall receive once and for
all a silver medal, a suitable flag and a copy. of this Treaty for the use of his
band; and during the coming year, and every third year thereafter, each Chief
and Headman shall receive a suitable suit of clothing.
FURTHER, His Majesty agrees to pay the salaries of teachers to instruct
the children of said Indians in such manner as His Majesty's Government may
deem advisable.
FURTHER, His l\1ajesty agrees to supply once and for all to each Chief of
a band that selects a reserve, ten axes, five hand-saws, five augers, one grindstone, and the necessary files and whetstones for the use of the band.
FURTHER, His l\fojesty agrees that, each band shall receive once and for
all equipment for hunting, fishing and trapping to the value of fifty dollars for
each family of such band, and that there shall be distributed annually among
the Indians equipment, such as twine for nets, ammunition and trapping to
the value of three dollars per head for C'::wh Indian who continues to follow the
vnr'.'ltion nf h11ntin£!'. fishin£!' and trnrnin!!.
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FURTHER, His Majesty agrees that, in the event of any of the Indians
aforesaid being desirous of following agricultural pursuits, such Indians shall
receive such assistance as is deemed necessary for that purpose.
AND the undersigned Slave, Dogrib, Loucheux, Hare and other Chiefs and
Headmen, on their own behalf and on behalf of all the Indians whom they
represent, do hereby solemnly promise and engage to strictly observe this
Treaty, and also to conduct and behave themselves as good loyal subjects of
His Majesty the King.
THEY promise and engage that they will, in all respects, obey and abide
by the law; that they will maintain peace between the~selves and others of
His Majesty's subjects, whether Indians, half-breeds or whites, now inhabiting
and hereafter to inhabit any part of the said ceded territory; that they will
not molest the person or property of any inhabitant of such ceded tract, or of
any other district or country, or interfere with, or trouble any person passing
or travelling through the said tract or any part thereof, and that they will
assist the officers of His Majesty in bringing to justice and punishment any
Indian offending against the stipulations of this Treaty, or infringing the law
in force in the country so ceded.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, His Majesty's said Commissioner and the said Chiefs
and Headmen have hereunto set their hands at the places and times set forth
in the year herein first above written.
SIGNED AT PROVIDENCE on the twenty-seventh day of June, 1921, by His
Majesty's Commissioner and the Chiefs and Headmen in the presence of the
undersigned witnesses, after having been first interpreted and explained.
WITNESSES:

W. V. BRUCFJ, lnsp. R.C.M.P.,

H. A. CoNRoY, Comm.

F. H.

PAur, LAFOIN x CMef,

hi8
KITTO,

mark

A. H. MILLER,

his

HARRY FRANCIS x Headman,
mark

G. BREYNAT, 0.M.I., Bishop of Adr.,
Vic. Apost. of Mackenzie,

his

BAPTISTF. SABOURINE x Headman.

J, A. R. BALSILLIE.

mnrk

SIGNED at Simpson on the eleventh day of July, 1921, by His Majesty's
Commissioner and the Chiefs and Headmen in the presence of t.he undersigned
witnesses, after having been first interpreted and explained.
WITNESSES:
(Sgct.)
G. BREYNAT, O.M.r., Bi'shop of Adr.,
Vic. Apost. of Mackenzie,
JmIN G. CORRY,
W. V. BRUCE, lnsp. R.C.M.P.,
A. F. CAMBELL,
T.
HARRIS,

w.

H. A. CoNnoY, Comm.
(ANTOrNF.)
(I\ORWERGEN)

6':i'::J-V

C... p.1"7)Q"" '°'

hi8

BEDSEDIA x
mnrk

SIGNED at Wrigley on the thirteenth day of July, 1921, by His Majesty's
Commissioner and the Chiefs and Headmen in the presenr.e of t.hc 1111dersigned
witnesses, after haYing been firat interpreted and explained.
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WI'l,'NESSES:

(Sgd.)
G. BnEYNAT, O.M.I., Bishop of Adr.,
Vic. Apost. of Jfackenzie,
W. V. BRUCE, lnsp: R.C.M.P.,
A. L. McDONALD,

F. H.

H. A.

CONROY,

Comm.

(Yl<:NDO)

BACON.

SIGNED at Norman on the fifteenth day of July, 1921, by His Majesty's
Commissioner and the Chiefs and Headmen in the presence of the undersigned
witnesses, after having been first interpreted and explained.

WITNESSES:

(Sgd.)

H. A.

O.M.I., Bishop of Adr.,
Vic. Apost. of .Mackenzie,
W. V. BRUCE, Insp. R.C.M.P.,
G.

CoNIWY,

Comm.

BREYNAT,

GEO.

P.

ALBERT WRIGHT,
his
SA UL BLONDIN x
murk

JOHNSTON,

G. H. M.

CAMPBELL,

Const. R.C.M.P.

SIGNED at Good Hope on the twenty-first day of July, 1921, by His Majesty's
Commissioner and the Chiefs and Headmen in the presence of the undersigned
witnesses, after having been first interpreted and explained,

WITNESSES:

H. A.

(Sgd.)

G.

CoNIWY,
his
SIMEON x

O.M.I., Bishop of Adr.,
Vic. Apost. of Mackenzie
W. V. BRUCE, lnsp. R.C.M.P.
BREYNAT,

F. H.
J. H.

BACON,
BRASHAR,

Comm.

mark
hi8
FnAN<.'OIS x N ATEGAL.
mark

Cpl. R.C.M.P.

SIGNBD at Arctic Hed River on the twenty-sixth day of July, 1921, by His
l\Iajesty's Commissioner and the Chiefs and Headmen in the p~esenee of the
undersigned witnesses, after having been first interpreted and explamed.

WITNESSES:

(Sgd.)
G. BREYNAT, O.M.I., Bishop of Adr.,
Vic. Apost. of llfackenzic,
W. V. BnucE, Insp. R.C.M.P.,
J. LBCUYBR, Pr. O.M.I.

J.

PAHSONS.

H. A.

CoNHOY,

Comm.

hi8

·

PAUL x
murk

NrnE Arm,
FADIEN-LALOO.

SIGN t;D at McPherson 011 the twent.y-ci!-(h th day of July, 192 l, by His
l\Iajcsty's Commissioner and the Chiefs twd Ilcadmc11 in the P\Cscnce of the
undc•rsig11cd witnesses, after ha\'ing been first iutcrpretcd awl cxplarnml.

WI'l'N l~SSBS:
(Sgd.)
W. V. B1wc1~, Insp. R.C.M.P.,

H. A.

J.

J.\DY LALO,

PARSONS,
BACON,
JAMES FIRTH.

CoNHoY,

Comm.

F. H.

JoHNNIB K1KA\\'C1IIK.

BlO

S1?N.1m at Liard on th~
day of
, 1921, by His Majesty's
C?mm1ss10ner and the Chiefs and Headmen in the presence of the undersigned
witnesses, after having been first interpreted and explained.
WITNESSES:
SIGNED at Rae on the twenty-second day of August, 1921, by His l\fajesty':;
Commissioner and the Chiefo and Headmen in the presence of the undersigned
witnesses, after having been first interpreted and explained.
H. A. CoNROY, Comm.,

WITNESSES:
(Sgd.)
G. BREYNAT, O.M.I., Bishop of Adr.,
Vic. Apost. of .Mackenzie,
W, J. O'DONNELL,
W . V . B RUCE, I nsp. R .C..il{
. .P .,
Ev. HERON, H. B. Co.
CLAUDE WM. LAFOUNTAIN,

his

Mon.PHY x
mark
his
JERMAIN X
murk
his

JosuE x BEAULIEU.
mark

ORDER IN COUNCIL
R<\.TIFYING TrtEA:TY

~o.

11

P.O. 3985
PRIVY COUNCIL CANADA
AT TIIE GovERNMENT HousE AT OTTA ,n,
SATUHDA Y, the 22nd day of October, 1921.
PHESEN'l':
His EXCELLENCY THE Gov1mNoR G l<:NERAL IN CouNCIL
WHEREAS the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs submits herewith
Treaty Number Eleven made, in accordance with the terms of Order in Council
of 14th March, 1921 (P.C. 686), by Henry Anthony Conroy, Esquire, who was
appointed a Commissioner by the said Order in Council, to negotiate with the
Slave, Dogrib, Loucheux, Hare and other Indians for the cession by the said
Indians to the Crown of all their rights, titles and privileges whatsoever in the
territory north of the sixtieth paralld and along the ).fackcnzic river and the
Arctic ocean in the Dominion of Canada.
T1rnRJo:FOlll·; Tfo; Ex1·cllc11<'y t.lw C:o\'c1'1101· <:c1wrnl in ('oun.<"il, 011 th<~ rec·ommcndation of the Su1wri11tr•11deut ( :C'lleral of Indian Affairs, is pleased to ratify
t.lw said Treaty Numb0t· Eleven, mad!' and 11cgotiat<'d al' lwr0i11before rcrited,
and the same i~ hereby ratified and 1·onfirmrd acror<lingly.

RODOLPHE BOUDHK\lJ,
Clerk of the Privy Council.
The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs.
Owing to the death of Commi:-;Hio11er Conroy on April 27, l 922, and to the
he harl not hn.d an opportunity durinv; the summer of 192 l uf obtain-

far•t t hn t

B11

ing the adhesion to the Treaty by the Slave Indians 1f the
was necessary to make other arrangements. Accordingi,v the
Excellency the Governor General in Council was obtained for
of T. W. Harris, Indian agent at Fort Simpson, N.W.T., as
secure this adhesion.

Liard district, it
authority of His
the appointment
Commissioner to

Following is a copy of the Order in Council:P. C. 993
CERTIFIED CoPY

of a Report of the Commi'ttee of the Privy Council. approved

by His Excellency the Governor General on the 9th ill ay, 1922

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a Report, dated
2nd May, 1922, from the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, submitting,with reference to Order in Council of the 14th March, 1921, under which Mr.
H. A. Conroy, Inspector for Treaty No. 8, was authorized to act as Commissioner to negotiate a Treaty (known as Treaty/No. 11) with the Indians occupying the territory north of the 60th parallel and along the l\fackenzie river to
the Arctic coast,-that owing to lack of time Mr. Conroy was unable to visit
the Fort Liard Indians last year with a view to securing their adhesion to the
treaty.
The Minister states that owing to Mr. Conroy's death, whieh occurred on
the 27th April, 1922, it is essential that someone should be deputed to complete
the treaty negotiations.
The Minister, therefore, recommends that M:r. T. Vv. Harris, Indian agent
at Fort Simpson, N.W.T., be authorized to .complete the work entrusted to the
late Mr. Conroy in connection with the treaty above mentioned.
The Committee concur in the foregoing recommendation and submit the
same for approval.
RODOLPHE BOUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy Council.
The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs.
Accordingly Commissioner Harris, accompanied by His Lordship Bishop
Breynat and Reverend Father Moisan, visited Fort Liard on .July 17th. The
terms of the treaty having been explained by the Commissioner, t.he Chief and
Headmen, who had pre\·iously been elected, ::;igned the treaty on brhalf of the
Indians as indicated in the following Indenture:~
SrGN'ED at Liard on the seventeenth day of July, 1922, by His l\fajesty's
Commissioner and the Chiefs and Headmen in the presence of the undersigned
witnesses, after having been first interpreted and explained.
WITNESSES:

(Sgd.)
G.

F.
A.

0.1\'I.I., Bishop of Adr.,
Vic. Ap. of Mackenzie

BnEYNAT,

1\foISAN, O.:\f.I. Ptre.
BoRnIN, Const. R.C.M.P.,
J OSEPII B1mnA ULT, Interpreter.

(Sgd.)
T11o~rAs \V1LLIAM

Tmnr.\s E.
JmmPH

IlAnnrs, Comm.
hi"

KINLA x Chief,
mark

hi"
FANTASQUn x lfradmnn,
·
mark

his
DAVID CF.LIIH:TA x llcadman.
tnark

B12

...

The Number of Indians paid was:-'1 Chief at $32. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $
32
44
2 Headmen at $22. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,764
147 Indians at $12..............................
ORDER IN COUNCIL
RATIFY!:>:G ..\nuESION To TREATY

No. 11
Ma.i'ch 29, 1923.

The Committee of the Privy Council, on the recommendation of the
Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, submit herewith for ratification and
confirmation by Your Excellency in Council, an instrument, in duplicate, containing the adhesion to Treaty No. 11 of the Indians of Fort Liard taken the
seventeenth day of July, 1922, by .Mr. T. W. Harris, who was appointed by an
Order of Your Excellency in Council of 9th May, 1922 (P.C. No. 993), as His
l\.fojrsty's Commissioner to take the said adhesion; one copy of the instrument
to be returned to the Department of Indian Affairs and the other to be kept on
record in the Pri\'Y Council Office.
(Sgd.)

RODOLPHE BOUDREAU,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs.
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